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MONTREAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY ANÔ FRUIT GROWERS ASSO
CIATION OF THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

ANXVAL MfcLTlNli.

The annual meeting was held in the Fraser Institute Hall on the evening of 
December .ith 1889. Professor D. P. Penhalluw, the President, occupied the 
chair.

There were present Messrs. William Evans, E.J. Maxwell, R. Brodie, J. Hetrix, 
(». Cheney, Hon. L. Beaubien, Robert Evans, J. II. Goode, Charles Gibb, R. W 
Shepherd, Jr., J. W. Molson, J. Fraser Torrance, A. Joyce, Colin.Campbell, John, 
Doyle, James Morgan, Jr.. Colin Morgan, I). R. McCord, R. Jack, Edgar Judge, 
Jj Bennett, G. Trussell, John Robertson, J. II. Joseph, J. Kirkwood, James 
McKenna, D. XX illiamson, C. J. Fleet and others.

1 he President opened the meeting with the following remarks :

Gentlemen :

»

The i 
ful and pi 
by a Govt 
in advan 
the societ 
vincial G< 
the usual

If thi 
increased, 
demandée 
owing la 
enabled u 
source ol 
becomes : 
hundred, 
large nun 
necessary 
Local Gov

Belure proceeding to the transaction of the ordinary business of this evening, 
there are certain matters of importance, lelating to the present and future 
weli.ue *bis society, to which it seems desirable to direct vour attention.

Since the dale of issuing our First Annual Report, fourteen years ago. the 
history ol this society lias been one of rapid progress, and more especially within 
the last lour or five years, the field of usefulness lias enlarged with unusual 
rapidity, and the work of the society lias been extended in several important 
directions. The position which we new hold is only second, among all the 
kindred societies of this continent, to the large and influential Massachusetts 
Horticultural Society. This result has teen achieved chiefly through the medium 
ot our annual reports, which contain a large amount ef matter of special value 
to those engaged in horticultural pursuits. For tl 

floricultm 
interests o 
and that, 
to the pro 
is given 
technicall 
should tin 
depends h 
society foi 
assistance 
mote the t

Dur exhibitions have also contributed largely to this end and though their 
influence is of necessity of a more purely local character, but in the last annual 
exhibition, at which the display of fruit was of an unusual character, both in 
quality and quantity, the society may feel just cause for congratulation.

The interests confided to the

.

f)* Ibis society' are large and of great impor
tance and it must be kept in mind that they do not simply embrace encourage
ment to the cultivation ol flowers, although that constitutes one of our most impor
tant functions ; but under the terms of our charter the 
enlarging fruit interests of this province are confided to 
therefore impress it upon you that the executive officers

very important and 
our care, and I would 
of this society upon

k



'Z 'h;»T lh™ ***"’ winter "Stings for the discussion of iiorticultural 
, ” 1 vc been held, Those for a discussion of subjects relatin'* to the cul
tivation of plants have not met with the success they deserve ch!e5y thro l 
™ f° interestontl;ePart°fmost concerned and for whom this depa,,
wUIthAmf mei’me dS "aS ,,1Stituted’ a"d the wisdom of continuing them 

're ,l"‘ lt’(Iluro 1,16 consideration of the incoming Hoard of Direction.

ful ,1 ? RS ÏV discussion of tlia f™t interests have been most succès-
fui and promise well for the future. The last one held at Quebec, was supported
in " ^crnment grant, and not oniy did it accomplish a most important work 
n adva,,cn,g the fruit intern of this Province, but it has resulted in placin'

vinc-Tr * Ull0“ '' bel,erand 111 e substantial basis in its relations to the Pro- 
tu" , Government. Supplementary exhibitions have been held, in addition to 
the usual autumn exhibition, these have related almost wholly to flowers.

increased S 'pi!!*'* t°|continue’ the resources of the society will need to he 
demanded nfti s6'eni yfars l)ast our income has been inadequate to the work 

■ i of the society, but the Treasurer’s report for this year shows that
p„.;;;L1;ll'8dy ‘V. more than llsl,ally successful exhibition, wo have been ennbled to meet all liabilities to date. Membership cannot he looked upon as a
becom ° ,e'™ue’ for as our late Secretary more than once pointed out, it 
econus a matter of personal influence and favor beyond a membership of five

hundred, while the small annualtfee of two dollars is more than offset bv the 
urge number of admission tickets issued to the members. It will therefore he 

necessarj to consider the propriety of seeking increased assistance from the 
hoeal Government in aid of our provincial work.

sreriTl *he burden of responsibility directly falls, should .be selected with 
' . erence 10 their ability to discharge their important duties in an

ffd^mthTirTare ^ fUl‘ We‘8,lt °f ,he trust8 and responsibilities con-

for the benefit ol those who are disposed to consider that the interests of 
onciiltuw are not sufficiently consulted, it should lie stated that the fruit 

in ciesls ol this Province are of much greater importance than any local interests 
am that, while the resources of the society should be applied as far as possible 

0 i<-promotion of all interests, the grant which we now receive from Quebec 
is given w holly upon the ground of our work in promoting fruit culture, and 
McmucaUy, cannot be diverted to any other purpose. The exhibitors of (lowers 
should therefore bear in mind that the success of their particular department 
depends largely upon themselves, and any disposition to cast blame upon the 
society lor not meeting their particular views, should give way to a generous 
assistance to the Board of Direction, who have ever been most anxious to pro
mote the best interests of all concerned without undue preference.

11
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want of y K!8"'®17 ha® always had contend against, is the
membel 2 m ’ We, ’"fV"7 ,ndifferen^ «Whited by a large portion of our 

J ,y Wh°m kD0W n°thing 01 the sO';iety, bc/ond the pay
ment of their annual subscription. This is a matter that has engaged
tion of the directors in the past and will demand serious consideration 
incoming Board.
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The minutes of the last annual meeting were read and confirmed.

Tlie Secretary read the following report of the 
during the year.

!

operations of the Society
Our

18th, 19 
compelit 
apples v 
display i 
was not 
exhibile 
plants, a 
much ac 
the who

.hue* STAR VS REPORT.

The following report of the operations 
respectfully submitted.

of the Society tor the past year is

«ü*H,!?heTl! 2 ,w“. *lectore “"'“«1 by colonel Rhode, „t
S!u been the Hall of the Natural History Society on the 17th Januarv on the

r. and Culture of Winter blooming plants.” A large number of members

1ect2andTuhVeeclo0f **“ T'<T °f hearinK this interesting and instruire by Mr ’A Desirdin, « p 'ka"k9' moved ^ Sir Donald A. Smith seconded

which
The The 

v Society 
owing n 
deterred

kindly provided button hole bouquets
were presented to the ladies attending.

Md «iSZr «« "old io Quebec ,m

F s zzzsasz»d innch’i'mére'l «ÏÏmTÔâ'fcT Th of IheProvioce

lives of the Eastern Î art of ' iW''ÜC,u"'d h> the représenta-

hie Natumlll^y^cLToMreÏÏirrb,^ h°Id the Ilal1 of

read which, with the discussion thereon ,,apm WCr*
This meeting was not largely attended nul .t i • t ' l d , asl annual “T01*. 

« ml manitclod by our memher, ,hi, hr.,,eh of hoShorê. "**’
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usual divided into clases A. and B., having a superficial area of 700 feet 
and under. There were only three entries for the former and two for latter. The 
names of the successful competitors are published in last annual report.

During the winter a number of conservatories were opened to our members, 
a privilege which, through the kindness of the owners, we are annually enabled 
to offer them. Those who kindly conceded us this privilege last year were, Sir 
George Stephen, Hon. J. J. C. Abbott, Mr. Mackay, Kildonan Hall, Mr. H. Montagu 
Allan, Raveiscrag, Mr. R. B. Angus, and Mrs. Redpath, Terrace Bank.

Our annual fall exhibition was held in the Victoria Skating Rink on the 
18th, 19th, and 20th, September. The entries were very numerous and the 
competition keen, nearly all the sections being competed for. The collection of 
apples was particularly fine some 1800 plates being on the tables forming a 
display which has seldom, if ever, been equalled in this Province. The 
was not so favorable for grapes and although a large number of varieties 
exhibited many were not thoroughly ripened. The collections of decorative 
plants, as usual, formed the leading feature in the floral department and were 
much admired by the thousands of visitors who attended. The exhibition on 
the whole was one of the most successful held for years.

were as

season
were

The Chrysanthemum show was held in the hall of the Natural History 
v Society on the 12th, and 13th. November. The entries were not numerous, 

owing no doubt to the unfavorable weather of the past two seasons which has 
êeterred many from growing these plante.

There has been a slight increase in membership during the past year; we 
have now 568 members paying a subscription of $2, and 23 non resident 
members paying $1, an increase of 11 members in all. This result has uot 
lureu accomplished without effort as since 1883 there lias been an annual decrease 
of membership.

The membership in this year was the largest in the history of the Association 
8‘) i names being on the roll. In 1881 this had decreased to 850, in 1885 to 721, in 
l8Mi to 603, and in 1888 to 550. During the past year we have lost 5‘) of our old 
members, some though death, others through departure from the city, hut the 
greater number through a want of inclination to subc.ribe ; thus, although 
have added 100 new names to our list the result shows a gain of only 41 
members.

we

This society now appears to have arrived at a stage in its existence when a 
larger revenue is needed to eaable it to extend its operations, and it would be 
well to consider whether such a result can he obtained though an increased 
membership alone. The experience ol the past few years would seem to show 
•»l, neither in receipts Iron exhibitions, nor from membership, can we reason.
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in order to obtain
Prize? .. 
Exhibit! 
Express. 
Commis 
Statione 
E. J. Ma 
W. W. 1 
Cash on

an

memtoJlhiit,*!1!,",!1 “ WM with a ,i,w i,lcr„„ing

- obtain now snb,^" Thut^'f '""'0 "*nb"* «*» «»“ ™de.,oav 
out Mr r n S bUS8esll°n was acted upon and a number given

r-,^ —
members. Mr WilliamKvu i° ^h<'f,Ue f°r the subscriptions of 17 new 

Ihe financial statement of the

our

past years operations is as follow^ 

nce 01 Quebec ,or the year ending 30th November 1888.
Yoi 

of one o

receipts. Dm 
precedir 
close of 
account! 
liave tlii 
not alwi 
owing to 
able we< 
vision h 
their es I 
grant ar 
meeting 
the lion 
lature, $

Cash on hand I December 18*7 
Members subscriptions, 508 a 82

U
23 a 81.

837.04
SI 130

23 81159Provincial G<fvernmeut on 
Donations for special prizes
Dividends Hank Stock..........
Poultry Coops Sold..............
Aetna Insurance Co. rebate 
Reports sold.......

account grant of 8100(1 750

1.
Proceeds one share Hank oi Montreal Stock sold " 

" ^ Dunlop Treasurer on loan..........;

2.25
414.50
20
494.05

500
Tin

Messrs*3022.44*
The 

have kii 
press fo

KXl'KNMTt HU.
Sundry accounts...............
Advertising and printing
Rent....................................
Library account.................
Cartage......................
Telegrams..................
Insurance........................
Stamps................................
Expenses Quebec meeting.

•31.75
261.66
94.25
43.55
3.10

1
:

Moi89
23.72 ! Tha
40.00

204.22
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obtain an ' i:i >.L n m •! •Prizes.......
Exhibition expenses................. ............................
Express....................................................................
Commission on collections................................
Stationery...............................................................
E. J. Maxwell loan returned.............................
W. W. Dunlop secretary treasurer................
Cash on hand deposited in Merchants ltank

1271.50
620.72

asing our 
ndeavour 
her given 
lore than 
f 17 new 
s greatly

9.75
81.00
23.80

350.00
500.00

49.63

83622.11

You will notice by this statement that it has been found necessary to disposa 
of one of our shares of Bank of Montreal stock.

During the past year our receipts have been equal to our expenses, but in 
preceding years the expenses have not always been provided for, so that at the 
close of 1887 there was a balance of 8350 due to the Treasurer, also some unpaid 
accounts making a total of about 8100 to he provided for. This, the directors 
Have thought proper to liquidate hv the sale of one of our shares of stock. It is 
not always possible to limit our expenses to our income, which is not fixed, 
owing to the variation in our receipts from the September exhibition, from unfavor
able weather, and other causes over which we have no control. < >wing to no pro
vision having been made by the Government for the printing of our report, in 
their estimates for the past year, they have retained the sum of 8250 from emi
grant and have also not yet paid us the sum of 8250 promised in aid ol our fruit 
meeting in Quebec last winter. Both these amounts, we have been assured by 
the Honorable the Premier, will lie paid us after the next meeting of the Legis
lature. and will provide for the loan credited to the Treasurer.

The accounts of Hie society have been duly audited and found correct by 
Messrs J. M. M. Duff, accountant, and J. H. Cay fold.

The society is greatly indebted to Messrs. G. Cheney, F. Cole and others who 
have kindly contributed special prizes for competition, also to the members of the 
press for their courtesy in reporting its proceedings.

Growers 
iter 1888.

837.64

il 159
750

f

2.25
414.50
20
494.05

500

3622.44*

•31.75
261.66
94.25
43.55

3.10

\Y. W. Dunlop.

Sec.-Trcas.

Moved by Mr. B. W. Shepherd, Jr., seconded by Mr. Janies McKenna : 

i That the Secretary’s report and financial statement be adopted. Carried.

89
23.72
40.00

204.22
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The following reI>ort of IheXibrary Committee was then read by M CharlesGibb.

The Library Commilee report as follows : 

Number °f b°0k,3preSented sinfiR last meeting
K«»«d t/pm*, 'Cut!86 ,0r 0“r nf°M-

Purchased.

Total number of volumes

The greater part of these h wever 
the society, as we acknowledge 11 recei

Amount spent on binding..............

Number of books in library bound 
Paper............ .............

141
are in the 13th report el"

•8 tit

1032
98

Total number of volumes
1131

Directors, last yea^amhorized^tlL°b" a'* 1CP°rt’ WC would mention that the 

<2th reports, at a co t o 82 n “* °f 150 C0Pic* * the 10th 

*W „ec„™rv“ w ' Tl'Z™? '««ch»g, (ot “ ** m,mher *“«»<!

11 th anti

we receive te

f"1 ,hi» comn.il,„• would ,L„.lv . d> “ W“"ld “sl lto“
"«W for ,l,c member, C, ,,,,° “'l,0,ls -

«ovr» are qniokly „„d tod 8<", ""P°m ta
compensate for the outlay. l> luil(lui? 111 cheap covers would

Heichenbachin, the great work 
they appear, is intended as a memorial to 
pm ts have been subscribed fo 
cover the full

per volume

orchids,which isbeeiOil
"8 received in parts as 

9n ‘t,! Seci-Rtar>’i He"ry S. Evans. 28 
'1 *0 more subscriptions at 82.75 each**.

our
r, wi

expenses.

H- CHANOI.UK.
h ’h Maxwku.. 
Gu viu.es Gibb.

Respectfully submitted,
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t. Charles Moved by Mr. R. W. Shepherd, Jr., seconded by Mr. Walter Drake : 

That the report of the library committee be adopted. Carried.

Mr. G. Cheney stated that lie was surprised there were not more members 
and suggested to the incoming Board of Directors, a change id the manner of 
collection, he thought the subscriptions should be collected earlier in the season 
aud that members should endeavour to get new names and the Secretary attend 
to the old ones, by this means the membership might be largely increased.

Mr. John Doyle asked for some information about the library and regretted 
that all the books were not for circulation to members.

141

report el'
Mr. Charles Gibb replied that about one third were for circulation com

prising all those which could be replaced in case of loss, but, that it was not 
considered advisable to allow books which could not easily be replaced to leave 
the building and, that this 
kind.

■ $8 M

... 1032 the rule generally adopted in libraries of thiswas
98

Messrs. Edgar Judge and D. R. McCord aked for information
to “ Reichenbachia " which is being subscribed for as a memorial to the late^Mr 
Henry S. Evans.

.. 1131

hat the 
1 th and 
3 it was 
live it

The President replied that some 19 subscriptions were required to complete 
the work. The following gentlemen immediately handed in their names 
for the number required: Messrs. C. J. Fleet, Edgar Judge, John Robertson, 
J. W.Molson and J. H. Joseph 2 copies each, R. Harvie, James Morgan, Jr., Colin 
Morgan, James Torrance, Hon. L. Beaubien, Thomas Hall, Walter Drake D. 
Williamson, T. Williamson, one copy each.

The elections of Directors was next proceeded with.
Messrs, James Morgan, Jr.,.and Frank Roy were appointed scrutineers ami 

alter having taken up the ballot papers retired.
The consideration of the notices of motion made at last annual meetiim to 

change By-laws 14 and 15 of this society was then taken up and the proposed 
changes read to the meeting.

Moved by Mr. Edgar Judge, seconded by Mr. J. H. Joseph.

That By law No 14 be amended by striking out the following words l: A 
member of the preceding year.

On this motion being put to a vote it was declared lost.

Moved by Mr. J. H. Joseph seconded by Mr. E. Judge :

That the subscription for life memborship be increased 
dollars.

mlume 
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Moved in amendment bv Mr. Jolm Robertson seconded by the lion. Lotus 
Beaubien. Pro

I hat it is not advisable to make any changes in By-laws l i and la.
Carried s

The Scrutineers reported the following Board of Directors elected : ProY D. 
P. Penhallow, Messrs. R. W. Shepherd, Jr., Charles Gibb, William Evans E.J 
Maxwell. A. Joyce, R. Brodie, \\ J. Wilslire and John Doyle.

Ladies >
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I lie chairman exhihite.l a plan of a proposed new building to bo erected for 
hortieultual purposes and gave an estimate of the amount required, and an 
outline o' what had already been done hy th,- Board of Directors in this matter.

Moved by Mr. C. J. Fleet seconded by Mr. D Williamson :

That this meeting approves of the steps already tken 1,y the Directors and 
hat they lw authorized to taM further steps towards the consumna.ion of 

this end. Cirned.

'I :ie meeting then adjourned.

CONVENTION OF FRI [T GROWERS.

The annual meetings for the discussion of fro 
hail, Montreal, on January 29th an 1 :10th, I8tth

Kill si BAY.

The Convention met at ;i o'clock p, m. ' *
Professor Penhallow, president of the Montreal Horticultural Society and 

bruit Growers Association of the Province of Quebec, occupied the chair

cJïvtR; Mr: R-Canon Fulton, H. W. Shepherd, Jr. Como. Abel Brovin W Tllon '5
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Hon. Loins Prof. .Penliallow opened the meeting with the following remarks. 

Ladies and Gentlemen.Carried _

: ProY. D. 
Ivans, E. J. We were greatly in hopes that the Hon. Col. Hhotles, recently appointed 

Minister ol' Agriculture, would be present at this meeting. He accepted our 
invitation to attend, and undoubtedly some serious circumstance has tended to 
prevent his being here now, but we hope to have him at a later meeting, 
customary, I will make a lew remarks before we proceed to the ordinary business 
of the meeting. The annual return of 

• satisfaction to those who

Tec ted for 
ed, and an 
his matter. j As is

our meeting must he a source of 
interested in the very ancient and honorable pur

suit oi horticulture. Probably there is no occupation which can contribute so 
largely to culture, well being and happiness, and, 1 might add, to the physical 
strength of the people. Among the many good things the soil yields to the indus
try of the skilful cultivator well grown appetizing fruits

arc

colors and 
ination of

not the least promi-
1 llei!t‘ fortunately to-day abundant means of cheap transportation, a better 

knowledge of the laws of physiology, and the requirements of the human system, 
together with a more exact knowledge of the methods of cultivating and 
storing fruits, have all contributed towards placing the best fruit with the reach 
oi the poor as well as the rich, and from an article of luxury it has come to be 

item of necessity in daily life. Any disaster therefore which could bv any 
possibility seriously impair this great industry would be regarded witli serious 
appichension as a public calamity. It is, therefore, with unfeigned interest that 
we watch the adoption of public measures which are destined to foster the 
growth of an industry of such large and far reaching importance as this. I need 
not of course remind you that it is one of the special functions of this and 
kindred associations to diffuse knowledge, which will aid in such progress and 
it is therefore a subject of great interest to us to observe what is being done 
outside the sphere of such societies. In Germany and England, schools for the 
advancement ol Horticulture have been in operation many years* but on this side 
of'the Atlantic we are unfortunately in 'bis respect far behind, and indeed the 
defects are so well marked and thoroughly recognized that’ those who desire
thoroughly skilled agriculturists are obliged to cross tbs water for them. This
is by no means as it should be, but it is a deficiency which time will no doubt 
remove: It is true that our experimental farms, recently established, are likely to 
give most valuable assistance and encouragement within their

are

an

i. Joyce's

ietv and
r.

Brodie, 
otsford ; 
Abbots* 

sw, Ont., 
cultural’ 
ieidand

own particular
sphere, aiid as similar institutions,in the Uniied-States prosecute special scientific 
investigations promoting the cause of Horticulture we will be able to benefit by 
their work, through the publication of the results. I mav add that it is also a 
most encouraging sign lor the future ol' Horticulture to find a gentleman who is 
prominently connected with this art. and whose special nullifications iu that
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respect are so well recognized, called to the direction of the 
interest of Agriculture in this Province.
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important iàd during the past four or five years, yet every branch of it left will be loaded 
vith apples and will continue to bear until the branch itself dies. This is not 
lie case with the McIntosh, and I take it, the reason is that the flower buds 

tender in the McIntosh than the wood buds. It
) make an 
eting from 
for many 
3 lectures, 
liverd in a 
e lectures 
horticul- 
William 

sr of the

,re more
„ . , . is not of much use to
ave an ironclad apple-tree as regards the tree unless it is also ironclad as 
égards its flower buds. We have been looking with a great deal of anticipation 
o the Russian apples to furnish us with trees that will be truly ironclad When 

we first realized the fact that the Duchess of Oldenburg would thrive almost 
anywhere in this Province, and certainly anywhere in the State of Vermont- 
tvhen ,t was found to thrive in Wisconsin and Minnesota, and in sections where 
111 Other fruit trees are killed, and when it was ascertained that the tree origi
nated in the Empire of Russia, we came to the conclusion that we might find 
|here a class of tree which would fill all our needs; but as time rolled on we 
.. _ mUCt1.less reason 10 fecl cvnfident that such was the case. The whole Empire 

A ussia les north of the line between the United States and Canada ani a great 
Beal of it very much north. The great fruit-growing region 
About twenty degrees north of where

I

law

of Russia is
now are. It may be that the winters

weather comes on, will mature here
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we

mature just before the cold 
.... a month or six weeks before that, during

which time they ave subject to influences which have a deteriorating effect. I do 
not despair in finding among Russian apples some which will be long keepers 
In fact I have some myself which are long keepers, but the mere fact of long 
keeping alone, taken by itself is of small consequence. An apple may keep 
ind we may he willing it should for two years before we want to eat P P
whThlnhL?USt,,,.aPPle Witl‘ WhiCh 1 am acfilia‘nted, the Little Seedling,
. IC1 I think, with lair treatment, will keep two vears, but it is small
ui quality, and unattractive in appearance, and it is not likely to he worth any
thing in the market. We want an apple that not only will keep, but one that 
will sell, and therefore we must have one of fair size, attractive appearance, and 
of at least fairly good quality, the public taste, as regards fine points in choice 
fruits, is not so educated but that they are willing to take an apple which a con 
noiseur could hardly call first class. Take the Baldwin for instance. It is the 
great market apple of the district from Massachusetts westward to Lake Michigan ’ 
S ,?1?,?'’ eT?‘e wh0 liave finft tastl! the matter of fruit would
well Ïnd^n hTh' •?rStC1la9îap[>le- Slillifit 18 SOOd enough to sell, and pay 

|well, and to be hignly valued not only as an apple for domestic use but forexpor-
tation, its cultivation is not to be despise,1. The Baldwin stands pretty high m

îe English market, and yet 1 read recently in a Horticultural Journal in London
that even over there they have found out that it is not a first class apple. Where
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we are wanting is that we have n<
very large number of long keepers. We very dëacfmu l.wh,",’will beco 
a.we acl".re, i, VC, tlioee ~ «*“"

«■** ::r.,e%r - sst
ana Ibelcive we will. The r,cl S’J,“JIT",“7™1 fM 
-apples is demonstrated hv the fan tint ,}L \ " “K'°r. 1,1,1 tlie American Tetofskvi
At a recent meeting of the Dairymen’s XtsVia^hHIren ‘'Tl? ï®"' °Wn* There an 
met n namhcr of gentlemen from Southern New F,w an an on " St°"’ 1 Prolific S

1 “r'"7- F:Ft

Fr:ih1LPe"£'!h8enmllr 0'U,e *"‘h *W «“lion CVcl!mcZ,iTlr;-;",a «"on

apples at alf In'lscT 2 ^ "°! depend 011 lhe tower country fo/anv lheqi,estio

tfflîi*UsXaT s^irs,Nonh!rnv— *•»^ 2 •***-less than $â per barrel. Now we ms^ Ll h ‘ TV™ appk‘ th,lt was sold at ° ,nterestl 
and that means more than that Dro'i.nl. ln " f "" "S(‘in 0ur"'vn market, dusion’wl 
lion, because all the towns and villaL i" ' °mpdred Wllb our former const,mp kil,d* 01 Fi
time. We find that our tree- wl * T" sexUlI'1,!d in Population since that *ively in c<

» wc„, nr"'bJ ! rz;
Elïtst.Russet and the Baldwm are ta!ke7abonHs f Willte''' The Roxbu‘y t wi!
we must have a different classification w 1 *mler appIes’ hul 1 think I ‘“manyca 
and what we call winter apples i„ whi,, * S,1immcr ilpples a“(l fail apples, I al0"» for « 
require is a spring apple ,ha twill Imlrnn T"S app,e* WJ*at we } U,e wiL 1
been the object of'mAnosUn^üs 2 n C°mCS Thatba* 1 ^ Tw«
have not been able to find it. The onlv annlè , ü‘>u,,g t,1(; n,lssian apples I 1 Fameuse ! 
Russians is the Borsdorf which undu- 1, P *, ,W‘‘ h“Ve l Ut wiIt keep among the 1 trees d" 1101
the Fameuse. Inis tree ~ „t WiU ”ro'v - as 1 ™ tree. 1
home »sn K0r tlial, , 6 ” and l he aPJ'le is of good quality for : 1 between tin

ike every other has its faults but it is mn UVP ' ^ amon|? ll?-ls ai> apple that- - I Aiaerlookin;
’ Ut U ,k Ulh wl>'cb, with a little more patience 1 observeritii
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his climate a
oint and may' lwlU.bl'eo'nc a, IeaJn.8 market apple. 1 «Undo to the Bethel of Vermont. It 
good apples. or,6inate(1111 the xx llltc Rlvcr x alloy and is a large handsome apple, and a good 
cry high in “ y as liandsomo •lIul the lvec as good a hearer as the Baldwin,
apples, and “* *“"lt Î* 1 ,al U 'loes 1101 come i,lto faring very young. I am in hopes

owing to the <'howevcr lly toP-S™IMng it on some of the summer Bnssians which bear so
n get a good ^U”g W1 Lnng 11 llV"° bc!ivil1^ toiler, and I am encouraged in that view 

b because some of my experiments have shown
success, hastened by grafting them 

e American
I hat tardy apples can be 

t,ie Tetofskv and other quick bearing trees. The 
o their own -n ‘ R' IS * ^ WJliClh beara Very you,1”r an'1 «nail, before it is six feet high.
urlington l yhere are among the Bussmn apples some very slow in hearing. There is the

Prolific Sweeting which, mot-grafted will 
j but 1 have trees not half as old

mo
mi

not hear until li or 15 years 
-. 'iS my root*^rafle<1' top-grafted on Tetofskv, which
1 ïear” P euhfuHy that they have to he propped. I hop; the Bethel top grafted on 
1 îe I ucliess or Tetofskv or some other quick bearing variety will come into 
j hearing sooner, and then it will be a very valuable fruit. The Bethel is like the 

McIntosh Red, the flower buds are not very hardy but 1 believe that, 
down the St- Lawrence valley, the Bethel, top-grafted on the Duchess or Tetofskv 
or other quick hearing Russian, will give an apple that will suit the market and 
be at least of a quality equal to the Baldwin and be place,1 on equal footing with 
. on the English market. I beleive that i, is proposed at this meeting ,o discuss 
the question as to whether there is more than one vatietv of the Fameuse Now 
the Fameuse has always been a great favorite of mine, and 1 have taken 
of interest in collecting specimens in different directions. 1 have 
elusion, which may seem exaggerated, that instead
kinds of Fameuse there are about 300. The Fameuse is an apple grown exclu
sively in considerable large orchards in the Province- Now the reason why the 
apples do not come true, or proximatcly true is, because the seed is taken from 
trees which arc grown near trees of other varieties, and it is my impression that 
where apples grow all one kind in
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•pie that- ' I 
patience ■

a great deal 
coni') to the con

of there being one or two

orchard, seeds taken from the trees in that 
orchard will re produce pretty nearly the same variety. I am inclined lo think 
in many cases the Fameuse is reproduced so exactly that the seedlings pass right 
along tor genuine Fameuse. Bn. they vary also in reference to the stock and 
the sod. I was shown some Fameuse trees in Vermont all grafted from the 
tree. Two bore the Fameuse rouge, red all

an

same
„ , 0vi-‘r, rather smaller than the striped
Fameuse ; the other four bore the striped Fameuse, but scions taken from those 
trees do not reproduce back. I understood the nurserymen got them all from the 
oue tree, 'i hat is pretty conclusive evidence that there is 
between those varieties. r no absolute distinction

XVe havc apples that look very much like the Fameuse 
mid have the white flesh of the Fameuse. The St. Hilaire, because it is a little 
finer looking apple, is used to top oil'barrels of Fameuse, and to the ordinarr 
observer it is not easily detected as being a different apole It is notoulv in Canada
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r" i. a popular applu it does n 
however, 
strongly 
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sold then
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over

Here is a
pa„ vcn T'"'- b W -a. will
like Un- Fameuse ;........ „i,u" „0,| V ”™“ 1 8°"d *«*. an<l11 k” « MUe
Fameuse, hut I„„t think it wml l ' ‘ hl'n™ °f Mld,i&an Kembles the

-..-y aS Uio rhos“ 8,;tso r,ty spots
spot at all, but I would despair ofhuin.. able to Jl ,P , "0tflatter apple, the color is " , 11 U ds 1 ameiise, because it isa
white flesh but is di-tin il same and the flavor quite different. It has the
aurlod„ul m™"ij ! 'Ï""",'SC' J* “ «■“ h' «”“r
forsjiotting y»,, could liud jiuvwhmr ^nd^wlienVu *1*1*1*®S® 1 have the worat place 
here ii took me as [ou„ , n',n *’ <h'st ra,nc l" y«ur û»e orchards
orchard : l„« , l0^, ” T TT ” '° ** * ,alr l< m, I ™S -0 It
the Fameuse will, ihc'ijci u . . cll«”S«i. A greatobst.de to raking I ‘‘ardy as
but the people l,L 7Z *l ! 7° "V -- »N'k», bear -
barrel for in I,., .... . 1 . lhcy i,re W1,lmg to pay *100 more per I 311,1111111

. _ J1118 ai,t,le ,s worthy of trial although of course it

'

i are short 
I seven cro 
I apples, it

I thir 
I the hard i 
I crop than

w'ill not replace

thing'ahon!.11', vo orT" **»'** ^ Y°" k"°W 80™*

can he beaten for its season n ,UI 1 , ***** 1 d" not think tlie fr»i‘
it is all winter, hut in this valley when v .'S' What “ ‘tS Sei‘SOn ? With mc 
weave, and I5C0 feet lower than the .«'‘m*10' 01,6 thousand feet lower than
do not find the Wealthy keeps anv better r?’ a7h"r Lake MemP,lremagog, you 
Wealthy can be if I, „ . ! lhe ,,aineu*N butin the hills the

any great loss. That is the wav , IhJl'lLm'bmTtale'ïl °‘ wUll0Mt j i'aivly colored and put them in the coldest plL I “ ,17" 7 ^
where they are not subi,'vied u, d,r, d’ d keeP lhem there 1
Fameuse, I thought I would take «'load up tb77ouutrv’in m“C° *alk°ri,,g ™y 
but owing to tlm bad ronds I did not c ue i„ i„. ' 1 8pillls waSgon,
weeks afterwards I went into tin- !■ U|g m\ waggon bo far. About two
Pound lhe apples p.-nl !L ! , ^ ^ very good. I
1 found it in nice eati u ; 1U’' ,d Hod one out the middle of March.
Wealthy, a good eating a„„ln Ï m,v 8 "7 8 ,“nt* a,Vd "ow I have the
°f M ‘felt, Hi in they begin to rot so' fast tint v" l'^i IUldllIe °f (îctoltor t0 the 1st 
here, mar the river, 1 do not think it is any't 7,, 7* 7 801 nd °f lhom- Uow»
in our country on the North side of the riv’er,'you' Till fln^theW ll‘1"PameHee- 
managed so as to keep until the first of Much ! , ' UlCf Wealtlly can be 
another American ironclad, the McMahons White of W 1 * W°rdS ab°Ul 
v,8.„u. and U.riliy ............................
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it does not come into bearing quite so early as the Duchess. When it does come 
however, it co nes with a rush and the first crop is a full crop. The tree is very 
strongly branched and the branches do not break down with the weight of the- 
crop. They are a nice green apple with a red cheek, and they succeed the 
Duchess and are about the same quality. Some people like thorn 
taste is not the same as mine. They are a large nice a],pie, insi 

Ueauty spots want for a pie apple as one of them will make a big pie. 
it does not 

ecause it is a 
It has the 

ild he easily 
• worst place 
lue orchards

pplo all over

iso, but will 
it has a taste 
esembles the

but their

The longer you keep the Duchess in cold storage the better it is. 1 have a 
, cool cellar, and as on as e Duchess this year was fully colored, I packed

bushels, and after they were in fine condition f
I sold them.

Northfield Beauty was produced from the seed of the Siberian crab, accord
ing to the producer, and no doubt if so, it was a cross bred apple. It is as 
hardy as the Wealthy, and is fully as good in color and as handsome. It does 
not bear so much but it bears enough. The Wealthy bears too many apples, 

00 more per | 311,111 hurts Hie tree to bear too young and too much, the result being the trees’ 
of course it | are short lived. I do not think we can depend on them for more than six or 

| seven crops, and it is hard to prevent them bearing, as, at the present price of 
apples, it does not pay to thin them.
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I think the Northfield Beauty is worthy of trial in Canada. It Ins stood all 
the hard winters of past years without much loss or injury, but it bears a smaller 
crop than the Wealthy.

1 have got a pretty good apple that keeps all winter. It is the Scott's Winter 
which was lotind growing in a farmer’s orchard on tht 
The original tree is about 27 or 28 years old. It is a g 
size is small.

in.
', but the

These arc specimersof the Scott’s Winter grown, in an orchard on pretty good 
land hut not m grass. The apple is sharp and sour all winter, but as soon astlie 
weather begins to moderate in the spring it gets better. It is one of the long 
keepers that gets better in cold weather. Those people who like sour apples 
\< ry fond ot this and I can sell as many as I like. People want an apple that 
they can keep till April and May. For an apple which is a fine dessert apple and 
will keep as long as the Scott’s Winter, I would recommend the Iowa Russet. I 
have one tree about If, or 17 years of age, and as yet itdias never suflered the least 
particle of injury. It is a handsome highly polished apple and Hie tree is a 
prbhfic bearer. It does not come into full bearing until the trunk is about 
three to three and a half inches in diameter.

are

It originated in the private garden 
ot Professor Badd of the Iowa Agricultural College, before lie 
College. The more I see of this apple the better I like it. came to the
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A voice ts it likly to spot ?

Dl'' Hoskins' 1 “ever saw a spot ou in. However the 
es badly as the Fameuse.

Mr. Gibb.

. Proh
McIntosh Red spots Rev. 

known tl 
Take one 
like a dia 
the quant 

i adhere to 
; fruit. 11 

I in the tre

How long has the Bethel been known ?

tiling,to k"“" “ "I" "'U“ Valiev a, |„„ga,

«hmêgl, .hev’ûvj; ni* *rJ£ ZZTi bey°;'.d A <mm- "="> 
"”™”l «ark, t-o, r,„m l,im ,L .elée. Ô,11®“ tt-VhT**'’ i*’* i""1 »

the Snow Apple, and it was known n it,. < Hethel. and propagated it as 
Lawrence County. ‘ - now apple all through

Mr. .1. M. Fisk. Do 
ingdon as th 
Shaker Pippj >

ürst being punctured bvnuViMoct' which cïus- ■ t '' " l,y llle aPP>«

ooze out. That stops the dew drop u,n it , ' amom-U °r Jui'-e to
is made which may be wiped out and whirl ' V ',lporatci1’ a,,d ;| black deposit 
stm’s rays arc absorbed by the Mark an] 'i"’ mj"r° tl,e sIiin’ bl"

organic matter that is left, 

test this?

the Si.
Mr. J 

whether i 
La wreiici.

as the apple known in Hunt- 
'tturd and Missisquoi as the

Winter ■ Lawrence,

Itev.

Dr. H
my or ha

Rev. i 
Same as tl

then a lichen forms around the 

Have

summer is wet
Mr. .1

•oij experiments been made to Rev. i
>,reptr;rs: ............. *•» — -...........«

pian in l’"m **» « «- .1,0 T,em,,ic
aware, none have vet met with ,1 r -, ‘ applications, but, so farmatter-o treat those fungoid growths eill,e.flévt!SUneSS'-11 ,S rall,ep a di®cult

has been met with in both directions but it ^ ' ' orintcn,al,5'- Some success

observations as to the spot made within the east .J?“ , rPmarks> the
growth which originates first in the interior of the an T'^à0" “ ‘° be a distinct 
the epidermis, and then diffuses from the centre of through
a scaly coating on the surface of the apple
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Professor Penhallow. That 
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. Professor Penhallow. It is chiefly superficial. , • .

Rev. Canon Fulton. It would not be organic then in the tree, and it is well 
known that some Fameuse trees will in favorable years grow fruit free from spots. 

Take one of those spots, and'looking at it through a microscope you will see 
like a diamond drop on it, and according to the position the apple is in, you know 
the quantity of organic matter that would be deposited in a month and would 
adhere to it. The damage depends a good deal on the. sun's rays striking the 

$ fruit. I have no doubt organisms have something to do with it and that it is not 
| in the tree.

Mr. J. M. Fisk. 1 would just call attention to the Bethel I do not know 
whether it is understood that i: L ike same as th*Shaker Pippin and Winter J 

I Lawrence.

ill Red spots

■ as long as 
armer went 
fork, and a 
i-igated it as 
igh the St.

>'n in Hunt
il* oi as the

Rev. Can Fulton. It is not exactly the same.

Ur. Hoskins. It is a handsome fuie spreading tree, one of the handsomest in 
my or hard, but it is in a rich spot.

Rev. Canon Fulton. With me it is not a great grower, but just about the 
Same as the Alexander.

Mr. J. M- Fisk. The Alexander is rather a spreading tree.

> the apple 
of juice to 
ick deposit 
in, but the 
1 the black 
uer is wet

Rev. Canon Fulton. No. it does not spread very much in our Comity.

Mr. Westover. It is the apple shown at our exhibition as the Shaker Pippin* 
| but as Dr. Hoskins has called it the Bethel and seems to know its history, T ant 

willing to accept that name. In one place it is called Shaker Pippin, in another 
the Bethel, and in another the Winter St. Lawrence. It is constantly coming up 
in different sections under different names.

Dr. Hoskins. The apples may look alike and not be the same apple.
Mr. Westover. The tree generally agrees with the description the Dr. has 

given, a hardy, thrifty, healthy bearing tree, rather slow, but not remarkably 
slow.

nit respect 
ystematic 
but, so far 
i difficult 
ie success 
research 
n-ks, the 
i distinct 
through 
it forms

Mr. Fisk. What is the difference between Yellow Transparent, Charlottent- 
haler, and Grand Sultan?

Dr. Hoskins. I cannot say. I have planted all of them quite extensively. 
One experiment I tried was to plant a row of Yellow Transparent scions along
side a row of Grand Sultan. All the Yellow Transparent scions came from the 
United States importation in 18G9 and 1870. I planted a row of Grand Sultan 
and a row of Yellow Transparents. The result of that experiment was that in 
about eight years every one of the Grand Sultans were dead and the Yellow

he apple

md very

you can 
î inside.
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Mr. J. M. Fisk.

%X'zz°'h~1
Uf. Hoskins, ?fVr'cam0o/wî’r'd Sr“"“° ‘ ‘'‘emble 11,6 While A'‘rochan. 

the Grand Suitan. The trees are emireT/ff™ WhUe Ast‘"achan> y°u have not
1S <llfferent in season. The White AstrachaîrT* *" appearance> and U»e fruit 
the Yellow Transparent. ^ '* ,aî" than «he Grand Sultan and 1

Mr- dt'pisk ‘TZ""“ ‘he Ye"°W T"a',!Plre"*in -- yea, 

lige ground .han it is M keC^g? * beU<’r Jon

a niie it ,s not natural for apples to fall until! the “ ^ ^ t0° soon" As f 
n> e U to gather them just as soon as they are faiîiv M "T* ripR My 
cold place. I have a cool deep cellar where 1 " f u ^ a"d put them in » 
them in the morning before the sun is TH.P !hem at once. and I gather 

M ‘ P’ that makes a great difference.

* imported ty T"' ^ ^ that wasThr:r.Mr. Bred in. I go. them as «rand Sultan f,„m Mr. Kisl.
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good eating order as the Fameuse. I have exported them in cases to Hamburg, 
London, Glasgow and Edinburgh, and the reports 1 have received show that 
they arrived in excellent condition. It wouid be a most valuable apple in this 
district if we could devise a plan for preventing its overbearing.

Dr. Hoskins. 1 have about 400 trees of the Wealthy, and on going through 
my orchard I find they are now in the best condition.

A voice ; Are they as liable to spot as the Fameuse.

Dr. Hoskins. They do not spot at all.

Mr. Brodie.

‘ appearance 
in the same 

m pick them 
Joskins with

I bairel the Wealthy at the same time as the Fameuse, and take 
them off the ground more than off the trees. I agree with Mr. Shepherd that 
they are inclined to overbear.

Mr. Wright. The North field Beauty would never grow with me because it 
was not hardy. Another apple I have is the Magog Red Streak which is quite 
hardy. 1 have never lost any Yellow Transparents, and 1 find the Peach of 
Montreal is the hardiest tree I have.

K d St H<^SkmS' The Weallhy has laken the wind out of the sails of the Magog

Mr. Shepherd. The Scott’s Winter is the best winter apple for commercial 
purposes, that we grow.

Mr. Jack. Have you ever attempted to trim your Wealthy apple trees 1

years ago four of my trees were 
girdled by the mice. They were then pretty small, about the size of my wrist. 
We cut off a branch from the top and bridged over so that the sap would 
pass over the place that was injured. To do this we cut off the tops of 
the trees. These trees that were thus arranged bore about one dozen 
each. They were the largest Wealthy I ever saw and I exhibited them, 
gave me the idea that if we pruned down our Wealthy heavily it might be 
well, and I intend next spring to cut off the tops of the Wealthy. They are
growing like poplars, and the pruning will make them bear larger specimens 
of fruit. *
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Dr. Hoskins. I would suggest that experiments be made in top grafting the 
Wealthy. No orchardist in Maine, New Hampshire, Southern Vermont or. Con
necticut ever plants the Baldwin without top-grafting. It will be the same with
the Wealthy. If you are going to top-graft, find the kind it is best on, and ton . 
graft on that. 1
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Professor Penhallow. Wonld Mr. Shepherd state to what extent, he pruned 

Mr. Shepherd. I took off about 25 per cent of the top.
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t hp pruned Mr. N. C. Fisk . I think you will find a great many differences in varieties 
as to profit, and locality has a good deal to do with it.

1 he lollowing papers on the subject of the best five varieties were read.
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FI VK VARIETIKS FOR PROFIT.

G. E. Roach.

Duchess. This I consider the most profitable apple we can grow. Tree 
' ■ i\ hardy, annual and abundant bearer. Fruit fine and even in size and as yet 
r.as always sold for a good price, one of the best cooking apples and very fine for 
eating when ripe. Well worthy of general cultivation.

Fameuse. 1 still hold to this as coming next to Duchess for profit. The 
tree is one of the hardiest and a heavy bearer. Although the fruit i, not even in 
size and apt to spot yet it will average well, tree for tree, with any other variety 
except Duchess. Is in good demand in our market and in itsSeason I can sell three 
barrels to one of any other varie!y.

.v. Laurence. This is a well known variety. Fruit as a general thing 
large and fine. One of our best table apples and although not a good keeper sells 
readily in any market.

Tetofsbj. Tree hardy and an abundant bearer. Fruit of medium size and 
o: line quality. One of the earliest to ripen and sells readilv.

Ded Aslrachan. Although this tree is not one of the hardiest yet 1 have 
lound it very profitable. The fruit is fine and well colored and a good table applet 

I bears heavily every other year. The great fault is that it ripens its fruit
evenly, yet if you have a number of trees to pick from this is not of much con- 
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In our local market, St. Hyacinthe, it brings from 50c. to * 1.00 more per barrel 
than Duchess.

N. C. Fisk.

I have been requested to say a few words as to the best varieties of apples 
for profit and general culture.

There are various opinions as to the best varieties, and wc find that able 
and experienced men from different parts of the Province differ, and locality, 
soil, and proximity to market, would cause a difference in profit.
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île varieties, 
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if subjected

Wealthy For third I place Wealthy, account of its hardiuess, product
iveness, and clean appearance of fruit. It rivals Fameuse, but it does not keep as 
well, and in quality will not compare with it, nor does it hold to the tree until 
fully ripe and well colored as does the Fameuse, but it is a fruit of good quality 
ami if picked early, will ship well and return a good profit per tree-

Oil

> in market, 
i apple, the

Yellow Transparent To Yellow Transparent I give fourth place, Although 
t his variety is not so generally grown as is the Red Astraehan; it was imported by 
the l. S. Dept., of Agriculture in 1870, and ripens earlier than the Astraehan.

The tree is equally as hardy, more upright in growth, and more productive 
while the fruit is not so attractive in appearance it is less acid, a good table fruit' 
and on account of its extreme earliness will command a readv sale at remunera
tive prices.

ie different

nburg :

, Fameuge. 

len Russet Alexander Although this apple is coarse in texture, its extreme size and 
beauty would alone, if necessary, keep for it a place among the leaning commer
cial varieties. Rut it has two other good points, it is hardy, and productive. The 
fruit although large hangs well to the tree, and when in full bearing makes as 
pretty a sight as any tree in the orchard.

livided at

Mr. Shepherd. In making out. a list of the most profitable varieties, it would 
be well to take an average over five years because a tree which may do well one 
season may not be profitable in the others. Two or three years ago, in a paper 
which I read at one of our meetings, I said, that I did” not consider the St. 
Lawrence was a profitable tree at all, but since then I have begun to think that 
the Fall St. Lawrence is profitable. The trees are 15 years old, and if I were to 
give you the profits of trees for the last year, they would rank as follows; The 
I-all St. Lawrence yielded 84.75 in fruit ; The Duchess, 83.70 ; The Canada 
Baldwin, 83.00; The Winter St. Lawrence and Fameuse, 82.50: The Wealthy 
81.75, which is accounted for by the fact that 30 per cent were not saleable. We 
had high winds last fall and the weather was unusually stormy which 
vyent against the Wealthy and the fruit was knocked to the ground before it 
rightly colored and saleable, but for an average of five years I would put the 
Duchess first, the Fameuse second, the Wealthy third and probably the St 
Lawrence next. Then there is the Switzer which I consider very satisfactory. 
The Scott’s Winter will pay to grow as a late winter apple, but situated as I am 
it does not pay me to cultivate late keeping apples. My most profitable apples 
are the September and August ones. I can send them to Montreal iu two hours 
and a half, and pul them on the Montreal market, and thus I find the September 
apples the most profitable.

Mr. N. C. Fisk. Do you not find the Duchess of Oldenburg the most profit 
able summer apple ?

Mr. Gibb-Capf R. T. Raynes, Forden, Cote St. Antoine, has found Alexander
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Mr. J. M. Fisk. For the last two years 1 have been troubled with a small 
worm in the month of June which attacks every apple except the Red Astrachan. 
Have others had a similar experience ?

Mr. Broilie. I have had no experience ol' that worm in my orchard.

Professor Pen hallow ; Are the ravages simply confined to the leaves ?

Mr. J. M. Fisk ; Yes.

Mr. J. M. Fisk. As a rule Alexanders will keep better than the St. Lawrence.
Mr. Brodie. A number of veavs ago some of my Alexanders rotted on the 

tçccs a little and and I did not know the reason.

Mr. Honey. They must have been picked during the heat of the day and 
were heated up when they were sent ?

Mr. N. G. Fisk; No, they were picked during the cool part of the day and 
carried into a fruit house.

Mr. N. C. Fisk. How I come to know that they decay so easily is because 1 
sent a carload which was not delayed more than ten days and the Alexanders 
were in worse condition than the St. Lawrence although both were sent at, the 
same time.

Mr. Brodiê. Does Dr. Hoskins think that our cold seasons have anything to 
do with the scab on apples. 1887 was a remarkably warm season and it was the 
first season we had clear apples. Before that the seasons were cold and Mu- 
apples were badly spotted.

Professor Penhallow ; With reference to the attack on the trees by insects I 
visited Mr. Fisk's orchard but unfortunately it was Jong after the insects had 
attacked it so that there was nothing to he observed in that respect. It would be 
extremely desirable when the insects again appear to catch one of them so that 
they might he identified.

Mr. Jack. I know of parties who forwarded specimens to the Agricultural 
farm hut there was no report.

Professor Penhallow ; It sometimes happens that the attacks of insects 
confined to trees which are in a diseased state. Some insects were first found in 
Maryland and have now worked their way northward as far as New York, and 
it is curious that these insects have never been known to attack a healthy tree. We 
have to keep that fact in mind in considering its operations.

Mr. Fisk. With me this insect attacks even healthy trees,

Mr. Brodie. My Alexanders were all sent to Quebec and realized from $3,1X1 
to $3.00 a barrel, and we sent about 30 or iO barrels.
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heeling it in, and planting it m the spring, r heel in and cover only the roots, 
but just before the last cold weather I throw a lot of earth on the trunks as well 
as the roots. If this covering is done too early the trees will heat arid become 
worthless. One spring 1 planted 144 budded trees Thé trunk of a budded tree 
is never quite straight. After the trees were planted I could tell which side had 

Been up, and which side had been next to the ground as they lay in the trench 
during winter. The branches which were exposed above the snow did not make 
anything like the growth that those did which were next to the ground. That 
showed the distinct advantage of taking up in the fall and heeling in for the 
winter I have heard Professor Budd say that the best time to take up a tree was 
in the spring when the buds were beginning to swell. I tried that a year ago in 
planting out an orchard of some 30 varieties. These trees made hardly any 

«growth and needed continued nursing that year, and next to give them a start. 
The trees shiver during the winters in our climate, and receive an additional 
shock in transplanting.

Mr. A. A. Wright, Renfrew Ont. I am in favor of spring planting except in 
certain cases. I live in a very northern section

Mr. N. C. Fisk. If you take up a tree in the fall you do better to plant in the 
■ fall. I took up 300 in the fall and planted them, and for three years 1 lost only one 
I per cent I lost only three trees out of the 300. They were planted the first of 
I November just as they were taken out of the nursery. I planted five varieties.
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Mr Wright. 1 should say if there was a difference the early varieties should 
be planted in the fall.

It being six o’clock the Convention adjourned.

The Convention re assembled at 8 p. in., Mr. Charles Gibb, Vice President in 
the chair.

Mr. Gibb. Apple growing like other industries has its vicissitudes, and this 
year the consumers have the best of it, and \ye who are apple growers are not 
very happy. Captait. Baynes told me Unit he hud sold the produce of bis orchard 
for 8*5 the past year, that is lor the surplus over and above the needs of his 
family a id friends, while in other years he lias sold the surplus of his orchard 
for 820111. But this state of things is not altogether a new experience with us. 
In 1837 or 1838 really good Fameuse, shipped from Montreal, brought on the 
wharf at Quebec only 81 per barrel. Since then good Fameuses have realized 
$G.OO per barrel I will call on Mr. McBride to give us a paper on the market 
aspects of fruit growing.
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= *market aspects on fruit growing.
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|»id to ilo so, ihe fruit that now makes most money is what reaches market 
first, that is of each variety as the season advances, the same rule holds good 
in all branches of the green fruit trade. Last December we received magnificent 
California peaches kept in Chicago in cold storage, and found it difficult to secure 
•veil as high a price as was readily paid in October, Ihe demand now is for the 
first of everything, not the last; fruit out of season is difficult to place with

low to make 
in giving 

kets, hoping
ire

“ packing of prolit.
arlment, the 
its they still 
thrown into 
lie orchard.. 
e all apples 
■verv bruise

All barrels should lie plainly marked with a stencil ; the variety of apples, 
Ihe packers name and address, also to whom they are consigned, stencils are 
•heap, any commission house will gladly supply them gratuitously, 
lot all good at spelling and writing,a mis spelt variety, or badly written address, 
jkill to some extent depreciate the selling price of a fine lot of apples.

lieing in the commission business we hesitate before saying much about 
the consignors of apples. But we honestly think that if no local buyer, or firm 
Oder is at hand it will pay all growers to rush their apples oil' as soon as possible 
to some reliable house, w here there is a daily demand, who will make sale at 
highest market price, and remit w ith account sales promptly. It is always best 

»'lbc personally well informed regarding prices,so if you have a good offer made 
home, take it. but if such an oiler is not at hand put your apples where they 

ill most read I y come in contact with a purchaser.
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We think there are loo many varieties of apples grown, some kinds when 
broperlv culled and packed will always sell, but many out-ide or poor apples 
have to be imposed on customers, who vdrv unwillingly accept them. When a 
buyer orders his winter supply, he generally asks for Baldwins, Spies, Greenings 
and Russets, he will not object to a few barrels of Cranberry Pippins, Kings or 
Spitmilmrg lint into each car we are compelled to put-a-fexv'Tolman Sweets, 
Rumbos, Swaars, Wagoners, Pallawalors, Red Streaks, Sweet Russets, to say 
nothing about twenty different winter Pippins, which no ones knows w hence

■ they came, or when they will end. All such outside and undesirable kinds should
■ he grafted, the same remarks hold good regarding fall apples, we receive some J magnificent luscious fruit, but wo also have to la Kb HRo store many that should
■ never be packed or marketed, in many instances it does not pay the expense of
■ packing and shipping.

■ A few words about other fruit such
is to blame except the quality of the fruit.no one

'ls Pears. Peachjs, It Tries, 
■Cherries, Currants, and Grapes. Ihe same rule applies to small fruit as to apples,
■ they should all he handled with the greatest care, packed and shipped in the’
■ most «‘tractive style, the prettier the parcel the higher the price. Our California 
Band Hudson River friends show

?d, evap- 
baskets,

splendid example in this respect, Ihe fruit 
is sorted with the greatest care, in many cases each article is papered, and placed 
m rows and nearly always shipped per express so as to reach market as fresh and
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Tho following paper by Mrs. Annie L. Jack
was read :

1IIK PACKING AND MARKETING

It is a more difficult problem to pack and market s 
grow, than to bring the cultivation
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Magnates ami eat up any profit that should come to their own pockets. The commission 
hi thei take all the fruit sent to their hands, without due consideration as to outlet for 

mi growers in the same, the end often being that fruit spoils in their cellars, and is worse than 
0l a total loss if it had taken place in the orchards.

men

(1,i|as Fruit growers are every year becoming more alive to the fact that only
;is Jp|le8t packing pays, and it is a pity their efforts in this direction are not morn

lit Fveliaii" ■ IMC0Uraëe,l F y the purchaser, who sliould he willing to pay a fair price for well 
alj 8p, ked fniit instead of running a risk in buying a cheap article that is sold

williout brand, and one o! the tricks of the trade is worthy of mention and has 
been exemplified in our own case. Barrels bearing our brand have been bought 

1 a' '' oil ®1' tfio second season, and tilled with culls then sold without removing the brand 
r ;iI>pIe pack- of choice Fameuse apples, 
lend id apples m
ic product of ’ " 1 he only redress lor this is to put the brand inside the barrel in a printed

™ ft)nil that cannot be erased.shall always
< of practical 1 11 the Society could employ a few honest dealers to sell its fruit and have it

i for honestly Understood that we were united to grow good fruit and sell at paying prices, 
wfhere would be less opportunity for the middle men to become overstocked, and 

fail to look of 1er our interests, for the name of the Montreal Horticultural Society 
Would be a sufficient guarantee.

A ease in point as to the tricks is the fact that a city dealer sold small fruits 
growth, to 1 riends who lie knew would purchase on account of the name 

ivhen we had no dealings with the firm, and had not a plant of the fruit so sold. 
Another case was when a retail dealer made more profit by weighing a pound of 
trapes than we did for growing them.

I liis subject, gentlemen, is ol the first importance in these discussions. How 
o profitably pack, and market our fruits.

I he Rev. Canon Fulton read the following paper :

PICKING, SORTING AND PACKING APPLKS.

Apples should be picked about a fortnight before they are ripe by turning
save the bud and terminal twig 

an annual bearer. Boys on 
nediun sized ladders can take all the fruit from the outside of the tree followed 
ty men with ladders ol sufficient length to reach the top and inside. The apples 
is picked should be carefully poured into boxes or crates which will contain two 
lushels, made of two inch slats, with a space between the slats to allow the air 
o circulate through the apples. As filled, they should be piled in a shed in 
uch a position as to get a good current of air to pass through them, thus enabl
es )nu to pick with tic dew on or after a shower, which was a very important
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Mi'. It W. Shepherd, Jr., read the following paper :

PICKING AND SORTING.

former e„her ,h„k=, '""M
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~——V'- 1time saving appliance, last year in particular,... 
you to pick two or three hours earlier, which is 
money. I am indebted to Mr. G- B. Edwards 
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Packed by J. A. IV

The facing or topping out of fruit is one of the most reprehensible of ill ii,. 
disboncs practices connected with Ihe fruit trade, and I think that '
combine to send our fruit properly marked with the nan,.....  ,hr fruit
indicated, winch would show conclusively that we desire lo 
xvitli line, properly packed fruit: 
place of swindling them.
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t—
ther it enables, and unsaleable specimens into a pile on the ground to be gathered up afterwards 
ed in time and 'and fed to the stock, 
lias used such This is honest picking and sorting, and, lie who perseveres in this system 

must surely be rewarded, if not in this world at least (let us hope), in the next.are perfectly 
s to it, and an
iding apples 1 Establish first a reputation for careful picking grading and packing fruit, so
separate, the dealers can guarantee the quality, and extra prices must be the result,

n bruises and .
■ithout facing jr

If this effect «quality.

It is very discouraging, I know from experiece, to have your carefully picked 
No. I fruit compete with the class of apples usually sold in this market as first

‘ Why, said an apple grower, of this Island of Montreal, to me, last fall,
01 ““Perfect 1“ If I sorted out my apples according lo your ideas, it would never pav me at all 
a favor if he

ne and Post- 1 “ and it is not, the general practice here ; it would take too much time altogether 
“ and would never do.

cmtreal 1*. Another grower informed me that he had tried bolii ways, careful picking and 
«grading, and careless picking without grading and he was doubtful if it paid to 
|| lie honest; for his carefully picked fruit, which cost time, had to compete with the 

Ide of all tin* "I carelessly picked, gathered in no time.
I we should I

ft is a pity that it is so, let us not be discouraged but try and persevere to 
establish a good name, after all is it not the true principle of success in every 
trade for no one can ultimately succeed in any business who does not first 
establish a name for the excellence of his wares?

Mr. G. E. Roach, of Abbottsford, read the following paper :

:it grower as &
the market, 3

msumers in

PICKING SORTING AND PACKING.

I have been requested by our board ot direction to hand in a paper to this 
meeting relating to picking sorting and packing of apples. I must say that I 
would much rather be a silent listener than give vent to my views on this very 
important subject. I consider this subject one of the most important to our fruit 
growers.
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If fruit growers in general could see the importance in its true light it surely 
would bring about a marked difference in our fruit markets.

With my own experience for the past few seasons I have noted that our 
market is on the decline instead of increasing. Now is this due to dishonest 
packing or is there some other cause. I have had occasion to repack from 
several different packers, and with but few exceptions And them far from being 
rightly packed. I noticed in last year reports the remarks of Mr. Jack on the 
different rates of commission on the different products. I must side with the com.
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“ lhi1’ «a considerable responsibility depending on

of packing, J have a table nr r ■,, yar* rePortl 1 Wl11 give my method with a 4 inch Zt„,“l,l,ZjfinJ 3 fcM »“• fcï '» '=» in length 
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Robertson s store on Phillips Luare throe «° r g''°Wer 1 Was in Mr- John f ill,d not ! 

receiving back a barrel of Fameuse that had .! 0Ur years ,lg0’ when he was just 
were sent back because three of the i -o teturned to him. He said they 
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••ever saw them before, and 1 4o 
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some accredited agent to do thn snii;„ , , 1 lhe necessity of having
allowing worthier southern apples to com ‘"r raUl‘ W'lh lhf! Governmeul in 
there is no more comparison to be made between mol ‘° C°mP°te W‘th 0urs’ aild 
Southern New-York than between oÏomalZ PP 8rüW" in Tennes8ee 

well known that the further north and good dairy butter, 
you can go to mature the
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depending on 
they have no 

un their own

flavored it is. 1 have been sending to one man in Glasgow for 13 years, off and 
on, and in a private letter which he sent me the other day concerning other 
matters he addressed me as being in Ontario. We ought to have some person on 

On the other the other side who will educate our cousins into some knowledge of the g ography 
n be handled the Dominion and of the value of apples. The further west you go in Ontario

the more the apples deteriorate in the matter of keeping, and as to the selecting 
ol apples I think we should have a uniform grade without any facing. As Mrs- 
Jack lias pointed out. we would obviate a great deal of difficulty by putting a 
label inside the package, which would show the consumer where he could gel 
redress and would show conclusively that we desired to do what was right.
Something ought to be done to prevent those southern apples coming in free......
apples which are not fit for human food. These worthless apples are made a 
basis ot quotation for our superior fruit, and if the shippcrs.chose to combine and 
bring in those apples to compete with ours we would be compelled in self defence 
to form a Fruit Growers Association that will have an accredited agent to whom 
we will send our apples and which would enable the consumer to know that 
what he purchases can be relied upon.
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Mr. Gibb. Apples have been sent to Montreal when the Montreal market was
blamed for Æ. overstocked, and h&d the producers been made acquainted with the state of the 

ibec used to market they would not have sent them. In Burlington, Vermont, tli ■ fruit men 
they would » have a Board of Trade by means of which they are kept posted, 
e educating |
1 the apples | Another question is that of boxes versus barrels Some have been lamenting 

that we are dealing with a public which does not understand good fruit But I 
think we had bett-'r take up the subjects one by one. Let us take up first the 
subject regarding the knowledge that the growers ought to have of our general 
market. We should not be in blissful ignorance of the condition of the market, 
and not send our fruit to a market which is not ready to receive it

Rev. Canon Fulton. The market is governed by the commercial laws applic
able to everything else, and we should exercise the same forethought that the 
merchants of Montreal do. They import their goods as they are required, and 
their goods are not dumped down here for merely people of this city. They send 
out their travellers to the different points where there arc markets, and I do not 
think there is anything like overproduction. But in our case the apples were 
sent in to a glutted market. If we would combine and have that iniquitous law 
rescinded which allows American worthless apples to come in and compete with 
ours, we could send our fruit to those places that do not grow apples in the 
North West and elsewhere, to manufacturing places, and have an accredited 
agent to dispose of them. There are places in England, even in the United-States 
in which our accredited agent could instruct the people and show them the 
desirability of purchasing the apples we produce. Fruit growers have to plant 

orchard and wait several years before they can get a return, and that being
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at we have a 
i the tariff. Mr. McBride. I thiuk the law regulates the,size o! the barrel. With regard 

» to packing barrels, there are very few first class apples packed. 1 sold 10,008 
barrels of apples this fall and had no trouble but we did not have one car in ten 

; that was properly packed, for the last 30 years in Canada the trouble bas been 
to get barrels properly packed. I am not speaking so much of this Province. It 

I is the western apples that we handle here. Chicago takes as many apples as we 
i can buy. The American apples come in generally before the Canadian apples, 
I and they are better than our early apples. We bring in apples from the Missis- 
* sippi and sell them from #2 to S3 a barrel before our good apples are ripe. During 
'I my 1 i years experince of packing apples, I find that if you go to an orchard and 
I insist on picking out the first class apples, you will be ordered out of the orchard 
| before you get through. The orchardists compel you to take everything and 
I besides when you have a large business you cannot personally inspect the pack- 
I ing. The packers are local men and most ol" them friends of the farmers. We 

pay for first class apples, and yet they will put in everything and if a bushel or 
two be left out you are abused. 1 have never packed barrels in Ibis Province 
but have packed elsewhere a'l over as far south as Kansas. The trouble is the 
fanners will not let you make a suggestion and this year we had to protest 
because they wauled us to take rubbish. 1 have never had trouble selling good 
apples. There is demand in Liverpool for any quantity of first class apples you 

I can get.
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Mr. Wright. We were told that there are many varieties of the Fameuse 
apples. I think that same thing applies well to the different varieties named 
Pippins. I got a carload this fall, and there were a great many pippins in it, A. 
B. C. and D. pippins. 1 think they ran the whole alphabet right through. They 
do not look at all like the other classes of apples. There are some red ones, some 
green ones and if there had been any blue ones we would have had some. When 
we gel a really good packer whom we know is reliable we stick to him every 
time. This fall I thought we were getting apples from Ihe same man with whom 
we had dealt for years, but it turned out that the fruit of another man had been 
sent to us, and we were given this mixed variety. I assure you he will never 
sell us another carload. If you really put up good fruit you can sell it. I really 
beleive that if parties will put up really fine fruit and continue to do so they will 
become known to the consumers and will reap their reward in this world as 
well as in the next. As Artemus Ward says : “they will have twins every time.”

Mr. Shepherd. I think M. Wright has struck the key note. The grower must 
entablish his reputation, so that the seller knowing that the fruit has been packed 
by a certain grower can guarantee it.

Mr. Wright. It is the fault of the farmer, if, when he has good apples he 
mixes them with others.

live a first 
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I here were about one and a half bushels i 
'y the time they arrived.

Mr.
them o] 
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several 
being p;I was there 

it was handled very roughlv. 
n the box and they were much bruised Mr.

? thoroug 
barrel, 
no worn

Mr. McBride. There is 
jlacked and honestly faced.

Mr. W right, 
are good all the 
who buy arc 
the one that takes.

no package as good for apples a> a barrel, properly 
hvery package must be faced.

w Vtïn'n ‘T pa?ieS requh’e Uie «PP1»» to he faced even if they
not' accustomed , > ‘’'aml WiU 8*‘11 ^ «»»«>. These parties 

tomed to buy every year and the thing that looks well is
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Mr. Shepherd. 1 have had no extérieure i • ■ • v
what is called the Cochrane ea=e „ u,1, , ̂ ‘ipj.mg in boxes, except in

in every instance I have had most f ' 2 !' 'V6 tmx Wlltl compartments, andand the Winter St. Lawrence shinn^m^ reports. The Fameuse, the Wealthy 
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will find that every apple shows a bruise. All the first class apples which- are 
not hard enough in the flesh must have a better package than a barrel. 1 shall 
continue to pack my extra fine specimens in those Cochrane

apples can 
those who 
gentleman 
and if he

. cases. I do not sell
a case less than $.t in Montreal, and each case holds one bushel and a half. The 
difficulty is the cases are a little expensive costing about 7.* cents each.

Mr. Brodie. 1 had occasion to send home a small quantity of Fameuse in 
barrels, and the letters I received showed that the parties were delighted. Some 
were sent to London, some to Edinburgh and some to Dundee, and they arrived 
in good condition.

‘s in boxes

paper and 
g it would 
st be exer- • Mr. N. C. Fisk. The producer generally packs his barrels but does 

them open. The packer should understand whether
not see

it is necessary that the 
apples should be well sweated before they arc packed. 1 find they will sweat 
several times during a month and that they must be thoroughly 

i being packed.
Is. I took 
was there 
" roughly, 
h bruised

sweated before

Mr. McBride. No doubt they should not be packed before they 
thoroughly sweated. If you pack them before sweating they will 
barrel. Nearly all our winter apples this year had sweated " 

wonder they did not keep.

Mr. J. M. Fisk. Will not an apple sweat two or three times 1 
Mr. McBride. Not enough to do it much harm

are
sweat in the 

in the barrels and
properly no

m if they 
se parties 
ks well is Rev. Canon Fulton. I am opposed to anything like sweating because an 

apple is a living thing, which has to run its term just as we have. I contend 
there is no such thing as sweating if the apple is put in the proper place at the 
proper time. 1 he sweating is the maturing, and the texture of the apple is des
troyed more or less by that operation so that it will not keep. I have never had 
any complaint of apples that I sent to England. On the contrary the people there 
have been thoroughly satisfied If .,n apple is left in the orchard in the fall of 
tlie year, there is always a change of temperature. You might say that a jug of 
water will sweat, but it is the atmosphere condensing upon it and if you take oft
the top apples of a barrel you will not find sweating in the middle; but if you
allow them to be put into a heat and get warm they will mature, their tex
ture is lost and the decay begins. There are microbes on the apple and in the un
ready to go for them. Dr Hoskins

vo boxes, 
Iter than 
ever lost 
cere that
I.

xcept in 
mts, and 
Wealthy 
l perfect 
system I 
McBride 
m could 
and put 
ed in a 
a barrel 
un you

was ol opinion that the apple should he put 
sort of refrigerator a»d cooled oil properly before being packed after being 

dried in that way. What we require is cold storage. We must retard 
as possible the maturity of the apple.

into a

as much

M. Gibb. I think the idea in former limes was that 
remain in heaps under the trees to sweat there?

we should let our apples
- . , , Another way is to bring them

i min a shed and pile them there in heaps. Another way Is to put them into
a
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barrels and carry those barrels into the sheds, to remain in these barrels until 
they are sorted ami packed. Still another wny is that recommended by Mi1. 
Jack, viz : that the fruit should be packed into the barrel in the orchard direct 
from the tree.

Mi. Honey. Ihe last way is much the best it you can get. enough help, in 
many cases 1 have sorted apples and put them into barrels. They should be 
picked and after they are in the barrel they will settle two or three inches; then 
head the barrel. The oftenev the apples are handled the worse it is for them. 
Unci- yon put them in the barrel they should remain there.

Mr. Bain. For six years 1 have packed quite a number barrels of Fam-us- 
and sent them to England. 1 pick them right oil the tree. And as a proof of 
the efficacy of this system Ihe same man always bespoke them before the trees 
were in blossom.

Mr. Brodie. I follow

Rev 
me to pi 
regards

Mr.
will proi
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them.

Mr.
trouble c

Mr.
■lacking

do not dt 
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" before t]

M.ti 
the barn

Rev. 
| years. 1 
I into a s 

F lost a ba:

Ihe system Mr. Bain has just mentioned of picking th * 
apples oil'the tree and putting them into tin- barrel at once with as little lumdlin - 
as possible. I head them up in tin- orchard This xear has been a specially ‘P 
dimcult year for barreling apples. When it did not rain we had heavv dews an l 
it was hard to get the apples dry enough to barrel them.

Mr. Shepherd. My system was to carry all the apples into a shed. Two 
barrels are placed side by side with the basket between, 
like eggs, put them into the barrels marked No. I and ‘2.

Mr. Bain. Did von ever know a first class dealer to handle fruit in 
but like eggs.

I look out the apples

au> way
Mr. 1 

■ where yc 
1 dollars a 
ÿ where wi 

wages as you would m be there i 
S barrels oi

Mi. Shepherd. A great many fruit packers recommend 
then taking from the basket into Ihe barrels. net baskets, and

Mr. John Doyle. You would have to pay as much in 
get for the apples.

Rev. Canon Fulton ,,lle I*»111 ignored is the time lor packing. I have go; 
the St. Lawrence shaken off the tree, and they kept better in the‘same basket 
than those picked at the same time for tne exhibition. The Fammse is the 
hardest apple we have in the orchard for packing. 1 can show apples to dw 
that were shaken off the tree in sufficient time and are perfectly

reason you find the St. Lawrence keeping better 
than the winter apple is that when you packed the St. Lawr 
and the winter was not.

Mr. b 
thing fan 
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more timsound.
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larrols until 
dcd )jy M". 
■hard direct

Rev. Canon Fulton. No, last year was an exceptional vear. If did not nay 
me to pick poor worthless fruit off the tree. The best fruit"were picked and a* 
regards the others I put cloths at the bottom and had them shaken off.

Mr. Rrodie. The great danger in shaking off is you break off the buds that 
will produce fruit for another year.

Mr. Honey. No more

jh help. In 
- should be 
uelies; then 
s for them.

■
would be broken off in ine shaking than if you picked

them.

Mr. Doyle. If Mr. Rrodie would leave them .there, he would not have the 
trouble ol shaking them off as they would fall to the ground.jf Fameuse 

a proof ol‘ 
e the trees Mr. Broil te. I have a foreman who watches I he packers and I superintend the 

marking myself. I enn get plenty of help conveniently an l 1 pay off those who
(do not do the work properly. This year has ..... . an exceptionally hard year to

. pull apples thoroughly. They ripened late ami it was hard to pull the Fame 
-rbefore the severe frost came on, and then they broke off easily.

picking tli ■ 
le handling 
a specially 
y dews and

use

M.liibb. Is tl.is meeting in favor of picking apples direct from the trees into 
4 the barrels ?

Rev. Canon Fulton. Mr. Edwards lias carried that out successfully for some 
years. He lids had crates through which the air rushes and had the apples „nt 
into a shed where the air could pass through them, and Ido not think In- 
lost a barrel.

died. Two 
the apples

ever
in aux way

Mr. McBride. How are you going to do in the west about assorting annles
f 7 '?re >0ll havc 1200 bar,cls of al,PIos lh,; «ne orchard. We pay two or three 
I dollars a day lor men to sort apples, and where you pack :t00 barrels a ,Hv
where will you get men to assort them as last as they are picked 1 We cannot 

, be there at the packing. That might do very well where you have lut) or 200 
barrels or 40 or 50 barrels in a private orchard.

I Mr. N. C Fisk. I agree with Mr. McBride. Boxes will* only do for some- 
; thing fancy, but you could not go into it as a system. We can put three bushels 
in a barrel which will cost considerably less than boxes. Again that would be
throwing the whole business into another track, which will require a great deal 
more time. '

Mr. Rrodie. Montreal Fameuse cannot stand too much handling. They 
stand much less handling than western winter apples.

Mr- N. C. Fisk. Boxes will do very well where 
to work, and enough packers to follow those 
the proper men to pack.

iskets, and

(in would
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use is the 
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WFMr. Bain. One of the greatest evils is the commission men buying orchards 
They buy for so much a barrel, and they are bound to get all they can. The 
man who wants to pack his apples in first class shape has to compete with nioney
these. question of

discussed.

Rev. C

looks red a

Mr. Jack. I think the suggestion ol Mr. McBride touching the establishment 
of a board of exchange could be advantageouly acted on. ■ We might then get 
such information as we could profit by. Very few of us have access to proper S(dd under 
information about the condition of the market. again. Tin

not in the i

The mi
Mr. Brodio. In that case we should try to get Englishmen to come here 

instead of making a present of our apples to the old country. Is that the object 
of a fruit exchange.

'

Mr. McBride. A fruit exchange is a joint stock company to start an auction 
for the sale of green and dry fruit. In all the American Cities, fruits 

sold by auction. We have had two meetings and a secretary appointed.

Rev. Canon Fulton. As to the correcting of packing, I think with Mrs. Jack, 
that the only feasible way is tor the consumer to write to the grower to correct 
the packing. The consumer should know where the apples come from.

seems

room are
The cot

.

The Set

As to boxes versus barrels, it tha apples of line quality especially
perishable apples may be sent to England in good condition in boxes, but in a lo» prices o 
wholesale way, for general purposes the barrel is the best.

The cul

la our own 
reciiinerativMr. McBride, lie does not look to the grower, but to the seller.

^■ture, the
Rev.Canon Fulton. There is nothing tangible in that; but if you had a Then comes 

printed check in the inside, on which the consumer could write his grievance 5ond year 
and which lie could send bv mail to the grower and packer, I hen the proprietor plants are dr 
of the orchards if lie had more than one packer, could find out the packer bv the °*hi r departi

much as in tlnumber of the cneck.

HJ1 Mr. McBride. Do von know where the packer would be in that case ? He For soil 
would be in the poor house. If th 'consumer had any claim on you. he would take *
>our farm, farm-house orchard and all. You could not allow a claim of that m^hodist pr< 
kind on the fruit, as I lie consumer would daim often without 
way is to pack and put your name on the top of the barrel.

ie seasons

The best traK‘dling pn
it Is i/ood for

cause.

Mr. Gibb. As to the question of packing it seems that in small orchards ■ Exceptm 
this meeting approves of the plan of packing delicate fruit like the Fameuse But the cut « 
directly from the tree into the barrel : but in the case of fruits like the Bald- W1 sixed pal 
win and Greening, that is less necessary because their firm texture enable» them tt4 our hope 
to stand better the wear and tear. One point brought up'by Mr. Doyle is that the the early 
public do not. half the time, appreciate good fruit- A barrel of Ben Davis'that lhe|timo the d

!
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iug orchards
ey can. The Jf*ks red and nit'e, sells well, and a barrel of good Pommes Grises does not bring 
■ompete with ,he nioney 11 should : the public taste it seriously at fault in this matter This 

question of the fruit exchange has been brought up, but I cannot sav it ha's been
stablishmeut ' USSe< ' ' 011 have not 8ivei1 a« opinion on that question.

ight then get Rpv- C;lll0n [’ulton. It depends on how it is carried on. In Liverpool fruit 
to proper JP undcr ll‘e hammer has been sold to particular friends,and sometimes resold 

again. Fhc audience is limited to a few who are on the inside track and 
not in the interest of the grower.

The meeting then adjourned until the following morning.

ess

are
o come here 
at tiie object

•t an auction 
is, fruits are 
i ted.

SECOND DAY.

The convention met at ten a.m., Prof. Penliallow m the chair. 

The Secretary read a paper written by Mrs. Annie L. Jack.

CULTURE OF THE STRAWBERRY.

h Mrs. Jack, 
3r to correct
>m.

y especially ■ The cultivation of strawberries in this province is not extensive 
xes, but in a prices of the past three or four years any encouragmer.t toward planting 

In our own experience we class this fruit below apples, grapes, or raspberries in 
■aunerative returns. The preparation of the land demands a process of clean 
■ture. the planting is laborious, and the tight with weeds a steady warfare 

you had a I be;, comes winter protection which must be given to ensure a 
iis grievance »#ond year before there are any returns. The picking must 
ie proprietor plants are dry from dew which

nor are the

.1!

, . in the heat of tlio summer davs, and in no

,ck,r 6rih" .... -- «
means

t case ? He ■ tov »oil we migrate between a clay soil and a rich loam alternately and 
would take W1* masons they do well in one and sometinns in t other bir like the 
laim of that •hodist preachers they only begin to be established one place ’before tlv

). The best ■vlll,,8 l'r0CMi begins again, the only reason given by wiseacres, being that

Excepting that some varieties rust there is no special disease attacks them 
he Fameuse V the cut worm is a host in itself and it takes but a few of them to clean o.v i 
e the Bald- i'1 sixed patch of thrifty plants, and as it often happens in blossoming time we 
cables them ■ °ur hopes blighted by this underground enemy. Then when the fruit is 
B is tliat the ■ the earIy bird swoops down upon the largest berries for its breakfast and bv 

Davis*that ■time the dew is off for our picking the ripest fruit has lost its luscious heart

ill orchards
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or cheek, 
market,

When the fruit is all gathered, carefully selected and packed, sent to

»• b"‘,i,ue “
at picking time the roots of the plants 
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The Secretary Mr. W. W. Dunlop, read lie following paper contributed by
himself.

T1IK STItAWHKliRV.

This is one of the most popular of fruits. Ripening at a period when the 
beat of summer first begins to induce a longing for more ethereal food, its mingled 

em lor three sweetness and aridity combine to give it a value and appreciation not attained
tha-, paid a ^ by any of the small fruits. Wo need not worn! ;r at this universal fondness for 

ic fruit, and
ot profitable 
trawberries

'j tlie strawberry, it dates from our earliest recollections, and, unlike many of tlie 
loves of our childhood, remains with us in maturer years. Differing from other 

! less delicate fruits it is alike agreeable to the young and the aged ; the robust or 
esli luscious ^ the feeble, and the temptation offered by the delightful fragrance and appearance 
y were four . of ils fruit may be safely indulged in by all.
jerries were

There are lew soils in which the strawberry will not. thrive, hut, though 
some varieties will give good results in different soils, and without special troat- 

iph, Miner’s ment, the greater number require soil and conditions suited to their individual
111 h0il'imd 'ÿ, requirements, and to this fact may be attributed the great diversity of opinion

1 0,l8umers with regard to varieties, a fact not confined to the strawberry alone, but appli.
” l*H'‘ moie cable in a greater or less degree to all the fruits in cultivation.
t with cult-
nd to quote * The leading authorities on the cultivation of the strawberry agree that water
tes itself to m is one of the most essential requirements of the plant. We find the choicest fruit

of the wild varieties in situations sheltered from the drying winds and on moist 
but not wet soil, thus, the importance of moisture is demonstrated hy our greatest 1 
authority,and the intelligent cultivator will not fail to profit hvtliis lesson from 
Nature and by skilful preparation of, and manuring his land, may d ) much to gain 
this condition of moisture with out which the highest results cannot be obtained.

reason we 
i each side 
ends itself

The sytem of cultivation most commonly practiced at the present time is 
what is called the “ matted row," or bed system.

The ground is prepared in the spring by ploughing in a dressing of manure 
and the planting done in rows of from 3 to HA feet apart with plants from 12 to 
là inches in row.

The cultivator is passed frequently through these rows during summer, 
going always in one direction when the young plants commence to spread over 
the ground in order that they be kept in a narrow row. Various modifications 
of this system are also practiced, some growers setting the plants 12 or 15 inches 
apart eacli Way leaving a blank row about every l feet as a path for the waeders 
and pickers. The runners are permitted to grow an l at the end of summer the 
ground is usuallly well covered with plants. The weak points of this system are
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m September give a fair crop of berries! Tlm\ i'!1'"!!'1'’ {"Ul,?VC" if tdmiled early 
ai"1'; A C1'°P of potatoes or ,-oru mav h-> | .|- V ' '1geS claim'’d for ll|is system
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lut0'.v necessary ..... . w ' ï ^ZT7 irhisabso
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■ks to this Tin- plant is adapted to a, variety ol'soils ami is very productive. The quality

xrf'XLZ •ztsa:sff^siziisstt wh®re the market demands quantity alone, these two varieties will continue 
Tinr t r'?1*1 s owiug to their productiveness under even indiffèrent culture. 
mL ! ' ° C?SCe"t ri|K‘1,s soniR days in advance of the W.lson and is of a

i.u ive i olor. In firmness and quality it is only medium.
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or the larger varieties the Sharpless, Manchester, Cumberland.
Bid well Miner etc., are more or less 
very profitable results.

Jersey Queen, 
grown for market, in some cases with

v • . ' on 1 i ii.ii % 11 eat ment given to the Wilson and Crescent none of these
renniiv.6 U'i *r "U a# "romal'l'N 1-ut, With a higher cultivation suited to their
who,- .1Ul 11 " 1 li* 1,1 yield favorable returns, if grown for a market
" Imre large and choice hen ies are in demand.

be vcrv'villl-ihi ^ j1*1 ^ jire ammally introduced some of which may prove to
, I 1 ' )u ’ " lllL*a little judicious experimenting with new varieties is
cni, HI1 1,1 '' ’ '*° 1101 neglect tlie older ones. A little experimenting in higli 
dure ■istoni'shimr"1 '* ' g1!n°rally considered inferior, will sometimes pro

ving the 
■ain few 
i line of 
help to 

111 va tor 
l. if set 
d early 
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which 
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(id ii ce 
d and 
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| Mr. Wright. With reference
Wils n ''*1 otlu-r strawberries in Ontario. The Crescent Seedling,

■ .. i90,1 aild Manchester. These are grown more than any other varieties, biU

, superior berry for shipping. Formerly the Wilson’s
the riini'i - ' I110X1 *s 0,dy secondary. I am not speaking in reference to 
for I™' > 01 a 0115 lime u vvas impossible to find a superior to the Wilson

concede! i“ n' ' <md ,,10"etai‘y returns, but now I» think the palm is generally 
^®m-eded to the Crescent. Then comes the Wilson ; and for a large productive
Some'l rra!,Vfi 10 the"r0WC1'» Manchester takes the lead of all others
exceeding » Tj l° ^ the lal1’and 1,1 some sections fall planting does 
xcetdingl) well. The plan Mr. Dunlop suggested in reference

where hi''X,.e "i"1Sly. g°°d °nf>’ 1 l)arti<mlarly refer to that part of his address 
tin- fin, ', >a>S ‘ P0SSlt)le 10 use wood ashos »“ the rows for that is really one of WiLllT"” " tr**"*" w° hlre- A. . general thing wo plan, in ,i,e inelvcood 1 lw>a thPl'esb although in som- instances fall planting is exceed- 
mgiv good and remunerative as well.
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Mr. Dunlop. I would like to ask Mr. Wright if the Mancliest, 
nadh in Ins locality. With us i; ,s 
largo varieties, hut if ihe s ,11 do - 
from rust that it ,1

Mrr rusts very
i" 'iJildy one of the most productive of the 

i U exactly suit, the foliage suffers so much
| .. . not give g » ..I .••suits It is generally claim'd that it sub-

c r.ds Jidter m a light soil, and I iud 'his to*lie the 
very badly. If it were not foi t 
Manchester for a large berry.
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, Mr' " nghl- That is uf course one of the faults ol the Manchester We
f"'inter ............ ..  ...... , *•** W*

11 id a perfect strawberry. suppose you will
, ... * does rust and succeeds best on li'ditor soil stiltU.,1.i,toi,11,a, 1 u ° ^

gmm ......................... m„sl ................. I i, i, ■ "°l
a self-iertilizer.

Mr. Gibb. Have you any choice in the varieties 
Crescent Seedling lo f,.r| ijjZL. it, yon plant alongside the

Mr
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lots of i 
covered

Mr Wright. 1 have always used Wilson’s Alba
11V.

Dr. Hoskins. J would !ik, 
who have favored ti'in|nii( ol Mr. \\ right and the other gentlemen 
very successful with me as a late variety, and iîso UieKeniuJkv 1,mi

- ».S.......
soft for shipment and light in ri,|nr h„i " . 1 Cu-scent is rather

.LZS' ............... ........ «“•
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strawberry grower in the coniitrv says they

Mr. Dunlop. I have grown the Champi, 
very productive, but f like the Manchester so 
about the same, I have abandoned 
market here, the former reaches 
firmer berry and will 
Manchester in quality.

Dr. Hoskins. I find the Manchester 
very good berry. The Windsor Chief is a
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Mr. Wostovpr. I would like1 to make enquiries with regard to an insect 
which is very troublesome with us. it goes by the name of the grub. It is a 
large white grub and seems to burrow under the roots. The first you know of 
its presence is - the vine wilts. It is very troublesome and deans out beds 
very quickly.

Dr. Hoskins. I think that if you will plant your berries only on land that 
has been long in cultivation and manure with artificial fertilizers you will not be 
troubled with the grub. It is common in grass land and newly turned sod- The 
beetle, which is the common June bug, is parent of the strawberry grub, and is 
liable to deposit its eggs when; there is a good deal of organic matter such as 
newly turned sods. I have a great deal of trouble with the grub when I have 
the temerity to use newly turned sods. When I plant the le-rries on old land 
and use artificial fertilizers 11 ever see this insect.

t rusts very 
uetive of the 
fers so much 
l that it sue- 
• soil it rusts 

to growing

tesler. Wo 
so you will 
■r soil, still 
re have not
■r.

nigside the
Mr. Cliapais. The greatest trouble with us is the disturbance of roots by 

frost. In the fall we sometimes have snow and rain and the ice covers the 
strawberry bed, and then the heaving is very difficult to deal with. I have used 

■ .. lots of stuff to mulch them with, and 1 think the best we can find is straw
”, , covered with branches of spruce,

lias been
As to the grub I was much troubled with it three years ago, and [ 

1 found that in cultivating the ground in early September, about, two inches below 
the surface, with a grubber is the best means of destroying the grub. That worm 
takes three years to perform his metamorphosis. The first year he goes into the 
ground two inches, the next year he goes lower still, and comes up in the third 
year. Jfyou disturb them at first, when they are desposited in the form of an egg, 
you have a chance to kill most of them by turning up two inches of the suface and 
exposing it to the rays of the sun. and if you use only artificial manure that is 
one of the best ways to get rid of that pest.

Mr. Dunlop. Will Mr. Jack give some information about the Kirkwood 
■I which is one of his favorite varieties.

■ Windsor 
avo found 

I well and 
t is rather 
suits the

s Un- old

although 
3 largest

Mr. Jack. We found It very hardy and prolific and in quality about the 
best. We planted our strawberries on land that had been cultivated many years.

Mr. Westover. The beds I had in mind when I put niy question were beds 
that had been planted on new land, that is pasture just turned up. They did 
splendidly the first year but the next summer, shortly after blossoming, they 
began to go. You could take up any quantity of the vines with the roots com 
pletely gone.

Mr. Gibb. What do you use for winter covering for protection ?

Mr. Wright. 1 go to the planing mill after thejground js] frozen 'in the fall
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ljç strawberries.
'-•'iislies them off *" °WanrP 15 mado lor «ccidents to buds, besides those buds which have 
laving, it i8 n business at the base of the vine

»g to keep the 
and vines and

no
cannot be so readily observed. At this time if 

y o he oldest canes are likely to soon require to be replaced by 
bud at the base °r a sprout from the ground may be selected and a sharpened 
lath placed behind it to indicate the fact as well as to tie the renewal cane to as 

advances. This work is by no means to be overlooked as it is the first step in 
e conservation of energy to be iollowed throughout to attain the desired result 

namely, early and well developed fruit. As the season advances and the clusters 
begin to assume form, belore commencing work stand before the vine and study 
its situation and the results desired. The canes required for next year's fruit, at 

" leavc unchecked, but the fruit bearing branches nip olf one leaf beyond 
he last bunch of grapes. This is better done before they blossom. The first 

pinching in a short time tends to force the dormant buds at the axils of th
ithout wh,r. T a.CtlVllj;’and a sh00t 50011 appears which must be checked as soon as a leaf or
gleet e n , ^ rf,’ "e l° lh° liabmty °f the folia»p of the variety to insects or
° td,ls ;thr ' dmlahzmg ‘"fluences. The leaf serves to further eliminate the sap required 

by the grape as well as to shade it, for ,t is a well known fact that the leal 
reqiures the sun and air, as it is the lung of the plant, and nature struggles to

the fruit. Hie tine ,l,onld be gone over at regular ........ ^
giovving season to sec that all laterals on the fruit bearing branches are kept in 
cieck, this can be done as other work is going on. Removing superabundant 
clusters should be attended to early and the strength of the vine thereby reserved 
oi e remainder. In August the canes reserved for next year’s fruit must be- 

carelully looked after and such proportion of their ends taken oil' as will insure 
better developed buds near the old wood, the strength and habit of the variety 
should determine the extent of this checking, such rampant growers as Brighton 
Bindley and Agawam must be given more work to do and consequently require 
longer pruning. I have latterly found that Brighton, if trimmed in fall as close as 

moncord and some others, goes too much to wood, but if left with from 4 to (5 buds 
on each spur bears an abundance of admirable clusters, but this subject will 

Jgean me into fall pruning beyond the prescribed limits of this paper. Growiim
Ê!U S!'af 151'eculinr 1,1 0110 respect; you have not only to care for the present 

bill... keep in mind tbo mp of fl„ coming y.,„, if you negloc, S 
jgjuue for the following season in advance of its arrival your vines will become 
Kgjfcn unprofitable nuisance and after a few 
®emiraged. The treatment above indicated
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years you become perplexed and dis- 
_ . he carried, in injudicious hands,
D extremes resulting in injury to thevine, an equilibrium must be preserved so
Jiat both roots and loliage harmonize in their corelation to each other 
nay have led some to practice the “let alone system" an illustration oi which 
nay warrant me in bringing in here a local incident at Clarenceville last fall 
yMv one morning a friend brought
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Il" sidewalk. the result of some boys raid the night previous, looking 
stiagglmg unripe ,-luster, 1 said: -Thank you for vou, svmpathv but Sir 
these grape» are not mine, u,ey show nnmistakeable evidence that ti;ev were

~.........•—
"on at the results attained in our Province of late"ears and 
in expressions of gratitude due

at the
as soon as tl 
can give yoi 
energies in I 
very early ii 
catr!i them v 
on the alert.

Mr. Jacl
we mu,I all feel a satisfac-

"11 heartily join
encoura-md the i„,„ ,• r , !1,el’rimo luovill« whose zealous labours 
emomagal the ormat.on of fruit Growers Associations in our Province and
siasn/on °f h“ ^
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can
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moreMr. J. M. !• isk. You get truit then when the vine i, 

fruit.
so pruned

Mr. Patlison. Yes, and much better 
Mr. J. M. Fisk.. 0ue of the difficulties with

miter with the ordinary fall pruning.

Mr. Bain.

me is that it not " very heavy

Is it necessary to provide special covering for winter.

* —-* "a STL?want to protect. The object* to corerin" i"7o I''" “ “ the buds y°u 

spring as the frost leaves the ground the covèrin bud8’ and in the
the bud and leaves the bud vigorous.

Mr. Jack. Have you discovered 
last season.

Mr. Patlison. 1 have 
natural as
cover the canes but

I)r. Hos 
season like t
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last year.
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ing al the 
y hut, Sir, 
they were 
no new or 
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tlie pur. 
a satisfac- 
artily join 
is labours 
vince and 
iis until li

as soon as they are open. It is very difficult to catch those ifeas, but perhaps l 
give you a hint of value in reference to them. If you will not expend your 

rgies in trying to catch them during the day. but wait until towards dusk or 

very early in the morning 
calcli them very easy with the thumb and finger. In the evening they arc not 
on the alert. They are vcy injurious to the Brighton and some tender varieties-

Mr. Jack. Last season was the first time I noticed them.

Mr. Pattison. Just so with myself. The Tlirip was very had Iasi season. 
All my tender white giapes were spoiled to such an extent that they were hardly 

111 to sell.

Mr Gibb. What is you remedy for Tlirip.

Mr. Pattison. I have tried a number of remedies. The most popular remedy 
is to go through the hushes in tlie dark with a torch. L'lie torch I use is a com- 

saticcpaii fixed over with a kerosene top, then with the handle ot the 
pan you take it along and have the boys shake the vines and in that way yon 
catch a good many, but mostly the males. I have adopted another practice ol 
taking a frame and spreading a piece of cotton on it and putting tar on it, and 
by this means .1 can catch them in the day time. They are certainly a very great 
nuisance. Mr. Peel, when we were at Granby, suggested using a decoction 
of tobacco, and syringing the vines. 1 tried that, but mostly on the Bacchus 
which is verv much troubled with the Tlirip and I could not see much difference. 
The main thing to protect against the Tlirip is clean cultivating ; that is not allow
ing any place for them to winter in. Keep all rubbish away from the vines as 
as von prune them in the fall, and if your trellises are built with poles that have 
bark on they will harbor in this bark and also whitewash the fences 
against which the vines ave. I find the Tlirip are more troublesome against the 

hoard fences.
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11 prefer just after sunset) you will find you can

*i's as the
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Dr. Hoskins. Do you find the Brighton is more tardy in ripening in a cool 

season like the past other early varieties.

Mr. Pattison. I have never had any real success with Brighton until this 

last year.

mig so 
t many 
ids you 
in the 
st from

Dr. Hoskins. In my rather haphazard way of growing grapes I find among 
the early varieties the Brighton always refuses to ripen at all during a coo 
season but I have not practiced the method of pruning you have described. XV itli 
regard to the Tlirip they are worse and worse with me every year. There is a 
remedy lately recommended wbicli I think very favorably ol. That is the sticky 
fly paper. If vou touch a leaf the least stir causes the Tlirip to jump out, and 
when they stick against the fly paper they stay there. It is an insect which it

ng the

e blue 
They 

is jug?
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■ Dr. Hoskins. I have not hoard 
lucklington. These grapes 
Eslomers, who like to serve ielly with meat. „„ 
Ever, is better for that purpose than any other.

- «aid about the Chainpioi 
eal for making jelly. Some ol'm 
say the Champion having a rough

i or
are used a

Mr. .1. M. Fisk. What early variety is better than the Champion for 
dateur to «row. The finer qualities of grapes require much more attention.'any

Mr Pattison We want to give the Champion all the credit due to it. It is 
* i1 3111 y ‘ll)0ul the mo8t profitable grape we grow. It comes in so early, and if 
.■system that will induce early ripening is practiced, you will find it very pro- 
fable. Tins past season although I have no. very large vineyards, thev Line 

an experimental than a commercial enterprise, the first Champions that 1
Jnt to market brought high prices, and afterwards they netted me 15 ....... a

0 Eund, which I consider remunerative.

■ore

Mr. Fisk. You 
tiaware.

grow two pounds of Champion while you grow one ofcan

1 Mr. Pattison. It is more profitable than the Delaware, ... - at It! cents a pound
■ L have a grape that has just been introduced called the Jew-1. It was sent to
F by Mr-1{urr of K;,nsas with quite a number of others. I find that the Jewel
■ a really fine grape and very little behind the Champion in time of ripeniim f 
|mk it is the coming black grape and will take place of the Champion" It 
|i.l keep well until December, The Early Victor introduced by Mr. Burr was 
■dolled very highly and great things were expected of it, but we were verv much

«appointed and I consider it a variety scarcely worth cultivating. This past 
car I had reduced my varieties to '.'5, but added quite a number sent to me by 

■mthorn growers, which made the number HI'».
I

Dr. Hoskins. A gentlemen has handed me a paper here wkh the question • 
_h“t ,s tho co,ni'“sition of sticky fly paper. I suppose from its appearance it is 
Bade with a light colored resin, with something to thin it, perhaps some oily 
■distance. I have heard it said that it is made of resin and castor oil.....'. 
Binettiing that will keep it from getting dry so that it will iosc 
lickiness. none of its

I Mr. \\ light. I wish to say a word or two in favor of tiie Champion grape 
llmd it the fruit out of which we can make tin- most money. I: is the hardiest 
lie best bearing and the earliest grape. It does not make any difference, , if it is

poorest grape. I went over the grounds in St. Catharines with Mr. Dunlop 
I'd lie said, “See that row of Champion vines, I made more money out of that 
|an out of any three rows of the others." It is earlier in the marked and sells at 

1 have had magnificent baskets ol Delaware grapes and Niagara grapes
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and had to bull them for whatever 1 got. 1 knew the men that raise those 
were losing money on them. I.iit those that had the Champion grapes made good 
profit.

grow them, 
the opinion < 

commercial :

Mr. Wri 
the country \

Mr. N. C 
will ripen s<

Mr Wri

Mr. Sinclair. Have you tried the Jessie:;. It is is early as the Champion and 
as good to eat, and it is a white grape and that takes better in our market?

Mr. Wright. They did not ripen well.

Mr. Sinclair. We find they ripen well.

Mr. Wright. The trouble with us is they do not often ripen.

I would iik" some experience with Moore’s Early.

Mr. Wright. I find it a very good gr uu. The hunches arc nice ami come 
in early and sell \v<-l 1.

Mr. Pattison. When 1 arrived here 1 saw that my name was down for a 
paper oil the best varieties of grapes and set, about making out a list. Partly in 
answer to Mr. Wright I want to show him that I give the Champion what credit 
is due to it. In my list of the best varieties of market grapes the Champion 
comes first : then the Worden follows, and after it the Concord, Harry, Herbert 
and Wilder.

Mr. Gib! Mr. N. < 
make mom-;

Dr. llos 
been mentit 
meatiness a]

Mr. Pah

Dr. llos

Mr. N. ( 
here and m 
They can se

■ Mr. Wr 
in this neigl 

Dr. Hot 
think we h< 
will bring 1 
or less mus 

Mr. J. 5 
recently Iht 
N.Y. He 
have prove 
if this Coir 
has sustain 

Mr. Gii 
hybridist ,i 

Mr. Pa 
1 hold the i 

Messrs 
lion of con

For home use my list is a* follows: The Jewel, Humeian, Harry, Herbert I 
Norwood and Burnet. If you set out a weak Humeian vine you are sure to 
come to grief. If you set out a good strong vine, in five or six years it improves 
very much. The white grapes for home use, I class as follow : Lady, Eldorado, 
Jessica, Allen’s Hybrid, and Parity. As to the best market varieties of 
white, I have placed at the head the Niagara, and following it the Empire State, 
Belinda, Lady, Duchess and Martha. La iy is the best grape we have but i! is 
of little use as a market grape.

Mr. Wright. There is one thing I object to In that list and that is the Con- * 

cord. It is all right in Mr. Pattison’s section of country, hut it does not ripen - 
every season with us. At the last meeting in Hamilton, a gentleman from New. I 
York said they were discarding the Concord because it did not ripen every 
year with them. With us we are discarding it altogether anil replacing it by 
the Worden.

Mr. Gibb. There are but lew sections in which the Concord ripens satifactor- 
ily. In the greater part of the country tin Concord does not ripen. With me it 
is merely a jelly grape. The same may be said of Burnet.

Mr. N. C. Kisk. As far as my experience goes, the cultivation of the 
in Quebec will never be commercially a success, because it costs us too much to

grape
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lise those 
rule good them. I am glad to see so many experimenting, and 1 would like to havegrow

the opinion of experts as to whether the cultivation of the grape is likly to ho a 
commercial success in Quebec.

lpion and Mr. Wright. What is the reason you cannot compete with other sections of 
the country '

Mr. X. C. Fisk. We cannot ripen. We can gr< .v grap- s for family use, which 
will ripen some years, such as the Adirondack. Brighton and Dm ln ~s.

Mr Wright. The Champion !

Mr. X. C. Fisk. The Champion are not- eatable md you cannot sell them to 
make money out ol them.

Dr. Hoskins. The last grape I would discard for home use, and it has not 
been mentioned, is the Salem, 
meatiness approaching the European grape.

Mr. Haitian). I found the Salem very unhealthy i t the foliage.

Dr. Hoskins. There is no money in it but it is good for hour

et ?

ml coine

It is the only American -rape which has the,vu for a 
Partly in 
hat credit 
iliampion 
. Herbert

■ use.

them in Western Ontario and send themMr. N. C. Fisk. They can grow 
here and undersell us every time. The same remark applies to theL ni ted-elates.
They can sell at 1 cents a pound and wipe us out.

Mr. Wright. I do not see why you cannot grow as many Champion grapes 
in this neighborhood as in the Niagara district.

Herbert I 
1 sure to I 
improves I 
ldorado, 
«sties of 
re State, 
but it is I

the varieties which will ripen here are concerned 1 
We have the market for them. No doubt they

Dr. Hoskins. So far as 
think we had better grow them, 
will bring better prices than those which come in paper boxes and become more

or less musty.
Mr. J. M. Fisk. I noticed in the last number of the Country Gentleman, 

recently the death of an eminent grape grower, Mr. A. .1. Cay wood, ol Marlboro, 
- - He was the originator of the Duchess and many other varieties which 
have proved of great value to tin- Northern States and Canada 
if this Convention would make some recognition of the loss which the country

the Con- 
lot ripen 
mi New
ell every 
ug it by

N. V. . It would be well

lias sustained by his death.
Mr. Gibb. 1 knew Mr. Cay wood well. He 

hybridist and lie originated some valuable
Mr. Pattison. I have much pleasure in endorsing the suggestion of Mr. Fisk ; 

1 hold the memory of Mr. Caywood in great reverence.

was an extensive experimenter
itifactor- 
itli me it

varieties.

appointed a committee to draft a residu-ie grape 
much to Messrs. Fisk and Pattison were 

lion of condolence.
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The discussion 'in graves was resumed. Plan tin 
(.he great w< 
cellent wind 
summer the 
almost tropi 
them-

Mr. Gibb, We have had a

t;T7u1.et I have had fairly good giapes of many varieties last year. The year before 
had 42 vane, es ,hat were ripe, sweet and good. , think the worst w 

one had was lh82 when the Delaware was only fair in quality, and so was the 
Herbert and some others, but l had some 20 to 2» varieties that were really 
good. 1 intend to continue g rap • growing because I get some jolly good -rapes

1

The Go 
usefulness, I 
pert y of the 
provincialp 
fared throuf

every year.

Mr. N. L. Hsk. Ihese are for your own use.
Mr. Gibb. Yes, it is for home use and not a commercial matter. The questioif 

as regards the expense is simple. No doubt we can grow as good Champions 
as can be grown anywnore else but we have t0 cover m winter

z: rJr,mt u -........«—«

Having

Where

It. may 
street, nevei 
that it is qu 
size, to plan 
street line, 
know' now, 
outside of tl 
may be urgi 
fence, from 
might recei 
found to be 
A row of tr 
the grounds 
plants forr 
query.

Mr. Wright. I do not know whether you have organizations here similar to 
those we have in the Province of Ontario. There every Connu- l,,« V,
•Tnh which holds meetings from time to time. During the least husv season of 
he year, and then during the winter season the Farmers Institutes in » 
County hold meetings which are attended by the leading ,, very
Hortirnlltirisls, ,,„d ., 6„„ del „t ,alu,Je and

riioie h m„ «nbjec. which to, cc-.deiablc diK,"

I?Z '"‘Tl *>**■"*« « u«„. Il w„„id ,Tthereto!< be out of place to give you a short article 

Mr. Wright then read ti,.. following paper

perhaps
on that matter.

THKh PLANTING.

Il is oui; reasonable to suppose that tic* 
would be. first question that would be asked

What k 
trees have 1 
i hat wo can 
figured by 
•hould lie a

W by should we plant tr vs !

In answer we would sav, because thev v»,-v ,,
of our property, whether it be a village lot town i,lot'* ^ Ullc'1 tlle v,tlue 
farm. It does this because it makes vour property f,,. „ °l , UOre exteillled 
and homelike. " 1 P ‘ty f'U mira dutiful, attractive

Kvery member of your household will ;

Perhaps 
more easily

When j 
large shady

jii this direction and von will he more than Mid^Vr^' ‘'T l'‘b°1‘' ,n'1 exertious

- >» .............
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Planting can bo done in our country with so little trouble and expense, that 
the great wonder is that it is not more generally adopted Trees form such ex
cellent wind-breaks in winter affording shelter to both, man and beast, and in 
summer they supply such delightful and agreeable shade from our, at times 
almost tropica! sun, that when once enjoyed no one would willingly be without 
them-

hough [ 
properly 
r before 
ieason I 
tvas the 
* really 
grapes

The Government of the Province ot Ontario has acknowledged their gre.tt 
usefulness, by making all trees planted on the borders of the highway, the pro
perty of the adjacent owner, and also by appointing Arbor Days, for general and 
provincial planting, more especially in connection with the various schools scat 
hired throughout the province.

Having once decided to plant the next question arise-

Where shall we plant Y

It. may seem out of place to say that street trees should be planted in the
street, nevertheless we know that they are not always planted there' I know
that it is quite customary, in small villages and even in towns of considerable
size, to plant a row' of trees along the front of the tot within a foot or two of tho
street line. In fact I did this very thing myself, but had 1 known then, what. 1
know' now, 1 would have planted them in the street within a foot or two of the
outside of the sidewalk which is undoubtedly the proper place for them to be. It
may be urged that they are more easily protected, when placed just inside the
fence, from the depredations of wanton men and boys and from the injury they
might receive from horses and cattle. But, properly formed guards, will be
found to be ample protection from either, except it may be in exceptional cases.
A row of trees across the front renders it almost, if not quite impossible, Copiant
the grounds with any effect in the modern style, where shrubbery and blooming
plants form the chief attraction on the well .kept lawn. Then follows ther »I ucr y.

uestioil 
râpions 
winter, 
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tsked
What kind of trees shall we plant ! I know that in some places fruit bearing 

trees have been selected but in our rigorous climate, there are so few of this class 
that we can use, and then they are so liable to be broken and permanently dis
figured by attempts to gather the fruit, that it would,- be wiser that they 
should tie almost, if not entirely discarded in favor of forest-trees.

Perhaps there are none of this class that look more sightly or that can he 
more easily grown than the Common Basswood.

When planted by itself it assumes a beautiful rounded form, has magnificent 
large shady leaves, and in adition to its beauty it yields an abundant supply of 
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I ;iken 11 ali in all it has lew superiors. Its brunches almost always 
a somewhat rounded form and throughout the entire summer they are covered 
with a thick green healthy foliage, tut in autumn

assume

the very first approach of 
frost, they adorn themselves with most gorgeous and fantastic colorings, which 
cannot but gladden the eye of every beholder.

on

There is one other variety which we cannot pass without a kindly word as it 
possesses so many points of excellence. 1 now refer to the Oak. ’Tis true 'tis 
slow of growth, but then when once it comes do maturity it i< hard to find its 
equal in either appearance or heaUhfulness of constitution.

I have seen fine specimens grown on the way side from seed planted by the I 
proprietor, which at ten years of age bad become really fine little trees.

'Jibe Ironwood, Birch, Hickory and many other varieties might be added to I 
this fist, but these here mentioned will be found to tie among the best of our I 
common, easily procured, deciduous forest trees.

1 know of no better course to pursue when selecting varieties than to cast 
your eyes about your own locality, see what specimens thrive best with 
neighbours, ask them what faults their trees have, if any, and then select from 
these that apparently thrive best.

Let me just here give on word ol warning. Where selecting varieties dont

your

It can be planted in a low wet soggy locality, where very few trees of a desir
able character will exist, or it can be pin -te 1 with equal suer *ss upon the higher 
ami more elevated grounds. The common Canadian .Vli also thrives well in 
low localities, assumes a very pretty shape, and is well worthy of trial.

The Soft Maple is perhaps rnor ■ extensively planted in certain sections of 
the north than anv other tree.
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the finest honey for our industrious be us f; can b ■ easily procured, hears trails 
planting well, and is very hardy.

The hard or Sugar Maple is .'mutin : d- s cable tree in many respects and vet I 
it has its faults.

It is easily obtained, forms itself into i tost comely shape, hut it is not so 
easily grown as many other varieties, as ,t is liable to be winter killed in expos v 
places, it sun scalds very badly at times, .mil is also subject tub" attacked In tic 
borer.

In p 
earlier t 
done in 
have nol 
viding t! 
posed of 
sure to t

11

The American Eli :, m localities win us sleet and ice are not, liable to form 
in excess on its long simuler graceful:v tienda:V branches, stands almost without 
a rival.
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do as some fruit growers do, plant one of every variety upon which you can lay 
your hands, but if you decide to plant Minis plants only Minis in that locality. 
On some other side of your plot you can of course plant some other variety but 
it never looks so well to have all kinds on one small lot. or even in one short 
street.

tars trans

ts a ml yet

In planting all things considered, early spring should have the préférence, the 
earlier the hotter, if the frost is siilliciently out of the ground, hut it it cannot he 
done in the spring by no means neglect doing it in the fall. Mu r,greens, which l 
have not touched in my list can lie planted at almost any season of the year, pro
viding the operation he performed on a damp or rainy day. Their roots h dug com
posed of such a large amount of resiiioims matter a verx slight amount of expo
sure to the sun or wind is almost sure to he fatal to this kind of tree.

Mow can we best induce our neighbours to undertake the operation of sys
tematic and intelligent Tice Planting t

How many of as fully realize tile wonderful iulllienee for good or fur evi i 
that is possessed in the examples that are set before a people.

Years and years ago a man of small means builds a one story log house, 
with a roof curved at thu base and extended on the front far enough to form the 
covering for a verandah and behold a whole nation in th • province of Quebec 
even unto this day follow his example. The cleanly and frugal French (lima- 
d'.an housewife imitates the cleanliness of the surrounding snow by covering 
her homely cottage with the liealthgiving lime, and forthwith thousands upon 
thousands of the nestling cottages of our thrifty French Canadian Habitants are 
made to adopt a similar covering and appear annually redressed in their new 
snowy covering. The most, reasonable answer then it seems to me that can be 
given is for each and every one of us to set a good and living example before our 
neighbours by planting liberally and successfully ourselves, and thus by our 
actions at least, we would sav in the language of Scripture “Go thou and do 
likewise.”
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Mr. William Gill. 1 am quite in sympathy with the paper just read. Where 

I live every person attempting to preserve the forest is at the mercy of an . one 
who is clearing his land by setting stumps on fire. I know of an instance where 
a person set a rotten stump on fire in order to make a smudge, and the result was 
a large quantity of forest was destroyed. These persons appealed to the law, 
which authorizes them to set lire to stumps during certain months in the 
summer. That law should ha abrogated. Of course, when a ci.uutvy is new the

added to 
st of our

i to cast 
ith your 
ect from great object is to clear away the trees, but lo-d tv in many countries we are 

interested in preserving what is left of our forests than in clearing land.more
The Legislature ought to pass a law .uxnkiuj every one who sets a live at any

lies dont I
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hardiest c 
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lime in the year responsible for the damage he may cause, Parliament should be 
m internalized to co n : to the assis!mice of those who are endeavoring to preserve 
our forests.

Mr. We stover. In the section of country where I reside we have no forests 
but simply sugar orchards. Many of t'v-e are situated on high lands exposed 
to sweeping winds. 1 would like to ask Mr. Wright what tree he would re. 
commend as a protection ?

Mr. Wright. In our section we are planting both spruce and the com 
mon cedar.

I

Mr. V 
our assoc 
of the spl 
ital idea, 
stovepipe 
lion.t Mr. Westover. Is not the cedar slow growing t Soin • have planted the

willow.
Dr. I 

quite lnr> 
came tho

Mr. Wright. The willow is not a desirable tree to plant. It is an easy and 
rapid grower but it is a very poor tree. The wood is valueless and the limbs are 
e isilv broken.

Mr. Westover. Would you recommend I mss wood ?

Mr. Wright. That certainly is a line tree and does not break oil'so easily as 
the spruce in a high wind. That is the objection m tlx • spruce and the pine.

Mr. Westover. We want som tilling the caterpillar will not destroy.

Mr. Wright. They will not injure the spruce.

Mr. ,1. M. Fisk. Mr. Wright spetks of tlx » Mv irgreen a< a tree you could 
plant almost any time in the season. I was under the impression it was one of 
I he trees we should not plant in the fall of the year, and I got that impression 
front what I have read.

Mr. Chupais. 1 never succeeded when l planted I Item later than August.

Mr. Wright. I have planted them in tile fall and succeeded very well. It. 
seems as if the Kvorgivu tree wis one ill which a great many fail. Til t people 
are not careful enough with reference to the roots. If they dig up these trees on 
a wet day and plant them cm a wet day when there is no wind the operation is 
always sure to lie successful.

Dr. Hoskins. 1 am glad the subject of wind-breaks has been brought up. It 
is a matter of great importance to all fruit growers to have I lie orchards protected 
from high winds. It is a mistaken idea that the white cedar is a slow' grower. I 
agree that the sugar maple is not entirely hardy outside our forests and the 
white maple is subject to l i-viglmrk on the southwest side. 1 have ait acre of lawn 
upon a sandy loam, a very bare place to plant trees ; mv experience ori Hi7.tdry- 
sandy soil is that the white C" hr will grow as fast as any. f set a hedge over 14

,
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years ago, the trees a foot apart in a single row. and they averaged a growth of 
one foot a year. They make a perfect windbreak anil are now 14 feet high. The 
white space, where you can get it. is equally good, and may ha set four or five 
feet apart. The white spruce is not appreciated at anything like its value. It is the 
hardiest of all the Evergreens. 1 find it a hardy grower and as rapid as the 
cedar.

uld be
iserve

forests 
tposed 
ild re. Mr. Wright. 1 was deputed last week to go to Almonte on behalf <d one of 

associations to give an address on Horticulture. I was mentioning the factour
of the splitting of apple trees by the sun, and a gentleman rose and gave a cap
ital idea. He said he went to the woods and got birch bark in the shape of a 
stovepipe, put the bark around the apple I roe and it was an efficient protec-

1 com

><1 the lion.

Dr. Hoskins. It is only in occasional years this occurs. The tree may he 
quite large before it sutt'ers. 1 have protected my trees but when the bad years 
came those protected trees were as had as the others.

Mr. Pattison. I have been very successful in planting cedar in the mouth of 
November. A great mistake in selling out cedars is to plant them too deep. 
They should not he put below their natural position in the forest. 1 have 
always practiced getting them in an opening if possible, and not I mm a thickly 
wooded place.

Ur. Hoskins. I would never take a cedar out of the woods. It' you get 
them there Lhev are pretty sure to die. With us there are plenty ot old fields and 
pastures where cedars are springing up and that is the place to gel them.

y and 
hs are

sily as
10.

onto 
one of 
•ession Mr. Wostover. I find no difficulty transplanting cedar wjieu I take them 

out of the open field. The only trouble is they grow so slowly. 1 planted <■ ;dar 
twenty years ago for a windbreak to my orchard and they are now only about 14 
feet high but on dry ledgy soil I admit.

ist.

II. It 
leople 
•ees on 
tioti is

Perhaps the ledgy soil accounts for it. No land could hoDr. Hoskins, 
dryer than mine, but it is not ledgy.

Mr. Wright. There is not enough moisture in your ground. In British 
Columbia these trees grow to an enormous size on account of the moisture.

For the last three or fourup. It 
)tee ted 
ver. I 
id the
d' lawn 
ir.tdry 
>ver 14

Mr. Gill. What effect have trees on the rainfall, 
years have not been so dry as some years ago, and nobody can deny the lac; that 
our forests are disappearing. That militates against the idea that trees ate ne
cessary in order to have plenty of rainfall. F have read of same countries which 
have been stripped of their trees hut which are now being replanted an ! good 
results as regards the rainfall have followed.

«H
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Mr. Gibb. As a rule it is conceded that the planting of trees doe» not so 
Hindi increase the rainfall as it does the humidity of the air. That is the chief 
end in view in plani ng trees. My experience is that cedar trees dug out of the 
swamp do well mi my dry upland if taken from the unsheltered outskirts of the 
fori : i. If inhen from dense gmv ill f evergreens, they winterkill.

Mr. Jack. VO years ago I planted some in the first week of June and to-day 
llmre are a great many that would make saw logs.

Mr. Dunlop. I have had some little experience in the planting of while spruce 
and other trees ol the same family, and I fourni that I had no success at all with 
f d planting, and unlike most trees the later you | laut in the spring the more 
chance you liavt* of succeeding. 11 seems in me the growth must lie started 
h dore you plant the trees, and the loealit has everything to do with the matt1!. 
If pi anted from the middle of May to the middle of June you linil it one of the 
easiest trees In transplant, hut if planted anv other lime it. is one of the most dif
ficult.

Dr. 11 os!

Mr. Wes 
do not know, 
the apple. 1 
are a ltiimlv

Mr. .lacIi 
them into va

Dr. Hosl 
Lake Mcmph 
inches in dii 

I one of my m 
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at I he back i 
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1 have planted in the fall and also early in tli • spring and they do not 
seem to grow. The tre s seem to get a k t]'i**n from \\hifli limy novel*
ic ‘over.

Mr. Gild). We are pretty wadi agreed that our cedar i» our b -si hedge tree. 
It grows into a hedge quicker than any olh -v. and will grow iuln a windbreak 
My ow n w hich were planted as windbreaks 1 j years ago are about IN feet high. 
With regard to the question of. forest lires brought up by Mr. Gill, 1 believe the. 
Hni. W. W. Lynch our late Provincial Minister of Crown lands took Ibis matter 
in baud, but w liat the result will he, owing lo the coming in of a new Govort:- 
menl I cannot sav. 1 know Hint tlie mailer recieved much attention at the 
hands of ihe former govcrinent. Mr. Gib 
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Give the name of some pear suited for cultivation in the Province of
(jtiehec ?

Mr. Jack. There is no pear that 1 know of that h is done well in this Pro
vince.

Mr. J. M. Fisk. Have you not found Hie Flemish Beauty to succeed well?

Mr. Jack. No.

Mr. J. M. Fisk. In Abbotsford we find it the best of any.

Mr. Jack. 12 years ago I planted 300 pear trees and to day I do not believo I 
have 30 ol them left. Among these I had the Mount Vernon, and Flemish, 
Beauty. I have never had two barrels of pears any season yet.
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Mr. Wes to vi T. Although not i grower of the pear to any extent, there are 
a good many pears growing in our town. The Flemish Beauty and Onondaga 
a iv those that seem to stand I he best. Some years ago I bought five trees, three 
Flemish Beauty and two Onondaga. Three of the trees are living to-day and 
they bear well. 1 had a good crop last year md a smaller one this year. They 
had just ordinary orchard culture; that is. growing in the grass with now and 
tin'll a top dressing of ashes and of manure. The Flemish Beauty are living, iiut 
I could never see any difference between the fruit of these two varieties.

Dr. Hoskins. Then you have ail Flemish Beauty.

Mr. Westover. Whether from sun scald or injury two of them died, which, l 
do not know. About 5 miles further south of me, they claim the pear is as hardy as 
the apple. They are not particularly confined to any distinct variety, but there 

:i number of seedlings, and good ones, that thrive and are hardy.

Mr. .lack. 1 may have been wrong in my mode of treatment. We forced 

them into rapid growth.

Dr. Hoskins. I have been trying for 20 years to grow pears 
Lake Meinpliretuagog. 1 have grown the Onondaga until the trees were about • o11 
inches in diameter of trunk. Then came a severe winter and destroyed them, but 

■ of my nephews saved some pear trees in good shape. I set mine out wluxe 

they had the full benefit of the sun, but this man had not any place handy except 
at the back of his house, at the north side, where he set out a row pretty close to 
the-building. Five of tin• trees tin- sun does not shine oil at all, and yet lie 

saved his trees.
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the Mr. Gibb. We must not forget the advice of the late Mr. Jas. II Springle, 

who had on trial over 300 varieties of pears in Montreal. He described 50 vari
eties in the Society’s first report in 1870. He shows that the grand old pear trees 
fonnely growing about Montreal were not of specially hardy varieties, but they 
were manured only by the dew of heaven, and therefore made but a slow growth 
which ripened thoroughly. Modern pear trees are too often grown in rich soil

severe winters- I find this to

of ■

and their half ripened wood is unable to stand 
be true. The Flemish Beauty is as hardy as our average apple trees if making 
slow growth. Perhaps some day we may check the growth of our pear trees by 
grafting upon the thorn or in some other way. Excessive growth is fatal to the

However the sheltered City gardens of Montreal feel

our
ro-

pcar tree in this climate. . .
this a little less than 1 do at Abbotsford. I have tested our 30 varieties, not in
cluding the new importation of Russian and German varieties. Of these only 
f kinds have been any approach to successes, viz., (i) Flemish Beauty, hardiest 
best bearer, lii) Clapp’s Favorite, (iii) Oswego Beurre ? received from the late 

under wrong name of Beurré Diel, a more a less bergamot shaped
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late autumn pear with a tinge of acidity, good bearer but not long lived, (iviSt. 
Ghislain, hardy tree, fruit small but of line quality. Pear trees planted in open 
exposure like mine suffer from the cold winds at the time of blossoming, so that 
fruit is not in proportion to fruit buds. I think the question whether the cultiva
tion of the pear can be made profitable in Quebec from a commercial stand point 
will be answered in the negative by this meeting, but we must remember that 
there is a milder climate in Montreal than in the surrounding country, and Cap- 
tain Raynes says that, if he were planting a large orchard now, he would 
plant it mainly with Flemish Beauty pear and the Lombard plum.

Mr. Fisk. Did these trees fruit well Ÿ

Dr. Hoskins. Yes, finely, and they bore large and handsome pears. They 
do not color well because they do not gel. much

Mi. iXC. Fisk. 1 have grown the Russian variety of the pear, Hesseinianka 
(or Seedless), to test its hardiness. 1 budded it upon a good sized pear stock and 
let it grow the whole sensor It grew 6 1 it but did not winter kill

Mr. Gibb. My Russian pear orchard is very satisfactory so far, hut the 
trees have not yet fruited. .1 have a large number of German "and some Polish 
varieties which are not hardy. However my pear trees arc growing too fast, and 
will not live the same length of time if they grew more slowly.

What arc the best varieties of native and European plums 
tivation in the Province of Quebec ?
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suitable for cul-

Dr Hoskins. 1 have a plum that was sent to me with a lot of things from 
îe Jowa Agricultural College. I have concluded that agricultural colleges are 

not to be trusted in giving correct names. I got a long list of things from there, 
and they were all labelled, hut the labels were not correct. Hut two famous 
tiees came to me called the blue and white Arabka which 
able fruits, good in color, but not in size- I are going to be valu-
, ,, watched the fruit grow very care*
fuly. t was a beautiful amber colored plum, and when ripe showed a little red.

hought is the prettiest plum I had ever seen in my life. J look it into the 
house and laid ,t on tee bureau, and every day it became redder, until bye and
but R haT.r 3 P T' 11 WaS Vtil'y fe00(L 08 reJ our native wild plum,
! m ; ; rno ?'and evidenUy Moa«*to «-■ ^
plum. It is fully as good as the Moore’s. Arctic or the LomL-ar I.

Mr- Gibb. My experience with the European plum 
factory. Our winters are a little too cold, 
only bears once in a few

is by no means satis- 
bho Lombard has borne well, but 

or ,:iany ycars- My Russian plums do fairly, rather 
than well. 1 hey do not thr.ve like the Canadian plums but among the native 
plums the one J think most of is the De Soto. 1 have only had it bear twice, t
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and ilyears, but it is better in quality than the ordinary Wisconsin wild plum, 
bears profusely. 1 have also the Dwarf Mountain of Iowa. 1 found a little tree 
in my nursery lying down. 1 found the little thing prostrated by the weight 
of about 12 good sized red plums of good quality. My hope oi growing plums 
depends mainly upon the Western American varieties.
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Ur. Hoskins. 1 have got quite a lot of DeSoto trees, and they bear well, lhey 
late but better than any of our native wild plums. The trouble with those is 

that the good ones are the worst looking. The best to eat are the smallest and 
meanest looking ones for any purpose, but there is a good market for them. I 
consider them a better canning plum than the European varieties, because they 
have a better flavor. I prefer them even to peaches for canning. They can be 
very much improved by cultivation and hybridization, and in this way we will 

variety of plums that will be hardy and well flavored.

are
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Mr. Wright. How large is the DeSoto ?
Dr. Hoskins. It is nearly as large as the Lombard, has a solid flesh, lhe

western wild plums have a round stone ; our Canadian wild plums have a very 

flat stone.
but the 
; Polish
ast. and Mr J M Fisk I have grown the DeSoto for a few years and found it not 

only an early but a very prolific bearer. It bears on very young trees, and 
although it is' one of the latest ones to ripen, I consider, as long as it does ripen, 
that is not a defect. In fact it fetches a better price by coming in later, than n 

would if the native plums were then in season.
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Mr Wright. We have a native plum, the Leopard, in our section, and its 
only fault is that it. is a soft plum. The lumbermen were accustomed to throw 
away their plum stones on the banks of the creeks and a lot oi trees grew up.

are the best. But 
stones

Mi' Gibb. I believe in taking foxy grapes for jelly, they 
those plums which have a certain amount of astringency in the skin and 
are very second rate for canning. The DeSoto is the most free from that objection- 
able feature of any native plum 1 have. One of the varieties that has done very fair- 
ly is the Miner. It bears less than the DeSoto. but ripens about the 1st ol ktobei, 
and keeps until about the 1st of November. It is a deep dull red w.th a flavor 

something like a musk melon.
Mr. Wright. 1 am trying to find a 1 lac plum that i < an (trow.
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Mr. Gibb. 1 was at Mr. F. Sharp’s, Woodstock, N. li, last year.
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the Moore's Arctic, m such quantity that In- ships it. bv the carload The tree is 
not hardy enough for that climate, so he digs ,t long trench, plants his trees 
rather close with the roots extending only in two ways, thru before winter sets 
in be bends the trees down. Moore’s Artie is a very young bearer and no doubt, 
bonding the trees down tends to make them overbear, and Mr. Sharp simply lets 
them die of overbearing. The amount of fruit it produces is enormous, and an 
immense

The convention then adjourned and met again at 8 oVIuek p.m

Mr. .I. Chap tis read : e following panel m this - abject

plum industry has grown up in that part of the country.

Si til IN ORGIIAIll.t,

li :s an aknowhilg al prim ip! that the best for t urcli mi is to have its soil 
cultivated as much a.- possible, in order to prevent, it from coining ill grass. Is 
this principle rigorous? Is i; always anl cveryw here profit able o follow it?

loose two questions came to my mind from ohservatioi s 1 navenuro than 
once made in the orchards of the East, rn part of t!i • lb ,vinn . hrlow Quebec.

I he winter of the year 1871 was a disastrous on for a large number of fruit and 
ornamental trees, in thatpart of the Province. Hundred.' and hundreds of trees 
were killed by the severe temperature of that winter, one of the most inclement 
we have ever experienced. When came, in the following spring of tiie year, the 
moment to verily the injury, ! have made, i though I was then only an amateur, 
but instinctively attracted by everything in the shape of a tree), observations, 
the exposition of which may help to throw a light on the '.u 
put before you.

I will give you communication of my observa inns as then made :

I. A large number of fruit trees 
was under cultivation, add where the trees had no mulch.

d. A smaller number of trees were killed in orchards, the soil of which 
under cultivation, but where the trees had received a good mulch.

But il smaller number of trees were killed in orchards in sod, where the 
trees were standing apart from the sod on a circumference of U or tlO feet, which 
was kept mellow and covered with a good mulch.

i. No trees, or so few that it is not worth mentioning, were killed in old 
neglected orchards, having received no cultivation whatever for years, and 
where the trees had their roots buried under a thick sod.

à. Almost all dumps of ornamental trees planted so thickly as to interfere
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the year 1*71.

What conclusions enn V,-■ mf-ured : “tn those facts .' 

:i - some of them :

In ni y opinion, here

country, it is wroiva to cultivate all tl’.o1. In the very cold regions .1 our 
surface of the ground of orchards without putting any mulch on the mots of trees,
and all trees growing in a soil having no-od nor mill' ll are apt to 1>" lul1 in

thosiî regions, tim ing exceptionally S“V‘V<* winters.
s soil

soil ofi-. mueli less risk to cultiwe In
tin- roots of trees, in order to rover all
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3. It is yet still hotter, in these regions, to keep orchards in so I, provided 
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Lastly, from what I have stated before, one 
siiui that the best way to protect trees again-! so 
in the vear 1871 would be to promote the growth 
roots, all amuml the collar of the tree. But. that las! conclusion would be 

wrong altogether, for it is more than proved that this practice «■ ju* 
makes poor ricketty trees, hadlv grown, and really not worth t i" 
keeping. The remedy, in that case, would be worse than the diseas-.

Inch
‘ l‘aVU ,,iadU a ,peCial "11 ' i dr beda nd^u rro u iidix!^ by sod, at four or five feet

that condition than those having the 
cultivated soil all over the
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from their trunk, get more protection in 
same cultivation and care, but being surrounded by

and here i- what I boleivc to he a fair explanation

was

; the 
hich surface of the orchard, 

of the case :
The mulch applied to the foot of trees effectually protects the roots oM no 

tree Now, these roots, as everybody knows, have organs of nutrition, which 
are. most of them, found near their extremities. These organs consists of hun
dreds af small rootlets, very delicate, of which the largest part » found t he 

of the circle of roots covered by the mulch. Most often, even the
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inuicli lioi.'s not extend far enough lo get over tie si 'outlets. Hut,supposing they 
are well covered, let us see what t ike- [dace. The cultivated soil sur
rounding tlie circmulerence where the rootlets he in the ground is 
jiosed to all th ■ inclcmcnies of the season. 1; bee; uv deeply frozen, its surface 
thaws easily in mild weather, it freezes again with tiie cold coming back, and 
varies in its condition at every variation oi the temperature. The external par. 
ol the mulched circumference undergoes laterally, to a certain width, the varia- 
lions undergone by the soil surrounding it, and the rootlets lying in that later
ally exposed part of the circumference are thus exposed to be killed, notwith
standing the mulch which covers them. If. instead of that cultivated soil, the 
i ircumlerencc is surrounded by sod, then, th.v sod prevents the soil from under
going as much the variations ol the temperature, and acts as a protection for that 
pari of the circumference adjacent to il.

I" ruin what I have just stated, 1 feel inclined to come to lhe conclusion that 
the best plan to choose, for orchards of the coldest regions of the Province, is to 
keep them in sod, taking care to keep mellow and clean the soil at the foot of 
trees, for a space of 1 orâ feet all around the trunk, and to apply a good mulch 
on that spare.
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I ink 1 i nha.iow. 1 here is a great diversity < : op a ion with reference to the 
In m ilt to be derived from sod or dean culture in • rchards. In Nexv-York State, 
among the peach and pear growers, the opinion largely prevails that sod culture 
is host for the orchard. Other

Mr. Drod
•annot eultn 

old. I have 
The tigrowers maintain exactly the contrary, and 1 am 

not aware that any growers in that region hav. nude sufficiently exleinled and 
systematic observations covering a sufficient number ol trees and a sufficiently 
long period of lime to warrant their forming a decisive conclusion; but 
the observations Mr. Chapa is has made are e .’remdy interesting in this con
nection.

way. 
i hem we put

Dr Hosl
«Jpotl.

Prof. IV
Dt. Hoskins. 1 do not know that 1 can voice t general opinion, for 1 think 

O.ir I armors do not observe these things very closely. I have had of course occa- 
durnig i he past 25 years to observe things which tended to the formation of 

judgment on that subject. For the lirst four or live year* after I bought my 
lann, I lived in a village and did not see how tilings were in the winter ; but :

11111 ‘11 * 11 1 i*Heii'iit places, and was surprised in the spring to find some
111 onl''r 1111,1 l,ll"'rs lll't »ot (lead on the top. They did not leaf out 
• ! all or put out only a few kives, and died, aim I found th, roots were dead, 
i he cause of the decay was a mystery to me until I found out that the spots 
where the trees had died were the spots where the snow had blown off. No 
inaüer how iron clad the tree might be. it would be killed as quickly in these 
places as the tend -rest apple tree. The fact Is the roots of the trees are not 
nr.my as hardy as the tops. If you will plant a tree where tl„ snow will not lie
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in the winter, you will lose the tree unless you mulch it, If you mulch heavily, 
the mulch takes the place of tie- emw and will keep out the frost though net so 
well as the snow will.

Prof. Pen ha l low. The de-p snow wil often draw the frost.

t V

Dr. iiosknis One man has a small area of ground where the snow 
lay, but in a large orchard there will be places where the snow will blow oil. 

Most persons will infer the Russian apples which are iron clads are iron clad as 
o their roots.

Mr. Brodie. In my experience the past few years 1 have lost a good many 
trees which were on a bare hill where the snow blew off. but I took a few crops 

off for the market and left corn stalks to gather the snow. The 
-now lay finely all over, but of course the cattle were deprived of a sweet bit.

Professor Penhallow. This question has another important hearing. Is it 
better, so far as anv benefit may be derived from the trees during the period of 
growth, that the land should be in sod or clean culture. We must decide which 
is best for the purposes of cultivation and protection.

Mr. Drodie. I like to cultivate my trees until they are so large that we 
e-anuot cultivate then, properly, that is until they are about ten or twelve years 

orchards planted with trees mostly about HO feet apart each 
all low branched, and when we cannot plow up close to
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them we put them in sod.
Dr. Hoskins. The June gras.- seed makes a nice bed for the apples to fall

Prof. Penhallow. Would you leave the ground permanently in sod ?

Dr Hoskins. We cannot cultivate them and get them to grow to the age of
put them farther apart. I rely on top dres
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Mr N U Fisk. The trees stop growth earlier while in the sod and ripen the
That is the greatest point in favor of leaviug the trees in soil 

liable to kill. Where they arc not cultivation is better. Ihe
wood better, 
where the trees arc 
trees in sod stop growth sooner than when cultivated.

RUSSIAN VON.us.

Dr. Ho-kms. In the remark» l made yesterday I made some allusion to the 
disappointment which so far had attended us in the cultivation of Russian apples 
„ regards getting long keepers. Although it is possible that we may get some
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long Ivepers from aimiiig Un* imported Russian t. ms the chances an: sua. 
thaï wi* -hall get good sizi'd apples of good color and lluvor among tliei: 
We miulit get them from Soul hern Russia, but then we run the risk of gettii. 
tender varieties. Red Astrnchan is from the extreme South of Russia, ami a 
not truly an ironclad apple. It seems to he pretty w -11 established that formerly 
vve had a class of apples quite distinct from anything wo have received I'm:- 
Western Europe, hut the Russians have mixed up with these a large number u 
other apples which they have received from North Germany and perhaps fret. 
Finland, and Sweden and Denmark. The long li-: ol apples imported by ti. 
Department of Agriculture at Washington ha;, been shown h> Mr. (iihh to on 
tain a mixture ol" many sorts, of many characteristics, and many different origin-.
It is too soon to generalize or philosophiz» upon the character and nature « 
th<’se apples which we have got from Russia, and which seem to Lie of Asiat! 
origin, lam inclined to believe 1 liât among tie m there is a class of nppb- 
which have been received from North Asia, probably crossed more or less will: 
the apples that have got into Russia from tie* other side. The Russians them- 
selves seem to admit that their apples have a very wide derivation in regard to 
their origin. But the North Asiatic it seems to me i> going to he the one which 
will be most successful in the northern [art of the western continent, particu
larly in our North We>t and prairie regions 1 ih• Dakota, Minnesota, Manitoba 
and the newer territories. The characteristic of the most thoroughly ironelac 
portion of Russian importations of apples is their perfect hibernation The thaw- 
and the warm spells do not make them show their buds. They seem to know by 
experience it will not do to put faith in any warm weather that may occur betweei: 
the tirst of December and the las', of March. That is their most valuable cliarav 
teristic. The next most important characteristic would he the rapidity with 
which they make their growth, they come from a country where the season o: 
growth is very short, but a longer season does not make any diüerencc with 
them: they bring all the Russian characteristic with them and stop growing 
pretty early in July. Xo matter xvhat kind of weather we have, between that 
and snow fall, they cannot be persuaded to push another shoot. They seem to 
have lived in a severe country so long that they cannot be fooled any longer by 
the sun. Another characteristic of that class of apples is their beauty. The red 
apples and the red striped apples are noted for their brilliancy of color and their 
regularity of form, and the same qualities are noticeable in the yellow apples, 
home of the Russian apples are white when they are ripe, not chalk white hut 
as white as they can be with a little tinge of yellow. The Yellow Transparent e 
peculiar in not having tin- fault attributed to the Wealthy, that of dropping. The) I 
will hang on until they are completely ripe and do not lose their quality. 1 have I 
left them on the trees, when the trees were in sod, until nearly the last of Septem 
ber and they were as goo.l to eat then as in the middle of August, but they I
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became almost while. Early lie a ring is vh.u'.u tevistie of most ol the Russian 
apples, hut some of those which him: llm most prominent characteristic ol the 
North Asian family are not early hearers; lmt almost all hear young and abun
dantly. The Prolific Sweeting is the only exception and the Golden White, t hey 

late bearers. I got my scions in 1870, which makes the trees nearly nineteen
In the same row i have a eonsiderablo number
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The red 
and their 
w apples, 
white hut 
ipareut. is 
iug. They 
y. 1 have 
if Septcm- 
but they

1are
years old, from the root grafts, 
top-grafted on the Telofsky. Not one third o: t! sc has yielded, but those that 
have will li:i;ir more apples than the root-grafted trees. Generally they arc nice 
growers in the nursery, male nice straight stems and neat heads, and that is 
every tiling to the grower, because the average farmer is not educated up to the 
point of preferring a had shaped tree id a good kind to a good shaped tree ol a 
bad kind. If tin nurseryman attempts to delive* tm> that am naturally crooked
tin* bin or thinks In* is trying lu g •! rid of his pop; t

I 111 ink by crossing oui kinds with the b*sl IT “suns, we will eventually suc
ceed in getting a long keeping apple which wil have the Russian characteristics 
in a great degree. In olden times, when people drank cider, we had large 
orchards of seedling trees, as people did not understand gralting. 1 he result is 
they say in Maine if every one of our 
they would be replaced by good or better ones in the old seedling orchards. 
Maine has not produced a single first class long keeper. The only long keeper 
that Maine originated is the Maine Russet, and that is an apple we do not hear 
much about. What we must do is to grow seedlings from Russian apples 
growing among our ironclad American apples. There is room for great improve
ment in our apples. We should plant American and Russian ironclads together 
so that they will cross and then plant the seedlings

Mr. J. M. Fisk read the following paper on

commercial apples should be exterminated

I

NEW RUSSIANS.

The apple grrowers ol this Province are naturally looking toiwaid with a 
good deal of interest to the development ol the New Russians, hot from among 
these we had hoped to till many of the blanks in our late keeping varieties 
which have not proved sufficiently hardy tor general cultivation.

We have not vet had sufficient experience with these new varieties to fully 
determine how far these expectations are to be realized, therefore, the question 
is to a great extent premature, at least 1 find it so with my limited experience, as 
it is only five years since I introduced for trial some thirty varieties into nursery 
and as yet have but a few planted into orchard, still, I can safely say from

t
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close observation while these have be mi under cultivation, that their compara
tive hardiness with many of the old va-ieu»-*, is without question i great im
provement. ,

Asa rule, the Russian variety prepares for winter by dropping its leaves in 
•early autumn, and maturing its terminal buds before the cold weather sets m, 
while on the contrary, many of our old varieties continue to hold their leaves, 
and in some instances even to make new wood until the frosl blackens and 
blights both leaf and twig.

Titus we have by the late importations secured a type of hardineas, which 
wc have every reason to feel will prove of great advantage by introducing in 
several instances varieties, which promise to rival the popular Duchess, not only 
in hardiness, hut also in productiveness, beauty and quality of fruit.

During the past season, nine out of the thirty varieties 1 have on trial, 
fruited in nursery row, which makes a good showing for early productiveness.
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The names of these varieties are : Titovka, Mottled An is, l.iveland. Rasp 
berry, Arabka, I imported by Dept., in 1870), also Arabka, l a summer variety 
imported in 1883), Longfield, Steklianka Ostrokovskava, Vargul, and Hibernal.

m Here, Mr. Ghairnian, 1 beg leave to suggest that as we lmve two varieties 
imported under the name of Arabka, and as one is a winter fruit, while the 
other is a summer or early fall fruit, that they be designated as winter Arabka, 
and summer Arabka. A plate of the winter variety is now before us on exhibi
tion, grown by Mr. Chas Gibb.

The summer variety, in color, is not unlike Duchess, but in form more 
oblong, and of belter quality n / so acid, and ripens later than Duchés-,.

Last s oi 
specimens.

Arabka 
three years 
time. The 

. 'mil and \s 
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put a barre 
May. The 
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worthy of 

This v 
from some 
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As I did not fruit many specimens of these new Russian varieties the best of 
them were selected for exhibition, and appeared on your tables at the Rink l ist 
September, consequently I did not have the opportunity to sample many, of them 
in their best condition, smr'te being over ripe after exhibition, while others were 
Iiiite crude and unripe.

in appearance the fruit is quite up to the old varieties, being of good size, 
color and attractive, wnile in texture arid flavor, they do not average with our 
Fameuse and St. Lawrence, still, many of them are good, and will undoubtedly 
in the near future be found among our leading commercial varieties

Mr Charles Gibb, Abbotsford, read the following paper on •
Arabka
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RCSSIAN APl'LKS

It is the value of the Russian ippl- upon the soils of uu own province that 
we wish to know. Wo know something of their hardiness and bearing in cer
tain parts of Russia. We know something of their behavior in Wisconsin, 
Iowa and Minnesota, but these facts are pointers m a certain dir- tion, and the 
tes! of their value to us must be made upon oar own soils.

There is a tendency to grow these Russian fruits in climates of much greater 
•tmuner heat than they are accustomed to in their old homes, and vet to expect 
them to maintain their ohl world character. £ showed this very plainly in my 
report upon the late keeping apples of Russia last year.

There.arc in 11 nonces modifying the climate of Europe The Atlantic, the 
(juif Stream, the Baltic and Black seas, the Sahara desert, have a modifying 
,.fiect which extends eastward to the Mai Mountains. The Russians are growing 
apples, plums and cherries m quantity where the winter temperature is 2 degrees 
colder than Chicoutimi, colder than any part of this province where we are likly 
to try them, but our summers lu re are warmer than iu the higher latitudes of 
Russia, and the apples as we grow them here are larger md liner colored but 
coarser in texture and earlier in their time of ripening and therefore not as long 
keepers as in the higher latitude of Russia. For let us bear in mirul that the 
importations of apples from Russia were from latitude 51 to 55 in Eastern and 
Central Russia and from latitude 57 to lil V in the Baltic provinces

Last season I fruited a bo ;. .13 varieties, of some of them howev -r only a few 
specimens.

Arabka I t' and It]. This promises to be of "all • I have ■> trees planted as 
three years ohl in the spring of 1884, and which have borne for the the third 
time. The young trees last year were loaded with their large dark purplish 
mil and were greatly admired by all who saw them The fruit when.picked in 

October was simply acid and without sweetness, late- it. improved somewhat, I 
put a barrel of it in the cellar. They kept fill March and April and some until 
May. The fruit is not like the Baldwin, not the texture lot i commercial 
late keeper! Last season lacked summer heat a ad this may have added to its 
keeping qualities. As a home use winter apple for cold climates it is well 
worthy of trial.

This variety was imported by Ellwinger and Barry of Rochester, N. V., 
from some source in Moscow, (not from Mr Schroeder), ami is a true Arabka. It 
must not he confounded with the following

Arabka. This 1 receiv'd from Prof Budd wad [ suppose it to be that received
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by him from Dr. Hegel being his No. Vf,7. Arabi a No. 184 of United States 
importation of 1870, is perhaps the same. It is so far my most healthy tree and 
evidently i tree adapted to very cold climates The fruit is striped like a Duchess 
but more regularly and beautifully painted upon its white ground. It is quite 
conical, subacid and leaves a woolly residuum whirl! doe- not melt and ripens 
more or 1 >ss with Duchess

Longtidd. 1 have 5 :r< i s ol this planted m Spring of I SKI which have l»,rne 
lor tin' third tini -, so that 1 have had enough bushels of it to form some idea o ' 
its value. 1: is certainly . young and profuse bearer, and at the -a : e time, so far 
a fair wood maker. The tree weeps and is an awkward grower in nursery and 
orchard. The fruit I s usually a brightly blushed he*. Yet for market 
purposes, a larger, limier and darker colored fruit, even though not equal in 
quality would sell bette.", and for home use it has to i ompetu against Fume 
"Wealthy. I: combines many good qualities but so do othe

Hcpktt .184 Dept. At., is the best keeper 1 have .railed among the Mussions. 
• ). young trees i. hear- - , ?|| and is medium ir size. < hi older trees, 1 expect it to 
be smaller.
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Hcpka {of E. mut li.) i.ma-.i not be coni usee 
oblate fruit of pretty good quality

ili t;ie above. A pale yellow 
variety I have taken a fancy to.

idloir 7ransparent and Thaler, ( Charlottcnthaler ) are now pretty well 
known as valuable varieties ripening before Red Astrachan. If not quite such 
young and abundant bearers 1 am inclined to think they would live longer.

(hand Duke Constantine jot R and B.) looks net like Alexander, but it is 
smaller, the flesh is firmer and less acid, 
for eating 1 would prefer this.

a s a mine:

FIL*
Of the utlu 

bitterish sweet, 
so great a frail 
sized striped a] 
by Dr.* Regels 
sweetish oblon 
summer sweet, 
the old White

f’oc market Alexander would be ltest,

White Borodocka Bielbqrodovka ) ot Ellwangei and Harry bore a few fine 
specimens last year. They were large, half red and very showy, I forgot to 
taste them, i did taste this at Rochester 3 years ago arid found it

ftogat Table ( Furstlicher tntfehpfel) is a German apple sent to the Iowa Agri- 
cultural College by Mr. Schncdcr, o; Moscow. It is a very young and abun
dant bearer, above medium size on young trees and mostly red. In autumn it is 
very firm and promises to hr a late keeper, but I have not proved this and rather 
doubt it.

Ilaipberri/1 
them doing w 
The former a s 
the latter a rat

very good.

m
The many 

province will s

Prof. Peul 
our hardiest, ai 
while if some s 
the pollen fr m 
by obtaining a

1
■

ttasd the Great ( Vasile velikui) and Rcpka native ( hitherto known as Tur- 
nipy Juicy ) have borne a few great oblong apples. As far as I can tell limy 
appear alike both in tree and fruit T received them from A. G. Tuttle, Bara boo, 
Wisconsin.

Chris ma st Roshdc.-tvenskoe) bore

I

IP

goodly number of large oblongmi. a
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Hilled fruit of pretty fair quality, but my two ......... hnvi both boon ali'ected with
a drying and dying of the bark upon the trunk.

Of oilier varieties Tiiorlui lias disappointed me, a large handsome fruit but 
the trunk of I lie tree very subject to dead patches of bark. One tree died owing 

| to this and others are already injured, f/dm/ai//. 1 lia\a» looked upon as a very 

hardy tree lint it is subject to this same disease. Sondi/ Glass is a good tree and 
fruit of good size but green and inferior in quality. Mnsroir imported from 
there by A. O. Tuttle, Bamboo, Wi> i is a very hardy tree and bear, well but 
fruit rather small and water rored i naliv < and no' equal to Repka K and li. 
Enormous is a strong grower and very hardy tree bill what fruit it liai all dropped 
long before ripe. Uni Auis and )rlloir Anis lofD qi. \g. i are much alike, -mall 
sized apples with a good deal of red and of line texture, but 1 would expect them 

I to he valuable where the summer heal is loss than here. Valtlnl inis i Auis pe.— 
I ti n i received by the Iowa Agricultural College from Mr.Schrieder of Moscow, is a 
I small llaltish wrinkled while apple not of value. I think there is some mistake 
I about this. Ilarlo/I' i of Rep. Ag. I received from Mr. Tuttle P subaciil instead id 
I sweet and 1 doubt its being true to name, \nlonorlm is young yet but lias borne 

a few apples, tree all right so far.

Cross (Skrigapelt received from l*mf. lliulil bore a few last year but I am not 
in love with it.
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Of the other varieties received from Kllwaugar and Barry. I’rhr ilir G mil is a 
bitterish sweet. It is hardly likely I lint so great a name would have been given to 
so great a fraud. Serinkia a slow grower and not a young bearer of medium

i
Iget'.

nit it is sized striped appies of good line quality. \\ e do not need it. Nieolayrr, I think 
be liest, I by i)P.* Regels description is the Xasliednik Nicolai Aleksandrovitch, a small 

sweetish oblong striped apple of line quality. Cardinal a good sized reddish 
summer sweet. Urd Truns)wmit. i on id Orlo/I aid Grand Sultan all proved In be 
the old White Astrachan.

i‘\v fine 
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y good, 
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d abun- 
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llas/durri/ ( Malinovka ; ami Goldni Wltili\ I have not fruited but have seen
Itolli are hardy trees and abundant bearersthem doing well in Wisconsin 

The former a small white fleshed bright red late summer fruit, of fine quality.
the hitter a rather attraetive fruit of fair size and medium quality.

The many Russian varieties now beginning to hear in different parts of our 
province will soon l egiu In show their value upon our own soil.

Prof. Penhallow. Dr. Hoskins spoke of the crossing of Russian apples with 
our hardiest, and best varieties. It lias often occu-ed to me that it might be worth 
while if some systematic efforts were made in that direction, flint is by taking 
the pollen frlm a good tree and fertilizing a known variety with it and there
by obtaining a cross the pedigree of which one would know. I hat could be done
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iim;.! pass''il aw 
Sherbrooke si re 
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without difficulty The advantage of indiscriminate nulleuizing that occurs uu 
largo orchard is that there is no lime lost in the operation, lint there you catmol 
trace the pedigree exactly, where as il the process were carried on systematic 
ally by hand and the insects kept from the the flowers, you would kihiw 
exactly the result.

Doctor Hoskins. The one du s nut exclude the other. We can try both 
ways, lint the encouragement in indiscrimin ate pollennization must he derived 
from the well known fact that every go >J apple we have, was got in that way. 
We do riot possess a single apple produced by artificial crossing, neverthelbssI 
do not say one cannot be got. The thing most easily done is that which is most 
likely to he done. It does not require any scientific skill or knowledge to effect 
a cross, but to say that is one tiling and to make an ordinary farmer do it is 
another. 1 want to add a word a bon! the Yellow Transparent and that is that
they will begin to be profitable just as quick as .........urranl. lu the fourth year
it will average half a bushel or move. That is one thing which leads to the 
belief that the tree will not he long-lived, hut you can keep replanting. They do 
not grow very large, and you can plant them dose. You can plant 
them 12 by dll feet ami immediately put another row in the middle with the cv 
pectation that there w ill be room enough, hut l am planting grapes between them. 
My idea is to keep renewing them, ami I believe you w all find them the most 
profitable apple von can raise. There is no other apple will com pole with it in 
its season.

Mr. Urodie. How long can you keep the Gulden White 1

Die Hoskins. I have kepi them until the first of .January, hut Î never kept 
them as long as they would keep,

Mr. J. M. Fisk.
scientific maimer, and the fruit 
Dr- Hoskins suggested.
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< tin experimental stations ought to lake up hybridizing in a 
growers conduct their experiments in the wily

Mr. Urodie 
would he to ap 
selves. ’

Mi. tiibli. ( in Sunday last, I’rol. Saunders called upon me. and said lie was 
very sorry he could not remain over for this meeting as lie would have liked to 
have given ns notes upon the work of the experiment station at Ottawa. He

wished to plant, to see

Mr. Gibb, 
apples known l 
which conies fi 
at Abbotsford n 
exhibition atR< 
There is the St 
barrels at St. 11

asked me to save the seeds of Russian apples which lie 
what Ibex would amount to.

V- Is there more Ilian one variety ol’Fameuse under cultivation !

Me. Gibb. I remet»;, v,tin-ring notes on that point in Fs7G, when I was gat
hering facts for the first report on fruits for the Montreal Horticultural Society. 
We had a series of meetings of alt the old fruit growers, some of whom Jiavi

There is a 
which was br<
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Bine.- passed away, and tins question was discussed. It came up in this way. On 
Sherbrooke street, in tint otd<m lima, then; were a great many orchards bearing 
Fameuse, also along Dorchester street, but those along Dorchester street were 
redder, and better colored, and they sold better on the market. So that when 
the gardeners on Sherbrooke street wanted to get scions they went to Dorches
ter street, and in that way sought to perpetuate the dark red Fameuse rather 
than the striped variety. But the question was. would the striped Fameuse 
produce the striped, and the red produce the red. On that point they could not 
decide.
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Mr. Hrodie. In my orchard 1 lia- c a few trees oil the front, part of the farm 
which 1 procured from Captain Haynes of Cote St. Antoine. I have also a few
....... which I procured from Mr. Simon Lacombe of Côte des Neiges. Those
from Capt. Haynes were of the striped variety, and more conical in shape than 
those I got from Mr. Lacombe. The hitler were Hatter, and dark red, and when 
you cut them open there would he a red streak right through them. It also had 
a thicker skin and would ship and sell better. When I was gathering for the 
County collection for Hochelaga. I found in Mr. Berthelot's orchards, apples just 
like Fameuse,and von euiH s■ • 11 Mi■ ■ m for F.im "«<•■ and could no! tell the difler- 

In my collection 1 have th - Fameuse Nuin from St. Hilaire and then
These already make quite a collection of

once.
tie-re is the Fameuse Sucrée. 
Fuieiise.

Noire grown at St. Hilaire are not theMr. Shepherd. The Fameuse 
Fameuse, they are seedlings of the Famoii>e. In most orchards you will find 
h !h the red and the striped Fameuse on the s; me tree. Sometimes the majority

1 lliink you will he aide to pick out p-rfectnr • striped and sometimes ral.
of the red and the striped from the same tree, and T do not think thatnever kepi

specimens
Mr. Hrodie will bn able to tell the difference.

. mlizing in a 
n the way

Mr. Hrodie. The shape of the apple speaks for itself. The way to decide 
would be to appoint a commilee to visit the orchard and to decide for them
selves. ’

Mr. Gibb. We must not bring into this discussion Fameuse s,sailings or any 
apples known to be not Fameuse. For instance tliooe is a large sweet Fameuse 
which conies from St. Hilaire. It was sent from Hi ere if) the Gallipeau orchard 
at Abbotsford many years ago. It was also luiibited at the Abbotsford So ;iety 
exhibition at Rougemont by Mr. 8. Bertrand ; hut it was .judged to be notFnm mse. 
Then- is the St. Hilaire (Cabane du chien) which was once used to top 1’a neuse 
barrels at St, Hilaire. There is the Fameuse Sucrée of the Coteau St. Pierre.

There is another, a small apple which is known as the Sweet Fameuse, and 
which was brought to Abbotsford from St. Hilaire 30 years ago. The question
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• i' 'le re more Ilian one virki wh eli will jia>s before our own horticultural 
Society a.' haineuse. Captain It ay lie* says he ha* two varieties : the striped 
haineuse which lie i eh d lrom Mr. hay at Hi 1 bark of the mountain, and th 
re 1 ham uisr which lie received .10111 sonu* oilier place. He says although sour 
of the trees produce both, lie e.u
from Mr. Day * importations ot the h ,1111 ‘u*e any whet e through his orchard.

pick out by the fruit which are the trees grow ■

Mr. J. M- Fisk. No doubt tleuv : - a ureal mixture in the seedlings of Ih 
haineuse, and it is very likely -n;ii" nui-e yiiien have got scions from the seed
lings ol haineuse, which have b' eu propagated under the name, but for my pan 
ai 1 hough there are two distinct color* in the hameiise. the dark red and tl.■
striped, and you might often la able to pick both from the same ...... .
cannot distinguish the two a* regards llavor.

V"

Mr. Urodie. The red l’ameiise lui* a thicker skin.

Mr. .1. M. hisk. I here i* no variety in which the fruit varies so much as : 
the Fameuse, not only in form but in striping and cob 
mens from the same tree which you would consider totally different apples.

Mi. Urodie. I know some gentleman Irnm the eilv who, when they buy 
apples {lo send home to llieir friends, always tell me to pick out the r I 
variety. They tine, the red ships better than the ollmr.

Mr. llrous*eau. 
knew a Fameuse

Mr. ,lar 
somewhat IVou will take spe.ir.

Mr. Bn

Mr. W< 
from those 
all prove to

In l8lio I houglil one hundred Fameuse. I then scare v 
t' ‘1 lrom anything else. When liny came into bearing. I 

found some trees would have much lighter colored apples than others. Along
side of these l had a row of St. Lawrence. I began In speculate as to whether 
the mingling ol the pollen had some elleet in making this dilference of color,
but since then the subject has been discussed a good deal. That difference still 
continues. One tree will be light color and the other a very bright red. I !•> 
not see much difference in llavor and they are nearly alike in sliap

Mr. N. 
.the stock 0 
half of a tr< 
As to the ci 
you will h: 
will have I

». Dr. Ho 
striped Fan 
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exactly.

Mr. J. 
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Mr. tin die. This red variety that I mentioned Mr. l.aeumbu from Com d.s 
Neiges was very partit ular in selecting to propagate. Most of the young orchards 
planted on our road produce this red variety for it sells better.. As to this 
striped variety, 1 think there are some old trees in our place, which have been 
there fifty or seventy-live years and which are pretty large. Friends of ours 
who came from Shcdiac took scions of those striped varieties with them, and 
that is almost the only kind that grows there. The red apples 
seedlings and resemble the seedling Dr. Hoskins lias

we have are
given us very much.

Mr. Shepherd. I should like to see the thick skinned Red Fameuse Mr 
Hrodie talks of. They are very unusual. I lum never *een one yet.

Mr. J. M. Hsfc. It is po**ibl.- Mr. Brodie has a seedling Fameuse which has

*
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been propagated. You will often find striped and red on the same tree. You 
will find the red on the top of the tree, where it recelv. - the south wind, and 
the striped on the other side

M. Jack. 1 have a tree in in y orchard standing perfectly alone which lias 
no red apples on it. They all have this distinct stripe 1 have quit • a number 
lie apples of which 'ire altogether red.

Mr. J. M. Fisk. Then s to perceptible difVereiic • b dw i lie growth of 
the striped and the rod.

Mr, Gill. I consider the vigor of the tree has a good deal to do with the 
strength, the llavor and the appearance of the apple Canada Baldwin, beginning 
ai decay, will grow sometimes apples as large as a healthy tree. But they beer 
a sour apple and sometimes iriped That maybe the case with V.a mouse and 
other varieties.

Mr. Jack. Do you not think, Mi Brodie, that tin -kin o' ;h tic red :. 
somewhat tougher than the striped, but not thicker?

Mr. Brodie. Yes.

Mr. Wostover. In grafting, I prefer the red Fameuse, and -.elect my scions 
from those trees which have borne the red When they come to bear they do not 
all prove to be red. There are stiped ones loo.

Mr. X. C. Fisk. There are many curious freaks in apple trees, often owing to 
.the stock on which the trees are grafted, t will give you an instance. One 
half of a tree, a budded tree, bears one year and the other half the other year. 
Vs to the color I cannot say. You may bud from the same tree a whole row and. 
you will have the striped and the red all along, and if you biul oF the striped you 
will have both on the same tree.
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Dr. Hoskins. There are undoubtedly cases in which scions taken from the 
-triped Fameuse tree will produce, some of which bear all red apples and some 
striped apples. A great many of the old orchards in Canada consist of partly 
-codlings. There are many ladies who make it a matter of conscience to plant 
the seeds and the result is that a great many seedlings are raised, fameuse 
being grown so exclusively in the one orciiard must he bred in and in.

to me very strange if the seedlings raised in Canada for the last two hundred 
years should not in some cases produce exectly fruit like the parent. It is poss
ible to have great variations from the seed and also to reproduce the type 

exactly.
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A Vou e • It wan red.

Mr. Jack. Some 50 years ago i tame across the iirst Fameuse. There were 
12 trees in the orchard planter! in 1814 and 1415. Those trees produced striped 
Fameuse.

Mr. Bruye;i The oldest in my orenard was the striped Fameuse also-

(Question- Would t he more pnditabh to allow orchards to remain in sod 
or under cultivation.

Mr. N. C- Fisk. Any applo tree should he kept under cultivation a certain 
distance arond the tree until it get lolly established. It is not very often a man 
is successful :n cultivating apples where lie lets the sod go on shortly after plant
ing. He should keep the trees at least four or iiw years under cultivation.

Mr. Shepherd. A erlectly healthy Fame use „reo is very difficult to find.
In our district there u.e scarcely any perfectly healthy Fameuse trees above 15 
years of Jage. One great trouble is that the nurserymen who choose scions are 
not particular enough to lake the scions from perfectly healthy trees. They take 
scions indiscriminately, without regard to the health of the tree, and that way 
the tendency to disease is increased. 1 think the days of the Fameuse 
numbered. The Fameuse will bear magnificent specimens of fruit as long as it 
lives. I have seen thorn with only one branch sticking out loaded with fruit 
while the rest oi the trunk was diseased and rotten. Very often the fruit is 
much deei colored am l etter to put o: exhibition when taken from a diseased | 
tree.
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Dr. Hoskins. Then is a common superstition among fruit growers that if 
tiro scions are taken from an old tree the young tree will bear a great deal quicker, 
and when 1 was a nurseryman, I had a good many people coining to me saying 
that if the scions were taken from young trees, the trees would not bear. Well, 1 
think that cutting scions Irom old trees tends to degenerate the stock, and 1 take 
all mine from vigorous young trees.

Mr. Broom. What is the cause o: biaoi heart . the trees?

Dr. Hosk'.n«. A hard winter.

Mr. Drodn lu young trees, do yo think h • mg the trees rapidly in the
nersery makes them subject to that?

Dr. Hoskins. Yes.

Mr. Jack, is black heart a disease ?

Dr. Hoskins No, it is disorganized wood caused by the rupture of the
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The sap spreads in between the fibres of the wood and it runssap passages.

black.Phare were 
;ced striped Question. Are there any Canadian seedling apples ?

Mr. Shepherd. The St. Lawrence is a seedling apple and a very good one 
The original ,rec only died four or five years ago about half a mile from here.

Mr. J. M. Fisk. The St. Hilaire and Victoria also.
also-

nain in sod
eedling called the Hermine at St. Roeh desMr. Chapais. There is a s 

Anlnaics.
Mr. Shepherd. 1 have about twenty Canada Baldwin trees planted in 1875 

I consider them about the healthiest and most satisfactory trees I have. As far 
as the tree goes, it has been very satisfactory. It has a strong thick trunk, strong 
branches, bears its fruit the whole length of the branch, and never breaks down 
with the weight of the fruit.
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This year with me they were unusually fine, and there was no second class 
fruit amongst them. They were good color and above average size. I think it 
is a very satisfactory variety for shipping.

Mr. Gill. At Abbotsford we have the Dominion Winter, a seedling which is 
very highly thought of by a good many nurserymen, 
early and abundantly and is quite hardy. The only thing is its appearance is 
not so much in its favor. At this time of the year it is of a greenish yellow color, 
but is almost a first rate apple.

Mr. Gibb. There is upon the table a plate of the Edith to which I would 
call attention. It is a seedling apple which r ■ • dved first prize at the meeting 
we had in Granby.

It is a tree which bears

vers that if 
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i me saying 
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What should bo the average life of Fameuse on a southern ex
posure grown in gravel loam of seven leet deep !

Mr. J. M. Fisk. It depends a great deal 
age life of a Fameuse with us is 20 to 25 years.

Question. Are there any new
Mr. Wright. The McIntosh It id and th- Brockviile IVauty.

Mr. Shepherd. They are both good apples.
Q. What is the ch eapest and best press by which cider

for home use ?
Professor Penhallow. If you want a really sweet cider is there anything 

better than the old fashioned wood press '!
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Mi
Mr. Pattisou moved, » ••otî*|i*<l 1-y Mi. J. V Fi-k Hu* following resolution.

on volition loam with regrw of I ho recent death of Mr. V. J. Cay- 
wood ol Marlboro New \ork. deem that -nine expression of the loss thereby sus
tained to the interests of Pomology generally is befitting, it is moved by W Mead 
Pattison and seconded by J. M. Fisk and ta salved.

I hat in the demise ot Mr. A. .1. (l.<\ wood we recognise the loss sustained to 
11" Fruit Growers ol our Country of one whoso life has been zealously devoted to 
Hie study and improvement of various branches of Pomology. His 
production ol Duchess. I lster. Walter and otlmr varieties of out door grape 
well as various smalllruits has rendered valuable serviras to his fid low men. We 
deplore his loss and beg to extend mu expression of sympathy to Ills family and 
Hie Fruit Growers of the United Stairs.

1’iad I'enhallow. A lew years agn when livim. in Now York. I enjoyed the 
personal aequaintance of Mr. (.aywood and .is.! d hi- place on mauv occasions.
I had the ad\ autage oi knowing from personal • » 1 • r vallon of what he was doing. 
W e all know I rom lus reputation and also by our personal aequaiiilace with him, 
that he was doing a very large amount oi work lot horticulture, md it is only 
right and proper that we should expr< -- our regret .1 his demise.
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FALL AND SLUING PLANTING. M

D
Mi. Chapais. When we discussed the question of fall and spring planting 

Dr. Hoskins was not here. I would like to have his opinion !

Di. lloskins. I could answer that question a great deal luuter if you could 
tell me what kind of weather we would have after the planting took place.

Professor Penhallow. Say average weather.
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wcatliDi. Hoskins. I he usual custom is to plant in the spring but if we have a 

good line temperate winter, not too cold and not too much snow, 1 find better 
H'siilts lioni planting in the tall : that is the trees make better growth the first 
x eai, hut if we are going to have a cool moist summer with plenty of rain, we 
veil, have as good results by planting in the spring. If, however, you got a dry 
uncomfortable summer, all the tre*e
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Mr. Chapais. There was al*o I he question of the heeling in of trees.

Dr. Hoskins. When tree- an* ivc-i \ed in tie1 fall, if they are not hardy they 
i iu*l he i- heeled in."

Mr. Shepherd. Do you think there is no healing procès? going on during 
lue winter? > mi cannot take a tree ont of a nursery without breaking some of 
the roots. Dn you not think if raised in tin spring and the roots broken it 
receives a shock from which it does not recover in the sane way, as if it were 
: listd in the fall and heeled in carefully.

Dr. Iloskins. Why heel it in and not plant, heeling in is tkind ot planting? 
V> ill not that healing over take place just us well when ‘he tree s planted at 
once ?

Mr. Shepherd. The great advantage i? that the soil which has lavn loosened 
in tilling up the hole is not as compact as it was before the hole was made, and 
t ie soil being so loosened the frost penetrates to a great't depth : but you can 
overcome that to a great extent by heeling in your tree? in a good place, and 
heaping up,the soil over the trees so that they will not take any injury at all.

Dr. Hoskins. Of course Hier ■ are Hflerent ways of planting trees. It is 
pretty well known that in digging in ordinary ground and putting in a post 
although the post takes up a considerable part of the hole there is not dirt 
enough left to iill lip the balance. I plant most of rny trees my-adf, and I work 
the dirt in with my lingers, because 1 hi not want to depend on inexperienced 
people or on people who may be in a hurry to get through and go somewhere. 
Î work the dirt in around the roots, but I firs! cut off every broken root with a 
sharp knife.

Mr. J. M. Fisk. Would you plant in October or November ?

Dr. Hoskins. I do not. think it makes much difference. It sends out roots 
just, as soon as the ground ttiaws. T cannot say positively whether they make 
any growth in the fall or not. I have heeled trees early in the fall, and taken 
them out lale. and did not see any signs of growth then.

Mr.Gill. I know of trees that 1 planted the 17th November, the cold 
weather came in a few days, and they grew in the spring as soon as the warm 
weather came on.

Q. What are the advantages of an apple tree hedge?

U is stated one horticulturist thinks it is the hedge of the future.

Mr. Gill. I have seen an apple tree hedge in Malone, New York, three feet 
high, clipped and trimmed on both sides. A good deal is said about the exposuio
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au orchard ought to have. 1 know of several orchards between my place and 
Waterloo which haw ;n open exposure. In fact the ground inclines from ttie 
hase of Shefford mountain down to the valley and the most healthy orchards 1 
have seen are those with a northern exposin' ■.

A voice. Was it the crab apple or the ordinary apple ?

Mr. Jack, ihere is so little difference in the appearance of the growth that 
I could not say. I was there in the month of June. I have seen a pruned hedge 
in the neighborhood of Rochester trimmed in the same way and the fruit on it.

Mr, Rrodie. 1 think in ten years it would be a very uneven looking sight.

Mr. Shepherd. Dr. Hoskins in his address mentioned something about the 
McIntosh Red being a native of this valley. That is not the case. I have had 
some correspondence lately with a Pictorial Magazine published in Rochester, 
the - Horticultural Art Journal,’' to which I sentsome specimens of the McIntosh 
Red, and wrote them a letter. In my letter I stated that the original tree grew 
at Dumlns. near Hamilton, but Mi'. Beadle answered in 1 in the following letter.

In remarks on Ihe McIntosh Red apple by Mr. 1$ W. Shepherd of Mont
real. allow me to point out to yo i that my friend Mr. Shepherd lias fallen into 
an <’!ror with r’ictrd to Mr. McIntoshs residence. He has confounded th ; 
Comity ol Dundas in which Mr. McKintosh resides with the town of Dundas 
near Hamilton, in the County of Wentworth. Mr. McIntosh’s post-office ad
dress is at Dumb .'la, in the CountyofDundas. somewhere about latitude -45, and 
tie Dundas near Hamilton is but little north of latitude 13. Yon will see by 
this that the latitude in which Mr. McIntosh resides is some indication that 
the apple called alter him is one ot more than ordinary hardiness. A couple of 
years ago I leccived Irom him a hall a bushel or so ol these apples, which were 
not only exce ’dingly beautiful in appearance but larger in size than was repre
sented by your lithograph, and covered with a very handsome bloom. In texture 
they resemble the snow or Famous.', but are much richer in quality.”

Dr. Hoskins. I got my trees from a man who represented himself to be a 
connection ol Mr. McIntosh's and lie gave m - a printe I circular which said the 
original l:e, was in D mdas County, Ontario.

Mr. Shepherd. Mr. Gibb of Como had a correspondence with Mr. McIntosh 
and last year bought a bushel of McIntosh R I and kept them in his fruit 
hoiisc in til May. 1 lie owner stated that the original tree was 80 years of age 
and still in perfect health and bore line fruit which never spotted.

Mr. Wright. This tree is certainly very hardy. When I say hardy I 
you to understand that its cold-resisting properties are not so great as those of 

110: s, but for everything else i: seems to be the hardiest tree 1 ever saw
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ils limbs are more like the limbs of the hickory than anything d-e. Yoi ran 
alto hold of the branches and hang on t.o them.

Mr. Shepherd. I have it top grafted on the Siberian crab, it has borne 
•'very year for tin1 last four or five , ars very fine specimens. It does spot a 
little. ‘

The Convention then adjourned.

The Convention re-assembled at d o'clock p. m. Prof. 1’ nth allow, th • Pr si- 
dent, iri the chair.

Mr. Ft. W. Shepherd, Jr., read the following pap-'* :

REST APPLKS l td! HOME VSK.

The best apples for home use may be placed in two classes, v.z : Table and 
Kitchen. An apple which is a favorite in the family may be perfectly worthless 
for profitable cultivation. Such varieties as Ear!;/ Joe, Tetofsky and Dyer cannot 
be excelled as table apples of their season but do not pay to cultivate for market 
Early Joe is “ par excellence " the most delicious of all summer dessert apples 
and no orchard is complete without one tree at least for home use. The tree i 
not hardy, yet not so tender as many varieties of less value cultivated lien.-.

The fruit of Tetofsky is too small for kitchen use, hut the tree is hardy and 
boars heavily, and being rather dwarfish, is well adapted for small gardens. It 
is a greater favorite with the children than any other apple of its season, but its 
small size prohibits it ranking as a profitable variety for market.

s

Dyer ( or pomme Royal ) is a tender tree, and difficult to grow in this prov
ince, yet the quality of the fruit, when fully ripe, is so line and pear like that it 
has no equal for table use in early part of October. ! have several fine grafts 
of this variety growing on Siberian stocks, which are quite hardy. 1 was 
obliged to graft it into trees which stood in out of the way places and to 
gather the fruit in secret, because it was quite impossible to obtain any 
specimens oil" the only tree of Dyer (a dwarf) which grew in a small orchard 

the house. The biblical story was repeated, and Ere not only temptednear
her Adam but also her sisters, cousins and her aunts. For summer and 
fall the best varieties for the kitchen are Red Aslrachan, Duchess and St. Law
rence, and for early winter, Winter St. Lawrence and \\ ealtliy. I he three lasj 
named, however, are good for both table and kitchen.

Fameuse is the best Xma» dessert apple and has no competitor at tha^
season.
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The Poniu,* «»'/•<> however i that true winter dessert apple i must not b- 
fo’gotten for tim home. Although it is not profitable as formerly, every 
orchardist or amateur fruit grower should have a tree or two.

(ioit'.'i Hi'ssri is undoubtedly our best late keeper for table use, but it is 
difiie ill to say wl'at variety i- best for kitchen, probably Srotl\ Winin'. In this 
provin •<! v*e seem unfortunately to be deficient in late keeping culinary apples. 
We have none that can compare with Rhode Island Greening or Northern Spy. 
but 1 have found it impossible to grow even one tree I lie last mentioned variolic $ 
successfully.

Fourteen ago 1 planted a couple of Northern Spy, and five times have 
these trees been killed down and five limes have they grown up again, the 
present young shoots are probably three years old, but it is improbable I shah

gather any fruit from them. In lit......unity of Huntingdon, however, I
believe the >py < an lie profitably grown.

Professor Penballow. It was our hope to have Gol. Rhodes here in his 
capacity as Minister of Agriculture and it was the intention of this society to 
tender him their formal congratulations upon his elevation to the high position 
he now occupies That is a matter which we have Iren unable to attend to here 
tofore in the way we would have liked to, and in which we intended doing, but 
since we cannot do -o it is desirable that w>* should send to him a resolution of 
congratulation.
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The following resolution was then put to the meeting and unanimously
adopted.

The Montreal Horticultural Society and Fruit Growers Association of the 
Province of Quebec in convention assembled, beg to tender their congratulations 
to the Hon. Col. Rhodes on Ills appointment as Minister of Agriculture for this 
Province, and venture to hope that his term of .office may be signalized by the 
adoption of measures which may give a large encouragement to HorticulUm

Q. Will Paris Green kill the caterpillar without injuring the tree ?

Mr. Tviissell. I have tried Paris Green on a rose tree. It did not kill the rose 
tree but destroyed the foliage.

Mr. Brodie. 1 let the caterpillars grow to too large a size before 1 tried it 
and it took too much Paris Green to kill them. Hit probably if I had sprayed 
the trees when the caterpillars were smaller it would have worked more 
effectively.

Mr. J. M Fisk. I sprayed last season for a small worm which I have already 
.poken about. We had also in the orchard a number of caterpillars of quite a
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gnoil >i/.e. In spraying the tn I thivw -hr spray into the welis sufficiently to 
saturate them and it killed the caterpillars. This winter 1 was not able to line! 
any in ni y orchard while in !!.•■ neighbor ig orchards they were quite numerous. 
I think spraying is effective.

Professor Pen ha flow. Did von obs ty sj... sal effect on the foliage ?
Mr. Fisk. No.

Mr. X. C. Fisk, 
than Paris Green.

Dr. Giiilwooil. 1 he Pans G; en ami ae Fjoielon Purple are both arsenical 
preparations, and either ol them, if put on 11o stronc. will destroy vegetable 
matter, whether leaves or fruit. If used a: all they ought to be used very weakly. 
1 should be at raid to use ciller one or tie other on apple trees with the possibi 
litv of leaving the arsenic on the fruit. 1* should In used very early to give it 
time to wash oil'

Mr. Gibb. 1 sprayed lie* whole of my'orchard except on ■ part which I left 
by way of contrast. 1 did this more in vo w of killing the Godling Moths, but 
whether it had special elleci I would not be too certain. Whatever caterpillars 
were feeding at the time were probably destroyed.

Mr. Dunlop. I have tried Paris Green on the gooseberry worm. It does not 
hurt the foliage of the tree in any way. 1 use it in a weak solution, not more 
than a teaspoonful to a pail of water and find it much more economical than 
hellebore. I would not apply it on the second brood of worms because the fruit 
is then nearly ripe, hut for the lirst brood it is the best means. It takes too much 
hellebore to go over a few hundred bushes and Paris Green answers just as wcl /

Mr. Doyle. 1 used Paris Green on one occasion to kill the Thrip. All the 
foliage came off and left the bare stocks. I have never used Paris Green on the 
trees since. 1 do not think it is prudent to use it on gooseberries either. A very 
effective way to destroy the tent caterpillar is to get a mop saturated with coal 
oil, walk through the orchard where the nests are and you can burn twenty acres 
in a few hours.

Mr..I. M. Fisk, llow would you manage with the foie4 caterpillar which 
also attacks the apple ? I does not form a tent hut is promiscuously scattered 
over the tree. 1 think the most effective way is to spray.

Mr. Brodie. The tent caterpillar is quite easy to be killed. I have used Paris 
Green for a number of years for the Codling Moth and find it works success
fully. One year I left the Duchess of Oldenburg without spraying and it 
was quite perceptible that a great many apples fell to the ground strung by the 
worm.
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Mi.Mr. Jack. Do not valor pillars all form a tent ?
Vrof. penhallow. No, llv caterpillars, h ive different habits of forming their ccssfull 
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dent Cr.

vocoons.
Mr. Hardisty. Three years ago I applied kerosene emulsion to roses infested 

with rose grubs and found it very effective. It could he applied to fruit trees 
and would not affect the foliage.

Mr. Gibb. A kerosene emulsion bas been recoi intended by the United 
Stales Department of Agriculture, and 1 sprayed part of my orchard two years 
ago with [it and part with London Purple. Where 1 had sheep pastured I 
could not use London Purple or Paris Green.

Mi . N. C. Fisk. I would like to bring to notice the new insect. I think it is 
i Canker Worm. I never saw anything of it before last year, ft is a measuring 
worm and moves like the currant worm. I did not perceive the mischief until 
after il was done, and il was done 1 think in about five days at the outside. It 
look about a third of my orchard right clean through. In some instances it took 
every leaf off the tree in about five day>.

Mr. Jack. What season of the year did that take place in .*
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Mr. Fisk. About the last of May.
Mr. Brotlie. Several of the apple growers at Cote des Neiges complain of a 

insect that destroyed a great deal of the foliage and the blossom. It did not 
reach our locality.

i

Mr.
apple, 
a good !Mr. N. C. Fisk. This was after the blossom had. all gone. The apples

In some places they eat the appleswere as large as good sized Marrowfat peas, 
right off.

Mr.
planted ;

Discussion on vaiiiktiks.

Mr, Honey. I am in favor of early varieties instead of winter varieties.
Mr. Shepherd. My experience is very much like Mr. Honey’s. I do not 

think there is much money growing winter varieties in the Province of Quebec, 
because we have to compete with Ontario fruit. We cannot grow the best vari
eties of winter apples which are grown in Western Ontario, hut we can grow 
such varieties as the Duchess, the Yellow Transparent, St. Lawrence, Fameuse, 
llie Wealthy, the Winter St. Lawrence and Canada Baldwin. The Canada Bald
win is the only winter variety I can grow, and I do not think it would pay to 
grow it in large quantities to compete with Western fruits. Another reason why 
l do not attempt to grow late keeping apples is because their prices are less than 
those of summer varieties per bushel. The Scott’s Winter is another late 
variety which we can grow, hut 1 doubt if there is any money in it The most 
profitable varieties are the e. rliest summer apples and the fall apples in this 
Province
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Mi. N.L. /'isk. No doubt wherever the Canada Bildwiu can be grown site, 
ccssfully there is money in it. You can compete with the America,i Baldwin
to advantage. It is grown successfully in some localities where the soil is of
a clayey nature, and is not quick in the spring. The ditllcultv with the Canada 
Baldwin is its propensity to leaf out early. It leafs out as early as the Transcen
dent Grab, and therefore gets caught verv often.

Mr. Brodie. Some of my neighbors manage to keep a few winter varieties, 
and Mr. Somerville managed to sell waiter varieties at six dollars a barrel, but I 
do not think he will do it this year

Mr. Torrance. 11 this society would oiler special sprizes for late winter seed
lings that can be produced in good shape at the winter meeting and are really 
worth propagating, I am sure in certain section* there are apples well worth 
looking after. Mr. McGoll told me that in his section seedling apples were grown 
there, that were sold as high to the neighbors as his own, but they have never 
been brought to our notice.

Mr. Brodie. 1 can agree with what Mr. Torrance has said about the seed
ling apples. A great many of our hired help come from that section, and I have 
often remarked what fine keeping apples they have in those orchards. It is 
strange that Mr. McGoll did not try to bring forward some of these.

Mr. Edwards. What do you think of the Ben Davis for a long keeping 
apple. It is not perhaps a pleasant flavored apple, but it has a good color and is 
a good keeper and a market apple.

Mr. Honey. The objection I have to Ben Davis is the tree, after it has been 
planted about ten years it begins ‘o decay.

Mr. Brodie. My Ben Davis are about ten years planted and show no signs 
of decay, and they have borne heavy crops. 1 am well pleased with it.

Mr. Gibl). I planted 18 trees of Ben Davis, twelve years ago, and they 
all dead now. They bore very well when they were comparatively young, but 
three years ago, when the winter temperature of Montreal was a degree lower 
than the average of the City of Quebec, they died. That was too cold for my Ben 
Davis.
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I have a seedling from Wisconsin called I he Kellogg Russet. The tree is a 
little more upright and a little stronger grower than the Golden Russet. The 
fruit just like the Golden. An apple I have only one tree of is Fellers Golden 
No. i of Wisconsin, the apples are of good quality and bright yellow in color 
They have the wrong color but the right texture of flesh. The best and most sat 
isfactorv late keepers,I have is the Scott’s Winter.
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Mr. Shepherd. My experience of the Ren Davis is similar to Mr. Gibb’s. 1 
had a dozen of trees and they all died ont. I have a few in the nursery, and am 
sorry i have one. J regret that 1 propagated the Ben Davis at all. I began to 
propagate it three or four years ago, and since then the trees, which did well 
until then, died of winter killing. They seemed lo be hardy enough in the nur
sery but not sufficiently hardy in the orchard.

Mr. Jack. What season was it they died in ?

Mr. Shepherd. Two years ago. It was a very disastrous winter, and 1 lost 
about 25 per cent of my bearing Fameuse.

Mr. Edwards. The Ben Davis are doing very well in Huntingdon.

Mr. Honey. I have not lost any, but they show signs of giving out. I do not 
think it is a hardy tree.

Mr. Shepherd. The tree is not sufficient hardy, and the fruit is abominable. 
It is not fit for human food.

Mr. Brodie. That is a little too hard.

Mr. Shepherd. I do not see why they should crack up this variety as they 
have in the Western States.

Mr. Brodie. Did you ever try il in the month of June.

Mr. Shepherd. I have tried it in all seasons.

Mr. Jack. Do you not think the quality is equal to that of a great many of 
the new Russians.
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Mr. Shepherd. That is a tender point I should not like to touch on.

ke to speak a good word for the Grimes Golden for 
home use. I think the tree is a little tender in some localities.

It bears young. I have three trees from which I got two barrels this year-

Q. Has any one had experience regarding evaporated fruit in the province 
What varieties are best adapted for that purpose?

Mr. Brodie. 1 have tried a little evaporating for home use over the furnace, 
nd only use! those apples which I could not sell on the market very well. I 
never went into the business commercially.

Mr Gibb. What kind of dryer had you?

Mr. Brodie. I woul

Mr Brodie. I took the sieve out of my fanning mill and arranged it over 
my furnace, and evaporated quite a lot.
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Mr Gibb’s. 1 
rsery, and am 
1. I began to 
tiich did well 
gh in the nur-

m could utilize apples which are not marketable, but are perfectly good lor 
rapo ration.

Mr Jack. The Powaukeo is a favorite of mine for a winter apple. I 
ive been growing them ten years and planted 1.10 scions from the first lot. I 
nd them of good size and highly colored.

Mr. N. G. Fisk. The difficulty with the Pewaukee is that they blow off 
sfore coloring at all.

ter, and I lost
Mr. Jack. I consider that a great advantage, because it is very apt to fruit 

ter much, and generally speaking there is enough left to form a good crop, and 
ley are of a larger size on that account.

Mr. Brodie. How long will they keep ?

Mr. Jack. Until the month of May.

Mr. Brodie. 1 opened one barrel yesterday to] get samples but they had 
little hard usuage, and I found about a dozen rotten ones in the barrel.

Mr Shepherd. My experience of the Pewaukee is similar to Mr. Jack’s. I 
iriety as they n(j it, a good tree which bears very well, but the fruit is a little uneven. There 

re many large and small ones on the same tree. It has a slight tendency to fall 
IT in high winds but not to a noticeable extent. It is very good table apple, but 
do not think it will be a profitable apple to cultivate for our winter market and 
ompete with the western varieties.

Ion.

out, I do not

s abominable.

;roat many of Mr. Jack. We have sufficiently fine summer and fall apples, but what we 
rant is a good winter a ..pie that will be profitable to grow and of the best quality, 
lie Pewaukee, I find, is the most profitable and of fine quality. It would be in 
ie interest of the Society to offer sufficient inducements to parties to bring 
a ward at our next winter meeting their best apples of this class.

Mr Gibb. I planted twelve years ago a row of eighteen trees of the Pcwali
ce. It lias not proved perfectly hardy with me. Some trees I am going to 
use, and one or two 1 have lost. Their bearing has not been as satisfactory as 
would like, but I must say I have got some very fine fruit. I sent three barrels 

o England this year which were very fine and arrived in good condition, and 
tore thought highly of. It has not however been a success with me.

Mr. Honey. I think, so far, it is about the bast winter variety we have. It 
ears pretty much every year, and the apples, so far have been pretty fine with 
He. As a winter variety, 1 do not know of any better than the Pewaukee.

Mr. Doyle spoke favorably of the Hawthornden and said there were a nuin- 
ier of good useful apples in and around the city, which could be very well culti- 
'atod and brought permanently before the public.
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Mr. Shepherd. What are the names of those apples ?
il across apj

Mr. Doyle. 1 could not give you the different names, but I could give Bected. It i: 
a lot of the fruit. I could tell you where the trees are to he had, the size of Bers, attendit 
apples and the habits of the trees. You could see them at any season, ffigland, who, 
are perfectly hardy, good shipping apples, with sound wood and they lBwers and so 
steadily every year.1 Id fruit centr 

ns as would 
Lie to meet \ 
late informa

Mr. Brodie. I have seen the Hawlhoriiden in my nursery bear heavily, 
is a green looking fruit with a blush cheek, and only fair quality. It would 
sell profitably.

»

bgland. The 
b'ticy of the 
ptlitun, and t

Mr. Doyle. 1 would like to ask Mr. Brodie if he ever eat a better apple cool 
than the Hawlhoriiden or a better apple for dessert.

Mr. Shepherd. Mr. Brodie only speaks from a commercial point of viewB *n bringing
line that theknow that the Hon. J. .1. G. Abbott lias a good many trees of the Hawthorn! 

apples. Three or four years ago he sent down about forty barrels, and he 1 
to sell them at $1 to 91.5(1 per barrel.

the Golonia 
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iiId well affc

Mr. Edwards. I would rather think the Hawlhoriiden is a very short lit 
tree and apt to overbear. I have a few, and it is the greatest bearer I ever In 
It is a pretty apple, but 1 would not fancy it for flavor. It resembles the Main 
Blush a little.

Mr. Jack. When I started my orchard, 1 put in it 25 Hawthornden. Ti 
all produced but they are not hardy. They are a fine, large, showy apple, 1 
really I do not consider them hardy. Although a good cooking apple, I do I 
consider them fit for dessert.

Mr. Gibb. 
eh come her 
Liverpool tc

Prof. Pen
Dr. Girdwood. While looking over the fruit exhibit at Ottawa, I 

Adams Pearmain which is a most productive apple. We should get scions 
try it here.

saw
Mr Sliepli 

entioned, ha

| Prof. PvnlProf. Pcnhallow. A suggestion was made by a member of this association! 
morning. 1 am sorry lie is not here to present his views. Yon will understandl 
this convention cannot take any definite action in the way of executing sugj 
lions, but I heir action usually takes the form of a recommendation to the boB* 
of directors, to see that the measure recommended be put into effect. rIlie i 
gestion made has reference to the large and increasing export of apples from 
province. As those who have shipped know, the export of fruit has been sail 
to certain fluctuations owing to conditions attending shipments to markets 
the other side. Now it was represented that amongst other difficulties end 
téred was the failure of tin- fruit growers to appreciate the needs of foi'cBvo the Engl

Mr. Torrai 
iples until tli 
j shipping ii 
lie to give an

Prof. Pcnl 
ivli Montres

Mr. Brodé

markets, that is, they ship apples without knowing exactly whether those ap|ge may as we 
would meet a full demand on the other side. Therefore, they liablw8 was sent twere

kiglit.



id across apples which would bring a small price where a largo one was 
I couhl give ] lecteil. II is believed this difficulty could be overcome, as well as many 

tad, the sizeofl tors, attending the shipment ol" fruit, by having an expert come out from 
ny season. T1 gland, who, at the proper season, would communicate with the leading fruit 
ood and they li iwcrsand societies, and, from a personal inspection of our principal orchards 

11 fruit centres, become aquainted with our resources and offer such sugges
ts as would enable the fruit growers here to ship only those apples which are 
bit* to meet with an active demand ; and il was suggested that we should cir- 
late information, from time to time as lo wliat fruit was in special demand in 
Igland. The suggestion was also made that this expert be brought out through 
ency of the Itoyal Horticultural Society, which appears to me to he a proper 
mimn, and that the Governors of that society be asked to take an active inter- 

1 point of view I1*11 bringing this object about in the interest of the large fruit trade. It seems 
the Hawthorn!
in-els and he I l*11' Colonial Exhibition, which has already gained such headway and which 

omises so much for the future, should he encouraged by Hie Local Government, 
il it seems to me quite proper this [society should take some action in the 
alter and endeavor to get the Local Government to co-operate ;n bringing out 

a man. Of course it will be necessary to expend a slight sum to defray the 
peases, but that would be a very small matter, and it is one tin* Goverment 
uld well afford to undertake.

r bear heavilv.
lily. It would!

better apple cool

me that the fruit industry, which has been so well started through the medium

i very short lit 
tearer I ever h (.(| 
‘inhies the Maid

wthorndeu. Tl Mr. Gibb. What we ought to do, if we could only do it, is to make English- 
showy apple, 1 eil (:0nie here and lniv their apples here, instead of our having tosend our apples 
lg apple, I do i Liverpool to be sold at auction.

Prof. Pciiliallow. An arrangement of that kind might come out of this.
Ottawa, I saw I 
ild get scions i Mr Shepherd. The establishment of a fruit exchange, which Mr. McBride 

rationed, had some connection with this, had it not?

Prof. Pvnhallow. No, this was suggested independently of that.his association! 
ill understand II Mr. Torrance. How can an expert from England tell anything about our 
executing sngg ^ UMlil they are rjp(1) aiKi t]lfi time between the ripening of the apples and
ition to the bo e shipping is so exceedingly short, the expert would have to work fast to be 
) effect. 'Hit* je to give any advice at all.

Prof. Pen hallow. He could visit the orchards before the fruit is ripe, andof apples from 
it has been sut
nts to marked «I, Montreal as the shipping point.

Mr. Brodic. I agree with Mr. Gibb that we should try and arrange so as to 
* needs of fort wc the Englishmen come out and buy here. If we havp to give away our apples, 
lelher those npj e lliay a* well give them away to those nearer home. A shipment of 500 bar- 

liabl' *s was sent to the old country last year which barely realized enough to pay
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Mr. Doyle. Englishmen are quite willing to come here to buy apples. Afte 
the Colonial Exhibition, I received quite a number of letters from fruit dealers;il 
over England asking if I could send them apples at reasonable prices.

Mr. Shepherd. We all received similar circulars. They were from commii 
sion men in England and all auctioneers in the fruit business. They will m 
come here to buy, but want us to send them the fruit to be sold.

Mr. Doyle. Some of them announced that they were prepared to deposi 
the money in a Montreal bank before the fruit would be sent at all.

Mr. Brodie. 1 had a lot of circulars sent to me, hut the parties referred m 
to their own bankers in Leeds, Manchester, and London, and they never men 
lioncd about making a deposit in a Montreal bank. The fruits were to be sold « 
commission by auction.

Mr. Jack. 1 think it would be advisable to make a recommendation, touch 
ing the difficulty suggested by Mr. Toria ice, that could be overcome, because tb 
fruit growing sections in this province are limited, and could be all visited in 
short time.

Mr. J. M. Fisk. I would be very glad to second the recommendation. Somt 
thing might come out of it that might be of advantage.

Mr. Jack. It would be difficult to be in a worse position than we are it 
and we ought to take advantage of any suggestion which has a tendenc 
to improve it. At present we are at the mercy of parties who take nointeresti 
our proceedings.

Mr. Jack moved seconded by Mr. J. M. Fisk.

That this meeting recommends to the board of direction the adoption of som 
measures looking towards improving the means of shipping fruit to England 
aid advises that if possible an expert bn brought out who will advise the frui 
growers and shippers here as to the kinds of fruits designed for the Englisl 
market.
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Motion agreed to.

Prof. Penhallow. Another question has been suggested on two occasion 
shall we offer special prizes for the presentation of hardy winter seedlings i 
next annual meeting?

Mr. Brodie. The great trouble is to reach the people who have seedlings.! 
French Canadian localities, I believe in Isle Bizard and a lot of these outofth 
way places they grow fine apples. It would be quite an expense to emploi, , Mr. J
men to look them up, but I do not see how you could reach these peopl yie posses 
otherwise. no case st
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uy apples. Alla 
i fruit dealers al 
rices.

Mr. Jack. Send out circulars offering inducements, and have those circulars 
distributed in the different parishes.

Mr. Shepherd. Accompanying each exhibit there should be a history of the 
tree. It is important we should know the age of the tree. If it is only 
five or six years old, the first crop is not a fair test of hardiness of the tree.

Mr. N. C. Fisk. Not only hardiness but productiveness as well. If you offer 
prizes for seedlings you must first get the history of the tree and then send a 
committee to investigate the matter. You can get numerous good apple seed
lings, but the question is, does it pay to propagate them ?

Mr. Jack. If the apple possesses the requisite qualities there will be no 
trouble introducing it. Touching what Mr. Shepherd says about young trees 
bearing, it is seldom you will get one of the native trees to bear early.

Mr. Shepherd. I found a tree on a farm behind in y own at Como, late in 
October, growing behind a hedge. I should think the tree was not more than 
eight or nine years old. The apples were very fine specimens and had the appear
ance of the St. Lawrence. I pul half a dozen in my root house to see how long 
they would keep.

Mr. Gibb. A little preliminary work ought to be done; somebody should 
be sent into the different districts to obtain a good collection of seedlings. That 
work has already been done to a certain extent. One year there was a fine col
lection from Chateauguay and Beauharnois collected by Mr. Jack. It was examined 
at the time and set aside to be re examined. Unfortunately a flood occured, and 
the apples were destroyed by the water. Two or three attemps of that kind had 
been made. It might be well if the society were to offer special prizes at the 
next exhibition.

Mr. J. M. Fisk. There is one difficulty in regard to the winter varieties to 
which Mr. Gibb refers, in giving prizes for collections. Our exhibitions occur so 
early in September that none of the winter fruit is ripe.

Mr. Torrance. There is force in Mr. Gibb’s remark that the only way to ge 
these in from the French section is to send a man, and some of the members 
would contribute to a special fund to meet the expenses. It is of the utmost im
portance that apples, such as we are told are growing near Mr. McColls place at 
St. Joseph du Lac; should be tested. The value of a hardy winter apple that will 
keep through the winter and sell profitably is incalculable.

Prof. Penhallow. These are important suggestions, and they will be brough 
before the board of direction.

Mr. Jack. I would suggest that any fruit brought to exhibition should be in 
the possession of the society and under the care of the board of directors. In 
uo case should a prize be awarded until the fruit has been throughly tested.
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Prof. Pen ha llow. It was our hops this year that, in place of this annual 
convention, which we adopted the policy of holding in various parts of the pro
vince, we might have a Dominion convention which would bring together fruit 
experts from all parts of the Dominion. A large amount of work was done 
during last summer with the view of bringing this about, and it was confidently 
expected that we would be able at this time to hold such a convention. Unfort-
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uuately, however, as sometimes happens with these things, the plan fell through, 
not through want of energy on the part of the members of this society and of the 
Ontario and Nova Scotia societies who took it in hand, but because we failed to 
secure, for reasons which l need not specify, the pecuniary assistance from the 
Dominion Government which we had reason to expect. The matter however 
has not been given up, and the board of direction have in contemplation at pre
sent the convening ol such a meeting next year, and measures will be taken at an 
earlier date than they were taken last year to bring the matter before Parliament 
at Ottawa, when il is to to he hoped 
our meeting next year will resolve itself into a Dominion Convention. Failing 
however achieving that object, we will, have to fall back on our usual winter 
convention. The question arises, where shall we go and what will be the char
acter of that convention ? Tho meeting this year is practically an English one ; 
that is the English element has largely prevailed, and the French interest has 
been but little represented, although a strong effort was made to have our French 
friends present. Last year, in going to Quebec, our object was to make tlm public 
appreciate the fact that we desire to extend our work to all the different parts of 
the province and to arouse a sectional interest in the work of the association, 
because the functions ol the society relate to the entire province and 
Montie.11 alone. I lie character ol the meeting in Quebec was to a large extent 
that ol a Trench convention, although the proceedings were not in the French 
language alone. The result lias been very satisfactory, hut it iias been suggested 
that we should go even further, and should in the near future hold a convention 
the proceedings ol which shall be entirely in French, in order that we may thus 
enlist the sympathies of that large class of the population who otherwise will 
not be brought directly under the inllnence of the society. Ity making the pro 
erodings entirely in Trench, we will gain from them perhaps new information. 
That is a matter which will come up before the board for consideration before 
next year, and I bring it to your attention now that you may understand the 
desire of the society in the respect and direction in which we are looking for 
increased usefulness. In closing this convention, I think I may safely congrat
ulate the association upon our success. Unfortunately, the subjects discussed at 

meetings are of a somewhat technical character, and therefore devoid of that 
popular interest which attracts large audiences. We have, however, had at all 
our meetings a very good and a very representative attendance, an attendance 
comprising experts from various parts of the province, from Ontario and the

efforts will be successful. In that event,our
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United States ; and the character of the papers has been of very great import
ance, both from a practical and a theoretical stand point. The discussions which 
have followed those papers have also been full of interest and replete with sug
gestions of great practical value We have had, among other papers, one on 
Russian apples. This subject is one 
Mr. Gibb went to Russia in the interest of Canadian horticulture. It is not, of 

claimed that every fruit brought in from Russia is necessarily a iruit
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course,
which must become a desirable fruit in this province, but the idea is, by bringing 
in these fruits, to see how far there are other fruits elsewhere that can be ad
apted to our climate and iincorporated with our own by crossing. One of the most 
important lines of work that this society has taken up of recent years is the dis
cussion of Russian fruit, and 1 hope that discussion will continue in future years, 
for the value of these fruits is not to be tested by the result of half a dozen years. 
We must get the experience of practical and intelligent growers,—an experience 
extending from 15 to 30 years—before we can decide the question, and even that 
period may not be sufficient, if we are to judge by the experience of scientific 
investigators in England, such as lor instance, Sir John 1-awes,and Di. Gilbeit, 
who have carried on experiments in feeding plants. They have loitnd that, 
after carving on experiments in feeding plants over a period ol forte jears, ap
plying to those plants fertilizers to determine tin- value of those fertilizers in 
different stages of cultivation, they are unable to draw a decisive conclusion. 
Therefore, we should allow plenty of time for the discussion of the question of 
fruits, and it is important that papers, such as have been brought in by Mr. Gibb, 
Ur. Hoskins and others, should continue to be furnished in order that the ex
perience of each year may be noted and the whole question gradually sifted 
down to a substantial basis. We have had also important papers upon grapes 
by our old friend, Mr. Pattisou, of Clarencjville. He is a very experienced 
cultivator of the grape, and it is to him that we look for a very large amout of 
information with reference to new varieties. We have had a very valuable con
tribution from Mrs. Jack on strawberries, and 1 may say there are no contribu
tors to the proceedings of this society more welcome that Mrs. Jack. Her papers 
are always full of information and show what intelligence can do in promoting 

interest in horticulture. We have also had important papers and discussions 
hardv apples, and although the question is by 

many kinds we have or the best kinds, yet a good deal of light has resulted from 
We have also had an interesting discussion relative to the value of

an
no means settled as to howon

the discussion.
sod and clean culture in the orchard, concerning which the observations made 

valuable and evinced much systematic and intelligent
most horticulturists fail in

by Mr. Chapais were
observation. I may say that is the one point wheie 
this province. I might say that among 

I there is an increasing tendency towards exact and intelligent ob.-ervation
which control their fruit than I have found

horticulturists in this province,
à
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among any similar body of men that 1 have met with. But I do not think 
that wc should rest satisfied with that. I think we should take a still greater 
interest and make more extended, critical and intelligent observations, as it is 
only in that way we can bring our operations down to a scientific basis. One im
portant work that wc have accomplished has been in thcdirection of determining 
doubtful varieties. We have here two

son

or three different varieties of apples, the 
character of which was in doubt, and 1 believe the result of the examination of 
the fruit by the different experts here has been to determine their proper 
Mohave found that varieties of apples, which, in two or three cases,passed 
under different names, were in reality the same, being known ditferéntlv in 
different localities. There wc have at once an instance of the advantage derived 
from bringing together men who are experts, but who, rarely meeting, are liable 
to start off in a wrong direction. They are likely to get an incorrect idea as to 
the character ot their fruit, and are likely to continue to extend that idea and thus 
piomulgate an error. Me have also had, as another conspicuous feature of this 
meeting, a very large and fine display of fruit. It is rather unusual at this time 
to have such a display of winter apples as we have on the tables here. There 

these tables 85 plates of winter apples out of which there are 35 plates of 
seedlings. But theie are more different kinds of seedlings than would be repre
sented by the number of plates. We have therefore a most valuable collection 
of winter fruits. I Consider that one of the most important advantages of this 
ing. Another feature to which I will call special attention is the grapes which 
have been brought in fromGhateauguay basin. We have no more enthusiastic 
cultivator of grapes, I will not except Mr. Pattison, than will be found in Mr. 
Jack and his wife at Ghateauguay basin. The grapes they have brought in 
a fine example of what may be done in the way of keeping grapes. The grapes 
they have shown are as firm and look in as fine a condition as if they have just 
been picked from the vine and the probability is they will keep without deteriora
tion lor another mouth. This result has been attained by careful attention to 
cold storage and it shows what might be accomplished on a large scale without 
difficulty by any one who would take the pains to do so. Before we disperse we 
should convey our thanks to Mr. Joyce for the very pleaserit and comfortable
room he has placed at our disposal and for the attention and care he has given to 
all concerned.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

Buing the opening lecture of the Summerville course by Sir NX illiam Daw 
soil the LL. D. F. R. S. President of the Society.

[Abstract].

In selecting a series of subjects for the Soimnerville course ol the present 
year, the Lecture committee may seem to have gone somewhat afield from its 
ordinary path ; but in reality the topics selected are of paramount interest to all 
men, whether of the city or the country. It should be interesting to every iutelli 
gent person to know something of those great processes by which food is pro
duced out of the earth for every living thing, and by which the products of 
death are restored to life and usefulness. The cultivation of the soil is in all 
civilized countries a chief branch of industry, and in some, like our own country, 
it vastly surpasses all others in importance. The citizen, as well as the farmer, 
lives by the field, for lie depends on it for his food, his raw materials and his 
customers.
through ils marts of commerce of the products of the forest, the orchard and the 
field were to cease. In modern times agriculture and its allied industries have 
become scientific arts. I can remember the early triumphs of scientific agricul
ture in the hands of Liebig, Johnston and others. When in 1841 the late Prof. 
Johnston of Durham began the publication of bis lectures on Agricultural Che
mistry, they came to the men of that time almost like a revelation. I remembei 
reading them, as they a pipeared, with as much avidity as if the work had been 
a new novel, and feeling that a fresh power for good had been developed in the 
world by this new application of science. It is to this aspect of the subject that 
I desire to direct attention this evening—to the educational relations of scientific 
agriculture. The work of the educator is distinct from that of the practical 

It consists, not in practising the processes ol agriculture, but in teach
ing the laws which regulate them, or, in other words, the natural piropci ties of 
the soil and the plant, on which the success of agriculture depends, and the che
mical and physiological facts and laws which have been established as the con
ditions of successful culture of the soil. Education as to these enable-! the joung 
farmer to understand the reasons of success and failure, of the efficiency of 
methods of tillage and manuring, and of the injurious effects ot various blights 
and diseases of crops. Such knowledge gives confidence and skill ; it enables 
the educated farmer to detect fallacies in the recommendations of superficial 
writers and errors of practice, and to decide intelligently as to every step of his 
work, while it gives interest and dignity to his art, and raises it to the position, 
not only of a skilled industry, but of a scientific profession. Thus the teacher 
though not a farmer may become a power in agricultural improvement, and 
may give substantial aid in increasing the wealth and prosperity of the people.

Montreal would dwindle into insignificance it the transference

farmer.
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He may teach of the soil; of its derivation from the rocks of the earth,of its wonderful 
and complete composition ; of ils action on manures, in retaining them within it, 
and parting with them to the roots of plants; of the causes of its fertility and barren, 
ness; of ils impoverishment by cropping ; of its improvement by tillage, by draining 
and by the application of various substances to it. He may enter into the reasons of 
all these, and their hearing on the practical work of the farmer, on his successes 
and on his failures,and may show how the latter might often he avoided by a 
proper understanding of the causes which lead to them. He may teacli of the rela
tions between the mineral ingredients of the soil and the ashes of the plant, and of 
the bearing of these on the question of the fertility of some soils and the barrenness 
oi others, and the reasons why any soil becomes exhausted by cropping. He may 
teach of the plant, ol the elements of which it is composed, of the sources, in the 
earth, the air and manures, whence these are derived, of the kinds and proportions 
of food required by different plants, and the best means of supplying them ; of the 
wonderful structure of the vegetable fabric, and the manner in which it forms, 
Irom the material on which it subsists, the various products which it affords On 
these subjects the discoveries of chemistry and physiology enable us to speak 
with much confidence as to the requirements of each crop, and its relations to 
the soil, to the air and to manures, as to the uses of rotation of crops, and of spe
cial manures, and as to the causes ol deficient produce, with many other impor
tant points, which, but lor such knowledge, would be involved in doubt and 
darkness. He may teach of manures—a subject hardly less interesting than the 
piexious topics, and quite as useful. Here we have to consider the decay of 
dead vegetable and animal matter, and its resolution into food for plants; the 
losses to which the richer organic manures are liable by the evaporation of their 
gaseous portions or the washing away of soluble substances; the nature and 
of mineral manures, with their various effects, whether directly as food for plants, 
or indirectly through the chemical changes which they induce in the soil. No- 
subject has in our day more engaged the attention of scientific men, and in 
have more important discoveries been made. He may teach of the several culti
vated crops in detail, noticing their history, their modes of culture, their prefer
ences in relation to soil, treatment and manure ; their produce—its uses to man 
and animals—and their enemies and diseases, He may, in like manner, proceed 
to apply the principles learned under these heads to the various modes of tillage» 
manuring and rotation, and to the treatment and feeding of domestic animals. 
In this more practical department, the amount of instruction need be limited 
only by the knowledge of the teacher, and the time at his command. The whole 
snbjei t of agricultural education is thus ol great extent and complexity, and has 
intimate connection with the sciences of chemistry, physiology and geology. 
All these topics lie at the very threshold of agricultural knowledge and practice- 
lliey may be pursued to any extent, and the highest culture and mental powers 
may be applied to them, but their elements may be learned by young persons at
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school, and ;i foundation may be laid 0:1 which they may build the highest a:nl 
most successful prosecution of the most useful of all arts.

The lecturer then proceeded to illustrate with the aid of tables of chemical 
composition, one of these subjects, namely, the relations of plants to soils, by no
ticing the composition of fertile soils, the ingredients required from the soil by 
different plants, the manner in which certain plants exhaust the soil, the special 
us -s of phosphates, alkalis, etc., in restoring exhausted soils, the restorative powers 
of irrigation, the wealth remaining in the subsoil after the surface soil has been 
exhausted. These points were illustrated by a variety of familiar examples, and 
the lecturer then referred to a simple text-book of Agricultural Chemistry which 
he had prepared many years ago, and proceeded to indicate the manner in which 
the subject had been taught in the Normal School with the view of introducing 
it into the schools generally, and the importance of giving some public encoura
gement to the introduction of practical subjects of this kind, which while con
ducive to mental training and general intelligence, were also of great economic 
value.

THE FOOD OF PLANTS.

Hy D. P. Pexhallow.

An old proverb informs us that one-half of the world continues in ignorance 
of how the other half lives. If we accept this in the broadest sense, as applying 
o all organic life, we have a present illustration of its correctness in the fact that, 
with few exceptions, man knows little or nothing of the vital processes upon 
which the growth of the members of the more humble vegetable kingdom 
depend ; and he thus fails to grasp a knowledge ol those important laws by which 
plants arc enabled to afford him an abundance of sustenance and raiment. It is 
in relation to purposes of nutrition, that plants may be considered to bear the 
greatest importance to man, and in this respect, they are to be regarded from a 
wo-fold point of view.

First, they convert the crude mineral constituents of the soil, which would 
(otherwise be wholly unavailable, mio foims which enable them to become of 
direct value for purposes of animal nutrition. They thus afford to man, his prin
cipal supply of food. Bui they also constitute the entire source of nourishment 
or those animals upon which man subsists, and through the medium of which 

they undergo further special modifications, by virtue of which they become yet 
more fully adapted to special requirements of the human system. Man is there
fore dependent upon plants as the preparers of his food, both directly and indir 
ectly.

l

With a more thorough knowledge of an'.ual nutrition, we have come to 
recognize more generally than in the past, that the quality ol food supply effects
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a pronounced and a most important influence upon both the physical and mental 
condition, and this influence must be exerted both directly and indirectly by the 
vegetation upon which man feeds. We are therefore brought to yet another 
principle, that any improvement in the character of the food supply, must 
operate advantageously for man, in a corresponding systematic improvement.

But the great biological laws are not adapted with sole reference to particu
lar forms of life—they admit of general application, and, as we learn from veget
able physiology, the character of the plant is subject to the influence of variable 
nutrition, in a manner quite parallel to that which we" observe in animals. In 
this, therefore, we discover the possibity of a means of making plants more per
fectly adapted to the highest physical wants of man, and any study which tends 
to promote Ibis end, cannot fail to be of the greatest interest, bringing us, as it 
inevitably must, into closer relationships with those forms of life upon which 
we are so largely dependent for health, comfort and enjoyment.

The subject we have chosen for discussion this evening, is one of consider
able magnitude—embracing considerations of the greatest practical and scientific 
interest-and could readily be dealt with from several points of view. Perhaps 
many would consider that a mere statement of the articles which constitute plant 
food, together with the fact that the earth and air are the great sources ofsupply) 
would fully exhaust the subject, but an enlarged view discloses the fact that the 
sources of food supply ; the preparation of food for the use of the plant; the general 
process of waste and repair ; the selective power of plants in relation to food 
supply; the number, character and special functions of the elements appropri
ated ; the relations of food supply and nutrition to conditions of health and 
disease ; the relations of food supply to improved qualities of plants for purposes 
of human food ; the special capacity of the plant for digestion, and its relation 
to the character of food used, are all so intimatiy connected with the subject 
whole and with each other, that no complete statement can be made without 
taking some account of all these considerations. Concerning some of them, we 
are forced to admit that as yet, but little real progress has been made m the 
direction of their correct elucidation, nor can we look for a final solution until 
such time as chemistry shall make us more fully acquainted with the composi
tion of plants in various stages of development, and under widely different 
ditions of growth, and thus provide the key which shall unlock the door to tlioser 
now mysterious physiological changes peculiar to nutrition.

In the process of nutrition, certain sublances enter directly into the composi
tion of various parts of the plants, to the formation of which they are absolutely 
essential. There can, therefore, be no doubt that they arc food substances 
Others, however, although taken into the plant, do not enter as an essential 
ingredient into the construction of parts. Nevertheless, it is found that their
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elimination from the food supply so disturbs the normal processes of growth, 
as to leave no doubt in our minds concerning their necessity in what are termed 
the metabolic processes, or the chemical changes incident to nutrition. It is 
therefore as proper to regard them as food substances as the former.

In order to determine what elements may be properly regarded as plantfood, 
we first of all resort to chemical analysis, and in the second place to special 
methods of cultivation. When a plant is burned, or when it suffers the slower 
oxidation of decay—the final results being the same in each case—we find that by 
far the greater part of the original structure disappears in the form of aqueous 
vapor, carbon dioxide gas and volatile acids, while a very small proportion 
remains as an unoxidisabfe or incombustible residue—the ash.

The relative proportions of combustible and ash constituents, are subject to 
wide variations, not only as between different species, but even in the same 
species ur.uer different conditions of growth and of food supply. An illustration of 
this law may serve to make our statement more clear In the Tenth Census 
Report of the United States for 1880, Prof Sargent gives the ash percentages for 
somewhat more than four hundred species of woods. Selecting from these the 
extremes, we find the following : —

Org. Mat 
. 90.72 
. 99.98

Ash
9.28Yucca data.....................

Pseudotsuga Douglassii.

Again, between these and herbaceous plants, in which relatively less mineral 
matter is observed, the difference would be more striking. Another illustration 
of the law stated, is afforded by the results obtained by Arendt in his analysis of 
1000 oat plants selected at different periods of growth, with intervals of about 
twelve days. His results were as follows :—
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2.082.71 5.83S Os 1.00 :> 35

10.32P> O- 12.903.27 5.99 14.23
K2 O••• 50.201 *.05 31.11 44 33 43.70

C- Ü 11.00 14.944.48 8.50 14.71

MgO.. 

Fe2 0;;.

1.53 2.71 3 71 5.42 f 0.45

0.20 0.40 0.01 0.83 0.58

Si 02, 0.39 15.82 25.45 34.00 30.32

NaO 0.80 1.28 1.47 1.12 0.87
!

Cl 2.28 3 02 5.32 5.90 | 5.78
Total grammes.................

Gain for each period....

If we now turn our attention more particularly to the elements of the first 
group, or those which disappear in the process of combustion, we find them to 
be carbon, hydrogen, sulphur, nitrogen, phosphorus, oxygen and chlorine. In 
the process of rapid combustion, the hydrogen is converted into water end passes 
off as aqueous vapor. The carbon becomes changed into carbon dioxide—a gas 
prejudicial to animal life—and disappears in part into the surrounding atmos
phere, the remainder being fixed in the ash residue, where we al o find the acids 
of sulphur, nitrogen and phosphorus combined with the mineral constituents to 
form the corresponding salts. In decay or slow combustion, the same changes 
arc finally accomplished, with the additional formation of volatile sulphur and 
ammonia compounds. The loss or diminution in volume which a plant suffers 
in the process of combustion, will thus be seen to correspond, in general terms, 
to the elimination of the organic matter, which consists almost wholly of 
bon, hydrogen and oxygen, with very small quantities of the other elements men
tioned.

37.12 72.20 101.30 124.54 128.05

35.08 29.10 23.18 3.50

car-

11 we next inquire into the composition of the second or incombustible 
group, we find it to contain potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesium, iron and 
silicon. These elements, as already stated, are found in combination with the 
acids derived ft om combustion of I he elements of the first group. In exceptional 
cases, manganese, bromine and iodine, as well as arsemeum, copper and other
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metals may be found in the ash. hut for various reasons which need no', be dealt 
with at the present time, they are usually not regarded as constituting elements 
of plant food. It thus appears that of the sixtv-sevcn chemical elements known to 
science, only thirteen are to he regarded as of importance in the economy of tho 
plant.

I. July 31.

Ripe.>S-

3 34
With these general facts before us, we are now prepared to impure into tin 

sources whence they are derived : and in this respect we may again divide th on 
into two groups, those derived from—1st, the air, and find, the soil.

To the first group belong only two elements, carbon and oxygen. These are 
presented to the plant and taken up in the form of carbon dioxide. Oxygen is 
also absorbed in the free state, but in this respect it is concerned in the process 
of respiration, and not of digestion, and therefore is not to be considered in tho 
present connection.

Carbon dioxide is, as we know, a peculiar product of organi • combustion, in 
eluding respiration of both plants and animals, and when produced in excess, is 
as prejudicial to one form of life as to the other, its elimination from the atmos
phere in the process of vegetable growth, constitutes one of the most important 
relations in which plants stand towards tie- higher forms of animal 1 To. During 
the Carboniferous age, when life was of a much lower type than now generally 
exists, plants attained to a luxuriance of growth with which hut few modern 
plants can compare, and while this was the direct result of the peculiar condi
tions under which they were placed, it also adapted them to the more rapid elimis 
nation of carbon dioxide—thereby causing a return of oxygen to the air, and a 
fixation of the carbon, which, in course of time, became transformed into coal 
and graphite as we find them to day. Thus the atmosphere became adapted to- 

improved type of animal life ; the plants themselves, being brought under new 
conditions of environment, suffered important changes, and m m is now enabled 
to convert to his own needs tlv* transform ■ 1 energy derived from the ;unbe. m 

of that remote past.
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To the second group of elements, those dor.ved Çrom the soil, belong all the 

others that have been enumerated. It should be observed here however, that 
is also derived from tin soil, both as water and as acids in combinationoxygen 

with the earthy elements.

The appropriation of food is provided for by means of specialized organs. 
The gaseous elements of the air are absorbed by the leaves, in which specialized 
openings or mouths, called stomata, are developed. Through these, th > gases of 
the atmosphere penetrate the interior structure hv a process of diffusion, and are 
there absorbed by the living cells. It is of interest to note, however, that the 
ability of plants to use the gases which have thus penetrated their structure, is 
denendent upon certain important conditions, viz 1st, a favorable tempera-
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tu re, (21 the presence of the ordinary green coloring matter of plants—the chlo
rophyll—and (3) the direct influence of sunlight, or at least of its luminous rays. 
Neglecting further consideration of temperature which is essential to all func
tional activity, it should he pointed our that plants devoid of chlorophyll, such 
as mushrooms and other colorless plants, are incapable of obtaining carbon from 
the atmosphere. They are therefore forced to obtain their supply of this impor 
tant element either from other plants upon which they feed as parasites, or from 
the organic products of decay, upon which they feed as saprophytes. Moreover, 
the power of green plants to appropriate carbon and liberate oxygen is arrested 
under tondilions of darkness—as at night—when the mode of growth is pre
cisely the same as in colorless plants.

The whole relation of light to the appropriation of carbon, is one of the most 
nteresting with which the physiologist has to deal, but it would lead us too far 
from our present purpose were we to consider it more in detail, though it may 
he as well to point our that, if ordinary white light be replaced by such lumi
nous rays, as the orange and yellow, this function is not impeded in any way ; 
while on the other hand, the rays of higher refraugibility such as the blue, 
indigo and violet, arrest this function and thus bring ordinary green plants under 
abnormal conditions of growth, in which functional disturbance is the unavoida
ble result.
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In this particular connection, it only remains for us to indicate what changes 
take place when carbon dioxide is taken up by the leaves. Under the influence 
of chlorophyll this gas suffers decomposition. The liberated oxygen returns to the 
atmosphere, while the carbon, uniting with the elements of water already 
present, becomes transformed into starch, sugar and oils,—substances which not 
only provide for the nutrition of growing parts, lint, when formed in excess 
ef the requirements of growth, supply a most important item of food for mae

Various observations have been made to determine the amount of carbon 
dioxide which Jplants are capable of appropriating. The results obtained by 
ItoussingauU are, among the most instructive, from which we quote the fol
lowing : —
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In this connection it should also lie noted that the presence of carbon dioxide 
ia the air, beyond a certain limit, causes it to exert a deleterious effect. This limit 
is of necessity variable, but observation has shown that in those plants which 
most nearly allied to the coal plants, e. g., ferns, ten per cent is fatal, while for 
Hie majority of plants, a much smaller quantity will produce the same result. 
The general process thus described, constitutes one of the leading features of the 
so-called digestive function, and as this takes place in the leaves (chiefly), thiv 
are usually designated the digestive organs.

All the elements enumerated, except carbon, enter the roots, which 
specially adapted to the purpose of taking up food in a liquid form, and may 
therefore he designated the special organs of absorption. Th-> power of roots in 
this respect, is nevertheless extremely limited with reference to their total 
being confined to a narrow tract near the extreme tip, and is accomplished chielly 
through the medium of root hairs.

The fluid thus absorbed by the roots, and containing various mineral sub
stances in solution, now constitutes what is commonly designated the crude sap, 
inasmuch as the substances held by it are not in such chemical condition as 
will en.hle them to directly participate ill the mitriliun of growing parts. This 
sap, however, pisses upward through the outer layers of the woody tissue or 
sapwood, until it reaches Ihe leaves, Where it is distributed among.lhe ramifica
tions of the veins to the- active, chlorophyll-containing cells, in which it becomes 
involved in the process of digestion, hi the course of this process it suffers 
increase of density, due in part to the fact lli.it a large portion of water is liber, 
ated as aqueous vapor into Ihe surrounding air, white another volume is used up 
in the various chemical ch mges, and thelliiid, now distributed from Ihe leaves 
to the various centres of active growth, is said to he digested and capable of 
directly promoting the formation of new structure.

Although plants in general uiav be slid to be the special agents whereby the 
evade material of the soil and air is converted into that which is of direct value 

q animal nutrition, yet we find the law subject to certain impor'aiit exceptions, 
since in their power of appropriating and converting food, iliey exhibit a 
wide difference.

We are all familiar with the fact that in the animal kingdom, certain forms 
live upon and draw their entire sustenance from other animals, in consequence 
of which they ar< termed parasites. Parasitism is also a common feature o-
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plant life, and in each cos.1 the relations of supply and demand conform to i.l(!e
same general laws. The parasite plant fastens itsell upon its host and draw.* iti I ,-jj|orj,le 
liourisliinent from il. The laller is therefore forced to yield a portion ol ill • lm.| I ^
prepared for its own use. and in consequence of the unusual demand upon ;:i l ||W[|1. t|iat 
resonrees, it sooner or later h ‘comes diseased, exhibits lii illorm itious and in it .1jiy-ioli<'lral

aids in the di 
that silica e.u 
plant, and th 
of ripening ii

eventually he killed. Under these conditio is of growth lit1 parasite does m: 
require to produce its own food ; we therefor.1 Hod that it has no roots, its lea. i 
are imperfectly formed, and it tiny contain no chlorophyll. .Inst in proportion; 
therefore, as the digestive function of such plants is reduced, do they live until 
incapable of fixing carbon and forming the ordinary carbohydrate products sm iij 
as starch and sugar. Some of tin* most notable of parasites are to be found in th< 
celebrated banyans of India, whii h often begin their growth in the tops of loft] 
trees, upon which they feed until killed.
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We again find a very large class of plants feeding upon the products ii 
organic decay. These contain no chlorophyll, have no proper roots and no leave-1 
or at most mere rudiments of such organs. Like the parasites, they caiui f 
appropriate carbon, except in the form of organic compounds; their existent* 
thus implies their dependence upon previous life. They do not liberate oxygei 
hut eliminate carbon dioxide as one of their characteristic products. Such plant!

designated by botanists saprophytes, and arc represented by the mold of stale 
bread and cheese, by the common mushroom and puff-ball, and also by tlijlime, vetoth 
Indian pipe, one of our common wild flowers.

are

I which the xv
We thus lind that any extended consideration of the subject with which ivBisas lo**ows 

are now dealing, mustre -ogn z the special characteristics of plants in theirrui™lVraH,,m”ei
turn to the appropriati......of food, hut as more detailed statement would lead ii™1'

too far from our main purpos-, wo shall for the remainder of miv discussion 
coniine ourselves to those plants in which the digestive function is fully dove 
loped, and with which we are more largely concerned as the producers o 
our food.
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The special functions of the various elements appropriated by the plant, ad I to produce t 
not at all well understood, hut ihe result of investigations so far made, iiulican I land may hi 
their value in a general way and show in what direction other inquiries slionlj I elements an 
be made. For the purpose of determining how far each element present isessvit I to perfectioi 
liai to growth, we resort to special methods of culture, either in water or |»utj I speak of the 
quartz sand,, under such conditions that the number of elements and the- ox ad I Xvith din 
quantity of each may 1) - known and controlled. I cultivate. .
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l-’rom surli a series of investigations we learn that potash is absolutely inilij I 
i lain circumstances, soda may he eliminated willvujpensable; that under tv 

injury ; that iron is essential to the formation of chlorophyll ; that calcium pd 
forms a function sum twliiil similar to tint of tin potash; that it may to sotnl
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xl.'iit !•(•[•! ico it, ami that it is possibly conn ’cted with the formation of tissues ; 
lVit chlorine, and in sum • cases, sulphuric acid, is essential to the proper trans- 
#' ■ :• of the substances digested in the leaves. : a tli ■ parts where required by 
kruwth : that magnesium is an element of uncertain value in the internal 
gihysioligical process, lint lliat is lias a definite value ill the soil, where it 
aids in the distribution, and thus in the more complete appropriation of potash ; 
kind silica cannot be eliminated without materially affecting the strength of the 
plant, and that phosphorus bears an important relation to the various processess 
of ripening in the fruit

I

in proportion 
0 they Lucent! 
e products sucid 
be found in lie Another very impoi taut lesson to b' derived from such special cultures, 
he tops of lo-l'd If specially when combined with chemical analysis, is the fact that plants exer- 

■i iso a selective power with reference to the food supply ; that is to say, if a 
■jilaiit were grown in a solution containing exactly the same proportions of all 

tin pioduil.' lii,,, elements entering into i's composition, it would he found not to absorb 
is mid no ltM't'mll,,|n all in t|1(, 8lime qu intity, but some would he used much more largely than
s, tli \ ( aim ■(|,|ll,!.gi q’|,i5 becomes more obvious if we inspect the composition of tlie ash of 
their existeiiciT different plants, or even of the same plant under different conditions or at differ- 

Iviit stages of growth.liberate oxygen, 
cts. Sncii plain 
he mold of staid

1
It thus appears that some plants are spicial potash feeders, others 

nd also by tlifllime, yet others an excess of soda, and this fact constitutes tli ■ foundation on 
g wtiicli the well known system of rotation ol crops is based, liiis briefly stated, 

follows : —When plants are grown continuously upon the same piece of land 
I for a number of years, those elements upon which that particular class most largely 
I feeds, will lie withdrawn in excess of the ability ol the soil and the natural che- 
I mirai processes there taking place, to restore them. I he soil is therefore sail to 
I suffer special exhaustion, because it is deficient in one or two elements required 
I for a particular crop, but contains an abundance ol other elements required by

planted, the soil, in course of time, suffers

use more-

is aswith which wi 
nts in theirreh 
would lead m 
our discussion 

u is fully ileve 
ic producers ol

I other crops. If these latter are now
I special exhaustion with reference to their requirements, while it regains its ability 
I to produce the crop of the first kind. Thus, by a Judicious system ol rot it ion, 
I In nd mav be kept is a constant state of productiveness. It is only when lood 
I element* are so completely withdrawn tliot no one class ol plants can be bro iglit 
I to perfection, that the soil is said to be generally exhausted. 1 he re I ore, v\ h ni 
I speak of the fertility of a soil, or the exhausted condition of a soil, it must always 

I be with direct reference tu th- particular requirement* of the plants we wish to 
cultivate. And I cannot let this part of my subject pass without pointing out 
that a large part of the difficulty in successfully combating some of the nios' des- 

I tractive diseases of the orchard and garden, arises Irani a failure to piopeily

y the plant, al 
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appreciate and apply the principles stated.
It is impossible to give more detailed consideration to these aspects of our 

subject in the brief space allotted to us, important though they aie. fh ne are
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nevertheless, two features of this question to which I would particularly draw 
your attention, and from Unir very important hearing upon the economic side Of 
horticulture, f feel that their somewhat detailed statement will not be out of 
place. I refer, in the first place, to the relation of nutrition *o conditions of 
health and disease ; and in the seem 1 place, to the relation of nutrition to im
proved qualities of fruits.

For many years, the Germans have been among the foremost investigators 
in efforts to determine the special functional value of the various food elements 
of plants. The method usually selected has been that water culture already d s- 
crihed, through the medium of which the effect of eliminating any given element, 
or of varying its proportion and particular chemical combination in the food sup
ply, could he accurately ascertained. From a series of such experiments made as 
long ago as 1871, in which buckwheat was the particular plant employed, it was 
observed that in those plants from which potash was eliminated, there was a 
most marked deficiency in growth. This was traceable to the fact that in the 
absence of potash, the plant was incapable of fixing carbon, and therefore unable 
to produce the ordinary products of digestion, such as starch, sugar and oils, and 
hence was practically in a condition of starvation. In a second series of experi
ments. potash was supplied in the requisite quantity, butchlorine was eliminated 
from the food supply. A most curious result was found. While an abundance 
ef starch was produced in the first instance, it was unable to reach those parts 
where growth was most active, and thus became accumulated in unusual quan
tity in the leaves and other green tissues where formed. A secondary effect of 
ttiis was a change of color from green to yellow, whereby the further formation 
of starch was arrested, and the final result was a general arrest of growth. So 
that there was established the anomalous condition of a plant containing an 
excess of tissue-forming material, but unable to use it for want of a certain 
element in the food supply, which would effect a transfer of that material to the 
Huîtres of active growth. Fiii thcr observations confirmed the view that chlorine 
was the particular element needed for this purpose.

Acting upon the suggestions contained in these results, Dr. Goessmann, th» 
foremost agricultural chemist in the United States, and Director of the Massa
chusetts Experiment Station, a few years since, in company with other investiga- 
eors, undertook to apply these principles of nutrition to the treatment of certain 
diseases of plants, which, up to that lime, had baffled all attempts at control, and 
which, in the seriousness of their operations, threatened to destroy some of th ’ 
most important fruit interests of the country.

It was found, in the first place, that in the common and destructive disease 
known as Peach Yellows, there were conditions of growth in all essential res
pects the same as those artificially produced in buckwheat by elimination of
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chlorine. It was therefore assumed for the purposes of experiment, that this 
element was exhausted from the soil and that potash might also he supplied in 
insufficient quantity. A number of trees were therefore carefully pruned to 
remove as much as possible of the diseased structure, and muriate or chloride ol 
potassium was supplied to the trees as a special food, together with other elements 
to make a complete fertilizer. It was now found that the new growth was of a 
totally different character, and, so far as could be determined from mere exter- 

I nal inspection, perfectly healthy. But more than this, the fruit, instead of being 
utterly worthless, as before, now became of high quality, and the life of the 
tree was so far prolonged that, instead of dying at the end of nine years, as was 
usually the case, the identical trees thus restored to health are bearing first quality 
fruit to this day, or twenty years after their period of first treatment.

But this result alone, important as it is, does not fully answer the question 
from ^ scientific point of view, and we are therefore called upon to see what 
changes, if any, were effected in the chemical constitution of the ash, and also in 
the cellular structure and distribution of the digested products. With reference 
to the first, the results are most significant, and tend to indicate that the supply ot 
potash hears a direct relation to the normal condition. Thus Goessmaun found the 
ashes to be constituted as follows :
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From this it also appears that, with a deficiency, of potash, lime increases, 
hut does not replace it in functional value.

Referring now to
accomplished. In the diseased tree, the general structure of the hark becomes 
altered in a conspicuous manner, while in both bark and leaves, the accumula
tion of starch is most unusual. These features are so characteristic of the disease,

the internal structure, we also hnd most important changes
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and app \ar so Airly in its development, that a correct diagnosis may bo made 
through the aid of the microscope, even before the external evidences of disease 
arc pronounced, In the new wood formed after treatment, the bark presents all 
the features of normal structure, both with reference to tissue and distribution of 
sta roll.
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We thus note certain important facts as the result of these experiments ;

1st. That a specific disease is cured liy a certain course of treatment.
2nd. That potash and chlorine aro essential to restored functional activity.
dial. The disease may be regarded as primarily due to deficiency of these 

elements in the food supply.

But we should also point out that for this disease, any salt of potash will 
not answer, L e. the sulphate or the phosphate will not be equally efficacious with 
the muriate, but that does not permit us to infer that diseases of other plants 
may he similarly cured by the same salt of potash, for on the contrary, 
the same investigations have shown that for different plants, different salts of 
potash must he used, so that while in some cases the chloride is best, in others it is 
the sulphate or nitrate.

We have here, however, a definite fact established, namely, that the nutrition 
of Die plant bears a most important relation to its normal condition, and while 
we do not wish to rashly assert that all diseases to which plants are subject may 
bn cured in this way, yet we do feel confident that, when the bacteria craze lias 
passed its fever heat, and the pulse of the investigator has once more returned to 
a normal rate, he will turn his attention more fully to the question of nutrition 
as affording a rational explanation of many of the vexed problems which now 
coil front him.

Before taking final leave of this part of our subject, I will point the general 
principles indicated by one more fact.. The ravages of the Phylloxera have for 
many years proved a most serious obstacle to the successful cultivation of the 
vine in many parts ol Europe, and the French Government have at various times 
had their attention seriously drawn to the devastations of this insect; lint the 
efforts thus far made, appear to have led to no very substantial results In the course 
ol investigations relative to the nutrition of the grape, Dr. Goessmaun found that 
an abundant supply ol lood of an available form, served in a most marked 
degree to overcome the ravages of the Phylloxera. The results were of so strik
ing a character as to attract the attention of tin French Commissioner then 
inspecting the vineyards ol the United States, and he freely expressed the opinion 
that, although the vines were fairly over-run with the pest, he had 
more healthy looking foliage, better growth or finer looking fruit. The whole 
principle under-lying this result is that, if we can feed the plant, and at the same
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lime provide an abundance of fund for lhr* parasite in excess of wlmt 
lhe plant needs for its own growth, the latter will be much less liable 
ta sutler.

In conclusion, 1 would direct attention to one more of ta1 many interesting 
aspects which this subject presents, and that is tli ■ relation of nutrition to im
provements in plants, and more particularly of their fruits or seed hearing parts 
— those products of the vegetable world which are of the high.'sl value to m m as 
articles of diet.

We commonly speak of plants as cultivated and uncultivated or wild, and 
in doing so we make a broad distinction even between plants of exactly the same 
species. This distinction is that, under certain improved conditions of life, the 
plant has become so modified as to present peculiarities which it did not posssess 
in the wild slate, while it also lias an increased capacity as a food producer. Such a 
change, under the ordinary conditions of cultivation, is in mist cases a very 
slow process, hut as an essential factor, we recognize the supply of food of better 
quality and in more available form—in general terms, improved conditions of 
nutrition. Science lias repeatedly shown that an increase of sugar percentage in 
the beet, or of starch in the potato, is directly related to the supply of potash to 
the plant and the condition of availability in which that element is presented, and 
the question has therefore more than once b\m asked,—:s it no! possible by a 
judicious control of the food supply, to bring about, more quickly, these- 
changes which are known to have taken place between the wild and <• i.„ivn e I 
plants, and in the latter to still farther improve their qualities 1 I think the 
results so far obtained justify us in answering tins question in the affirm.iti\ \ 
but before so doing, l must briefly refer to the relative v.ilm ot ni r igi.io is 
and noil-nitrogenous food substances in the two phases ot growth thro ig!i which

in ireall plants pass, namely, the purely vegetative, or that piriod during winch 
extension of parts, as stem and leaves, lakes place ; and the reproductive, oi that 
period in which the flowers are produce 1 and the seed is formed for the growth 
of succeeding generations. Ths elaborate series of investigations conducted by 
the Germans for many years, as well as the very notable investigations of Liwes 
and Gilbert at Rotliamstead, England, in which continuous observations have

the same land and under tin samebeen made upon various field crops grown on 
conditions since 1835— all these results establish the general low that tlioio foods 
in which nitrogen is in relative excess, promote the mere extension of structure

While on the other hand, thoseand tend to retard the reproductive function 
foods in which the mineral substances are !.. relative excess, tend to retard vega- 
talion, induce an earlier maturity, and thus hasten the formation of seed. Probe 
lily inanr of you have observed bow a p'ant le 1 with ammonia makes 
vigorous growth of leaf and branch, and acquires a deeper and richer line, 
and how also, trees are similarly influenced when located in exceptiona'dv rich
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places. A notable illustration of tins was brought to my notice a few years since. 
The ground in a small peach orchard was utilized as a kitchen garden, and for 
this purpose annually received a heavy dressing with nitrogenous manures. The 
eit'ect upon the trees was most marked, The leaves were of an unusual size and 
depth of color, and the growth of each year was far in excess of any other trees. 
But, although twelve years old at the date of last observation, and thus nine 
years older than the age at which fruit should be formed, they had not produced 
a single peach, nor did there appear to be any likelihood of their doing so. In 
other words, under the special conditions of growth established, the fruit pro
ducing function had been wholly arrested, and the trees were therefore worth
less. A remedy for this would be found in a reduction of the nitrogenous foods, 
and a greater supply of mineral foods. A still further application of this princi
ple will probably permit us to bring fruits to maturity more perfectly than now 
and also enable us to overcome the disastrous effects of early frost where trees- 
tend to continue their growth too late in the season. These facts therefore 
gest one important direction in which these laws of nutrition may be applied.

We will now turn our attention more particularly to a consideration of im
proved varieties and the relation of such improvement to the composition of the 
ash, and in doing so we shall make use of resuks obtained by the investigator 
already quoted. The fruit of the wild strawberry (Fra/jaria reset/1 contains, 
according to the analysis of Richardson, 0.41 per cent, of ash. In this we find

Potash.................
Soda......................
Lime....................
Magnesia .........
Iron......................
Phosphoric acid 
Silica....................

this calculation being made after deducting sulphuric acid and chlorine, for 
reasons which need not be specified at the present time.

As determined by Goessmann, the fruit of the cultivated strawberry contains 
from 0.41—0.0:1 per cent of ash, and this includes

Potash ...
Soda........
Lime.......
Magnesia.
Iron........
Pirns acid 
Silica.......
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. ■A comparison of these figures shows that under the ordinary conditions of 

cultiva ion, I lie plant utilizes much less silica, iron and soda, but makes greatly 
i lcreasrd demands upon potash, magnesia, and phosphoric acid. In view of these 
lacs, it can hardly be doubled that these elements are essential to a higher slate ot 
development, more especially as we observe that when the conditions of cultivation 
are reduced and the supply of these elements is diminished, the plant reverts to its 
original condition, both with reference toits general characteristics and the che
mical constitution of its ash. These changes may be regarded as effected slowly* 
as in the ordinary transition from the wild to the cultivated forms. Let us now 
see how the special application of food will influence a similar resu t. Ar ex
haustive statement of the result obtained by tioessmann cannot he made here, 
but the following are the essential facts.

Observations were made upon the Concord Grape as a cultivated variety, and « 
upon the Vitis tabrusca as the wild species from which the Concord originated. 
In each case certain plants were grown without special fertilizers, while others 
were treated with fertilizers of three separate combinations. With those latter 
we will not deal separately, as we desire now to discuss only the general 
results.
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The ash of the Concord Grape was found to contain when unfertilized.
Sept 111. 
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12.47 
11.33
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Potash......................................................
Soda.......... ...............................................
Lime...... ...................................................
Magnesia.......................... .......................
Iron..........................................................
Phos, acid..... ..........................................
Silica......................................................

In the ash of the fertilized grape there were

Potash.............................»........................
Soda.........................................................
Lime.......... -............................................
Magnesia..... ........... ................................
Iron.......... ...............................................
Phos. acid................................... ............
fciliea ............................................... ......

Rut these changes in ash composition are found to be directly associated 
until an increase of sugar, a decrease of free acid and a general improvement in 
.quality of the berry.

Turning now to the wild grape, we find at the end of four years growth
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that changes in the ash, were accomplished as in Beat » 1 by a comparison with 
llie ash constituents of the uncultivated wild grape

I'nfertilized. 
.... 50111
..... 0 15
.... 22.28
...... 559
..... (1.79
...... 17.40
... 2.93

Fertilized
(1-2.05

0.85
14.24
3.92
0.53

1318
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Potash........
Soda.......... .
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(
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While the organic matter stood in the following relation : 

Organic matter...................................................................................
I

673,(1 
203, i

19.55

and this striking increase was found to relate chiefly to an increased percentage 
of sugar and reduction of acid in the juice as follows :—

10.31

(

6)3,1
total

Sugar 
Aciil .

8.22
9.84

13.510 
1149

Thus as the direct result of special feeding, the sugar percentage of the wild' 
fruit is increased from eight to thirteen per cent., a quantity nearly as great as 
that found in the cultivated Concord Grape at the same season.

The significance of these results must he apparent to every intelligent culti
vator, and to quote the words of the investigator above cited, “The ability to- 
effect such decided changes in the composition of our fruits, cannot but be of 
the greatest importance to horticulturists in improving the quality of the new 
cultivated varieties and producing new varieties of a desired quality. If we cam 
change the composition of our fruits in one or two elements, by the application- 
of the proper food, why cannot wo change the proportion of any element?' 
In the seed is stored up the element of the new plant, and the varied composi
tions may be accompanied by certain physiological changes which shall deter
mine the character of the variety.”

My object for presenting the facts to which 1 have called your attrition this 
evening has been, not to bring forward any detailed exposition of scientific obser
vations, but rather to draw your attention more prominently to the general prin
ciples underlying the laws of growth and nutrition, and to show that our modern! 
horticulture has entered upon an entirely new phase, in which scientific obser
vation is the basis; and he who wishes to reap the large benefits to be derived' 
Irom the intellig nt pursuit of horticulture in any one of its important branches, 
must recognize the necessity ol securing for himself, as a necessary preliminary 
to his work, an accurate, though general scientific culture. If my object in this 
respect be gained, even in a remote degree, the law of compensation may be 
sidered as having found ils application.
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Finit growing has attainuil enormous dimensions.

Canada imported in 1 -18 \ 2,51(i, 4 ill tlis of plums and prim ;s, 7.435.81)1 lbs of 
raisins, |,30l),0u0 His of dales, 1.1 mi.(IIMl of figs, 5.1,411 bundles of bananas, 250,229 
pint'-apples. Canada exported 407.544 barrels of apples valued at 8802,993 and of 
these 204,113 were sent from the port of Montreal.

The United-Stales imported 8.700,000 lbs of figs, 92,000,0011 lbs of prunes, 40 
073,000 lbs of raisins. Tim total fruit export of V. S. in 1888 was valued at $3,510, 
203. and the total import (including nuts! $20,502,203,

Great Britain imported in 1887 4.807,3150, bushels of oranges and lemons. 
643,138 ewl of raisins 1,1011,730 cwt of currants, 1,944,460 bushels of apples. Tno 
total value of fruits imported by Great Britain in 1883 was £7,741,000.

These figures were, most of them, obtained through the kindness of Mr. A 
W. liadrill Secretary of our Board of Trade.

Has man always used so larg ■ a proportion of fruits in bis daily food ? We 
shall see as we go on.

“ The origin, the first home of the plants most useful to man and which have 
accompanied him from the remotest epochs, is a secret as impenetrable as the 
dwelling of all our domestic animals.” So said Humboldt in 1897. How rapid 
lias been the advance of science since then. Of the 247 species of cultivated 
plants studied by Alphonse Decandolle, most have been traced to their original 
homes, and only 3 belong to species which are entirely uncertain or unknown

Plants become distributed in many ways ; by winds, by currents. The 
seeds of many kinds grow readily after passing through the digestive organs of 
birds or of ruminant animals. Birds may even do something in the selection 
and propagation of the best varieties, as they prefer a good to a hail flavored 
fruit, and thus scatter more widely the seeds of the best. Then man comes in as 
a most important factor in plant distribution. He gathers the best wild fruit, and 
til rows away the seeds around his camp. He cultivates what does not grow 
wild. He wanders from place to place an] carries his favorite food plants with 
him, and leaves them growing around the camps lie has left.

The Banana lias been grown as a food plant from very early limes. Not 
only lias it a name in Sanskrit, the language of Ancient India, but its different 
cultivated forms, have names hi Sanskrit, in Ancient Chinese, and in Malay. To
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liavn been cultivated, improved, and carried to widely separated countries at so 
early a period shows culture of great antiquity, besides this its propagation from 
suckers in its seedless form, both in the Old {and New World show that it has 
b'cn cultivated from the remote past.

The Mango has a Sanskrit name and yet possibly may not be a native of 
India. If so it must have been introduced soon after the Aryan invasion.

The Pomegranate has both Sanskrit and Pelasgic names, and therefore 
seems to have been grown in the neighborhood of Greece before the arrival of 
the Greeks.

The Orange has a Sanskrit name, but this may apply only to the bitter 
orange. The sweet orange seems to be a native of Southern China and may not 
have Item known in India at that early date.

The Cocoanut Palm has a Sanskrit name, and if it originated in the East 
Indian Archipelago, its extension towards India and China may not have been 
says Decandolle, more then HOdll or 4000 years ago, but its arrival on the west 
c last of Central America, occnred in the remote past, yet after the physical 
dilion of our planet had assumed its present shape.

A vessel laden with cocoa nuts is wrecked and goes to prices. The natives 
of 'he adjoining shores pick up the nuts and plant them. In this way began 
the cocoanut groves of Lake Worth in Southern Florida but it is easily possible 
for a.cocoanui to drop its fruit in the sea, and forit to be drifted and plant itself 
on distant shores. In such ways as these are plants distributed

The pre historic area of the Fig extended from Syria to the Canary Islands. 
In iilru'ii near Paris leaves ef the wild tig 
Mastodon.
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Horticulture deals with the culture of plants by the baud of man, their va ra

ti0 •• Botany deals with species, in their wild forms. Hor
ticulture is a- it were a scion grafted upon tl)e science of Botany The distribu
tion ot plants in pre-human periods we must leave to the B itanist and the 
Geologist
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ill a hasty way I showed you how very ancient was the distribution of food 
plants in the tropics. 1 nlater times 200 and even 300 years agi, when the Dutch 
Spanish and Portuguese were founding their first colonies, this interchange 
received a new impetus. It was the custom of these Colonists to establish test
ing grounds for the trial of food plants. The British and French colonies also 
pushed this good work. Finis began a systematic gathering and scattering of 
these old world fruits. A few of them had found their way to the new world in 
the long long ago ; hut in 178? a French vessel from the Isle of Bourbon laden
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with plants for St. Domingo, was captured by the British and taken to Jamaica, 
It was indeed a prize to the whole West Indies. A general interchange bet
ween the old world and the new, soon sprang up. So much so that the Banana, 
Mango and other old world fruits are the common food of the people of Tropical 
America.
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These testing grounds were doing too much good to be given up. They 

became propagating and distributing centres and finally merged into the wonder
ful tropical Botanic Gardens of the present day. The present enormous export 
fruit trade of the tropics is wholly the result of this botanic interchange.

ïrefore 
•ival of

The apple has existed in Europe, noth wild anil cultivated, from pre historic 
times. The Lake dwellers, of Switzerland and Lomhardy, men who belonged to 
the polished stone age had two kinds of apples, and they collected them in fair 
quantity, for the charred remains of 300 have been found in one pile. Let us bear 
in mind however that this is not the man of the unpolished stone age, the paleo
lithic man, the cave man who hunted the Mammoth, the woolly Rhinoceros, the 

Bear and the Reindeer in England and in Western Europe, at a time so re-

i bitter 
lay not

le East 
3 been, 
le west 
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oave
hi,ite that England was perhaps part of the main land of Europe. No, these 
scolithic lake dwellers lived long after this and yet before and after the arrival 
of the Celts, whe were perhaps the first of the Aryan races in Europe.natives 
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Deeandolle says these apples may Uft*e been the wild apples growing there, 
yet these men were not nomad hunters like the earlier races, but were agrietik 

They had i kinds of wheat ami 5 kinds of barley, and possessed mawy 
plants not natives of Switzerland. They had communication with the South and 
East, and some think that their domestic animals were of Asiatic origin.
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I mention these things because it would be interesting to know whether the
or frontappl c-s grown in Western Europe were descended from their native stock 

the wild apple of Asia Minor and Northern Persia.

the old home of the Calvilles, where apart from other types, they 
enabled to grow generation after generation until they formed
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loss fixed type. In Russia the Atiis, the Borovinkas and A ports h ivc formed 
families, hut from the wild slock of what region I cannot say.

The apple has names of like derivation in the ancient languages of Northern 
Europe. A fa I in Erse, «fallin the Cymric of Wales, aval in the Ar.norican of 
Brittany, obolys in Lithuanian and yabluko in Ancient Slav, as though it were 
known among these early Northern people. Here and there we can trace apple 
growing to early times.

The Volga in Russia is a very old apple growing region. I am told that old 
poems written about the time of Rurik, over 1000 years ago, allude to this 
The maiden whose neck was like a swan and whose lips were like cherries, had 
cheeks like a Volga apple. The dry climate produces l'ruit of high color. It has 
been supposed that the growing of apples in England dates from the Roman 
occupation. However the Saxon word aep! or aeppel may imply its use in 
Britain previous to the conquest, and it is said that the names of Applegarth 
Appleby, Appletliwait date from before the conquest. In Kent the family name 
of Appleton, whose crest in an apple bough, dates from the time of William the 
Conqueror. iSee Fruits and Fruit trees by Geo. II. Grindon.)

Evelyn says that it was to the industry ol one Harris, fruiterer to Henry 
VIII that the fields and environs of30 towns in Kent were planted with fruit from 
Flanders. Such statements as this, and history is full of them, show con
tinued importations from the continent ; that is continued improvements upon the 
fruit Britain already had.

We now come to the time of thegreatest botanical horticultural interchange 
which the mild temperate regions have ever seen ; I mean the work of the Royal 
Horticultural Society of England in the early part of this century under Knight, 
land ley, and Loudon. They sent Robert Fortune to China to collect plants, 
They interchanged with the botanic gardens of the tropics, they tested all Euro
pean and other fruits they could gel. They made horticulture f.ishionahlo among 
the gentry of England. Their 2nd catalogue published in IS31 contained 1400 
varieties of apples! This great work greatly advanced the horticulture ot 
Western Europe, in fact of the western temperate world. We hero on tics 
continent are indebed in part for oar fruits, in part for the ancestors of our 
fruits.
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needs iiThe pear also dates from early times. It has been found in the deposits of the 

Lake dwellers in Switzerland, and has names in many ancient European lan
guages. It seems to lie found wild from Northern Persia to Western Europe 
It was much grown by the Romans who had at any rate 3ii varieties. Pliny 
however says that “pears are hut an unwholesome meat unless well boiled or 
well baked.” I give this oft quoted saying of ltis t, > show that their quality at 
this period was not high. It was to Van Nous and his associates in Belgium that
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11 vo formed
wo are so largely indebted for the good pears of the present day. Van Mous idea 
was to sow Hu1 i-eeJs of some wilding, which was an improvement of its kind, 
keep under high cultivation, aim at early fruiting, and sow the seeds of the first 
fruits for several generations. His idea was lo sow, to re-sow, lo sow again 
perpetually.” Van Mons was not aware, at first, at least, of the crossing of varie
ties. His theory was at fault, but his practice worked wonders. The catalogue 
of the Horticultural Society of England in 18:11 contained 077 varieties. Hence
forth the pear took rank with the first and most luscious fruits of temperate 
regions.
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The prune plum of Europe seems to he a native of Asia Minor and 
Northern Persia, ou 111 • other hand tic ordinary plum and the sloe are 
natives of Europe, and have been found among the remains of the Lake 
dwellers. Plums in great quantity and variety were grown Lv the Romans and 
sowing and re-sowing have produced the luscious fruit we have to-day.

The sweet cherry (prunus avium) has been found in early times in Switzer
land and Italy ; in early times hut not before the advent of the Aryan races. R 
may have been grown in Greece before the arrival of the Greeks. It is often 
stated that the Roman General Lucullus brought the cherry into Italy from 
Poiitus ; hut he seems merely lo have intioduced some new and good varieties 
The sour cherry (prunus cerasusi seems to he a native of Asia Minor. These two 
ty,es 1 believe lo have been crossed and re-crossed in many of the varieties now 
grown in Europe.

There is a district in Russia where cherry growing is the industry of the 
population. It is in the province of Vladimir, between Moscow and Nijni 
Novgorod, where the winter temperature is about 3 degrees colder than in the 
City of Quebec. The little trees only grow 3 feet high. So largely are they 
giown that they are shipped hv the car load, in all directions, anil I am told that 
entire trains have been loaded with this one product. Dur Government coaxes 
ns to develop our native industries, then why should we not have our Canadian 
Vladimirs with their millions oft lurry trees, their canning and drying'establish
ments. Such labor would develop more bright eyes and rosy cheeks than a 
cotton factory or a paper mill.
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The history of the grape l shall review from the stand point of our own 
needs in this part of the continent.

In 1564 wine was made from the native graphs in Florida and in 1769, the 
French at Kaskaskia, Ill., made 111) hogs-heads of strong wine from wild grapes, 
but the quality was not considered good.
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In [630 a London company sent French vignerons to the Virginia colony, to 
plant grape vines, imported for the purpose. The enterprise failed ; so did
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a Swiss Colony from (li-neva ; so did attempts made with German and Spanish 
vines. Thousands of failures are recorded and not one durable success.

The verdict of the horticultural press of the Atlantic and Middle States is 
that tlie European grape is generally unsuccessful ; only exceptionally is it 
cess. Attention was now turned to the American vine. The Isabella from South 
Carolina was brought to notice in ISIS, and the Catawba from North Carolina 
somewhere about 1S110. Delaware first appeared in the catalogue ot Am. I om. 
Son., in 18.55. To Mr. E. W. Bull of Concord M iss, we are indebted for those 
years of patient labor which resulted in the Concord. Mr. Bull sowed the seeds 
of the best wild grapes, again sowed the seels of the lust an l among "21011 
seedlings obtained the Concord.
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It bad been held that one species of grape could not be crossed with another 
and produce fertile oilspring. Some began to douh. this. Mr.-I. I'.Allen ciossed 
Isabella with Golden Chasselas and produced Allen's Hybrid which lie exhibited 
in 1854, hut our botanists were cautions and considered the case not proven. Its 
seeds were sown and some partook ol the American and some took after the 
European. This was considered'clear proof. Engelmau divided the American 
grape into 13 species, but each species has hem crossed with soins other, even 
the peculiar Scuppvrnong ol the South has yielded by buds. Tt was at this lime 
that E. J. Rogers of Salem. Mass., set to work and cross ;d a native fox grape with 
Black Hamburg and Rose Chasselas. This resulted in the well known Rogers

The vines had the thickHybrids of which hundreds of tons are now grown, 
leaf and rapid growth of the f< male parent, the American vines; while the fruit 
was finer than from any native fox grape.
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Now we conic to crosses with these hybrids. Brighton is from Concord and 
Diana Hamburg, and Diana Hamburg is lrom Diana and Black Hamburg and 
Diana is from Catawba. It is but} European, and a grape of remarkably line qua
lity. But in an unhoped for way wo have obtained line quality. Jefferson is Horn 
Concord and Iona which is from Catawba. So it would seem that we now have 
grapes of good size and of high excellence ;rnvu from grapes of American 
origin.

It was necessary that these varieties should lie tested in our own climate, 
and many willing hands have done their . liar - of this work. 1 have exhibited as 
many as 44 varieties, but it is to Mr. W. M. Rattison of Clarenceville, to whom 

indebted for systematically obtaining every new grape of promise. Hewe are
lias had on trial over 130 varieties and each year reports upon tlieir goodness or
good-l'or-nothingnfss.

I spoke of those patient years of labor by Mr. Bull which resulted in the 
Concord. Let us not underrate its value. It was the grape that started the great
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grope industry to tin* South of us and caused our early giape lever here, and 
must be held in grateful memory for its offspring, Martha, Eva, Pocklington, 
Cottage, Lady Washington, Worden, Moores Early, Duchess, Niagara, Brighton, 
Jefferson. “ Had it not been neither would they have been.” To Mr. Bull we 

indebted not merely for the Concord, but for those of its offspring which 
shall be our favorite grapes in the near and distant future ; and while the public 
may appreciate the tempting collections which appear at our exhibitio is, still 
let them remember that this success is not owing to our little labor in plan tin ;■ 
and gathering, bill to the life long labors of Messrs. Bull, Rogers, Rickett, Cay- 
wood and others who have produced I lies1 grapes which we now so enjoy.
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Of other fruits I must say a few words. The North American Strawberry 
introduced into England in I Hit). In I8|K the Chili Strawberry was im-

mu h sweeter than the American and
was
ported into England. The berry was

between the two produced Victoria, Jucumla, Triomphe de Gaud, etc*villi another 
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The Chili plant however was more tender Ilian the American and these crosses 
in this country have come in more as amateur hoi ries of fine quality than as 
market fruits. The American wild Strawberry has been so improv. d that some 
good market varieties are probably of purely American descent, anil the 
with the Chili born on this continent seem to thrive better than tie si produced

crosses

in Europe.
known to the Greeks and Romans,andRaspberries both rod and white 

hath arc mentioned by early English writers.
were

The Romans had both hard and thin shelled walnuts, (i kinds of chestnuts, 
(one with a red skim, and almonds both sweet an 1 hi11er. Until about :*01 B C., 
Italy was covered by forests, more mpassable than the Romans bad to penetrate 

afterwards, but after this instead of the ilesli and pulse diet the-in Germany
fruits of Asia Minor were cultivated by Asiatics and a high degree ui s ill in
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girdeniiig was attained.
how few “ tree fruits,” that is, fruit bearing trees’ 

we have, that are nalii'vs of this continent ! XX e have no apple, except the sweet 
scented crab of the South and XVest. No pear, in plums we are belt, r off; we 
have the w ild plums o'' C .nada and North-Western States, the Chickasaws of 
tl., West and South, and the Beech Plum of the coast. Of cherries, we have the 
Choke Clierrv. Bird Cherry and the XVild Black. XYe have mulberries, but no 
approach in quality to those of the old world. Persimmons, but not equal to the 
KaLi of Japan. XVe have no orange, no lig, pomegranate, peach, nectarine, 
quince „or apricot. While the Chinese and Japanese and the Romans and other 
early peoples in the old world were slowly developing these fruits from their 
wild forms, wo bad an Indian population who lived by fishing and bunting. 
Hal there been an aboriginal populalion like the Chinese or Japanese, horticnl
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The com
tural in their tastes, then our wild grapes would have been lully equal to any in I pioneer pome 
the world ; dur crab apple at least better than it is ; our haws the size of small I He began wo 
apples; our choke cherry free from astringeucy ; butternuts with thin shells I varieties of a; 
hickory nuts of large size and with thin shell, wild black cherries perhaps equal I greater or les 
to the Black Tartarian, and wild plums fully equal to the Washington and tin 
Green Gage.

Where did our Canadian fruits come from t

in 1818 e 
Englaild.

The Fret
Let us go back to the time when the peasants of Normandy and Brittany I j)Car tiees no 
gathering the seeds and perhaps the scions of the fruits they loved most in 1 there are pea 

their native land before embarking on their long and perilous journey to New I t!iere|is that t
were

France. Later on the Englishman introduced his favorite fruits, the Scotchman I from Normal 
his, and we soon had in New England and in Canada the fruits of the mild | ments have t 
iti'iisl portion of Western Europe. there says tli 

early as 17HI
The early colonists brought with them the seeds of their favorite apples As 

early as 177(1 in an old deed, a farmer in the county of I.Tslet, Ô0 miles below 
Quebec, agrees to pay 2011 bushels of apples per annum, and these ware not 
to be seedlings but were to be Calvilles or Reinettes. These C ilvilles were not 
l hose of old France. The apples we find in the old French fruit growing districts 
are not the varieties of old France, but their offspring born on this continent
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varieties maThe Fameuse, is it a native of Canada? I cannot tell you. It is an old 

variety. It had become known and had become famous, had been sent to En
gland and fruited there, and its fruit exhibited before the Horticultural Society 
of England as early as 1818. and soon after the names snow apple and pomme de 
neiges are given up and the name Fa ne is ; adopted. The Pomme Grise had 
b?en taken to England from Canada and fruited there as early as 1803.
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In the colonies to the South of us fruit culture began early. Its early history 
has been traced with great care by Mr. Robert Manning in his History of the 
Massachusetts Horticultural Society. The book is brim full of facts such as those 

‘The first apple tree that we know of was planted about 1048 bywhich follow :
the first Englishman born in New England. This tree was still bearing fruit in 
1840. A pear tree imported from England by Gov. Prence about 1840 and planted 
on Cape Cod was still bearing 0 years ago. The pilgrim fathers brought with 
them the seeds of the Komish Cherry and the Damson plum. Up to 1750 very

There \ 
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pretty tree, 
things shou

The lat< 
street was i 
teed of Fam 
Montreal Bi

few apples were cultivated which had no: been grown from seed. The pilgrim 
fathers have recorded their opinions of the wild fruits of their new home, and 
seeds of all sorts of English fruits were soon planted.”

In 1773. apples were exported to England from Massachusetts as the crop of 
1772 in England bad failed. The flavor was said to be superior to anything that 
could be produced in England, and they were sold from 2d. 3d. and 4d. each
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The common apple was grown on wild slocks in Virginia in 1 *>47. The 
pioneer pomologist of America was William Coxe of Burlington New Jersey. 
He began work in I7ili and in his pomology published in 1817, he describes 133 
varieties of apples and (ii of pears, tested by himself, and which he considers ot 
greater or less value.

In 1818 every good pear that had appeared in France, had been tried in New 
Engl add.

The French settled in Illinois about Ills.") and there are grand old French 
pear trees now growing on th" sites of their settlements, and on the Detroit river 
there are pear trees 8 or '.I feet in girth, and 70 to 80 feet high. 1 lie old tradition 
t!iert|is that they were brought f.-om Montreal,'Tom which place they were brought 
from Normandy or Provence. The decaying orchards of the Detroit river settle
ments have the White and Bed Calville, Fameuse and Pomme Grise. Tradition 
there says that French missionaries brought seeds and scions from Normandy as 
early as 17 i!>.
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Those who are well up in Canadian history do not seem able to give me 
any light upon the introduction of fruits hy the early French colonists. However 
this much is plain enough. The French in their early journeys, brought with 
them the seeds of the best apples they had, and by sowing and re-sowing, select

or apple trees very fairly adapted to a parting the best, have produced a race 
of this province. Orchards were protected by forests in old times and these 
varieties may not be equally hardy in bleak open exposure.It is an old 

n sent to Idii- 
tural Society 
id pomme de 
ie Grise li.ul

Montreal lias done something in the way of producing new varieties.

The late Mr. Henry Corse, between 1810 and 1830, in bis garden ou C dlege 
street, sowed the seeds of the best plums he could, sowing them direct from the 
pulp. If the leaf was large and of line texture it was allowed to fmil. Hie 
result of this was Corse’s Dictator, Admiral, Nota Bene, and Great Bearer, but 
as these fine fruits are not hardy enough for exposed hill-sides like Abbotsford, 
and as Montreal takes so little interest in such fruits, they may yet be lost. It 
was Mr. Corse who sent to the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, scions of 
Fameuse, Pomme Grise and Bourassa in 1833.

103.
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thorn apples, on the ground of McGillThere were and perhaps still 
College, of remarkable size and good flavor. The \ellow choke cherry, a very 
pretty tree, used lo lie seen in Montreal gardens and now may be lost. Such 
tilings should not be lost. They may be the parents of fruits to

are

come.

The late Mr. Robert Cleghum, who lived in Blinkbonny garden, Sherbrooke 
street was a diligent seed sower. The Blinkbonny be staled was grown from 
teed of Fameuse. His Montreal Waxen has been extensively propagated as the 
Montreal Beauty in U. S and Ontario and as Queen s Choice in Northern New
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England. Mr. Cleghorn is forgotten by many, tlio gh not by all, but the fruit of 
his labor has been enjoyed by thousands.

Two others workers 1 must It -re refer to, they are however not originators 
of new fruits, but importers of new varieties. I refer to the late Jas. ll.Springle who 
tested something like 300 varieties of pears, and Gapt. Baynes, our 1 -rgest intro- 
ducer of English and Scotch apples. Cipt. Baynes has had 100 varieties 
exhibition.

The result of such work we are apt to appropriate with unrecorded thanks.
The climates of Western Europe where our fruits came from is very different 

fini» ours. Climates of greater mildness and moisture. England is a land of 
verdure, her lawns arc like velvet, her thatched roofs covered with moss. Hero 

often suffer front drought and yet the annual rain fall of London is one third 
less than that of Montreal. It is from rapid evaporation we suffer.

Europe is under a combination of modifying inlluences. Atlantic ocean, 
Gulf stream, Mediterranean, Baltic, and Black seas and Sahara Desert all have 
their influence. In Sussex, in England there are large numbers of tig trees over 
1UM years old, and yet this is CO miles farther north than Winnipeg. On some 
of the Lofoden Islands, within ihe arctic circle, sheep pasture all winter. This 
we all know : but what we are apt to overlook is the distance these influences 
extend Eastward. St. Petersburg in latitude til)11, the latitude of Cape Farewell 
in Greenland,so for north that Ihe stars cease to he visible for a month during 
Bummer, has a wintu- temperature only I" colder than Montreal, and Kazan the 
coldest profitable orchard region of Ihe old world, which is about 475 mhos 
farther north than Winnipeg, has a winter temperature 7" milder. Yet if we 
compare the temperatures of towns on the Volga, with similar latitudes in the 
central parts of this continent we are compelled to admit that the influences 
which modify Europe extend to the Mai Mountains.

A hardy race of fruit trees w i n \r)e 1 for the colder parts of this continent, 
for regions loo cold for the fruits of the temperate climate of Western Europe. 
The Siberian Crab was adapted to cold climates so Minnesota planted orchards 
of Transcendent and Hyslop Crabs. Crab seed was sown from trees surrounded 
by apple trees, and hence arose a race of crosses.

If you can retain the thinness of skin of the Siberian and its brisk sprightly 
flavor, and get rid of its astringent or pnekery flavor, you get a good fruit. The 
Early Strawberry crab which ripens with Bed Astrachan is better in flavor than 
any apple I have of its season. Whitney, No. 20 is surpassed in quality only by 
such apples as St. Lawrence. It is far better than our average summer apples. 
Brier's Sweet is the best sweet apple I have of its season. Gibb is my best can
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ti'mg ciab and good as Vie Germans say “ lor raw enjoyment. I wonder whether 
it is possible that 1 over-rate its quality because it was named after myself.

But my friends become enthusiastic over it. Well it may be that my friends 
like it because they like me or because they catch my enthusiasm. We are 
continually mistaking the dictates of one sense for those of another.

he fruit of

iriginators 
tingle who 
•gest intro- 
arietics on

comes home, heWe admire a singer and think the song well sung. A
his wife that he thinks his dinner well cooked. Such want of

man
is so glad to see
accuracy is a broad human failing. Yet call it not a failing. It is a heaven-sent 

It rubs oil' the hard edges of facts, and renders happiness widely possi-led thanks, 
•y diHerent 
s a land of 
oss. Mere 
s one third

blessing, 
blc in this world of imperfection.

Of ‘211 varieties of these hybrid Siberian apples which I fruited lor a number
than in other departments ofof years. I have had a better percentage oi 

my experimental work.
The Russian apple now appeared as a fruit for cold climates, lhe l nited-

Staies Department ol Agriculture at Washington,iu 1870, imported front St. Pelerr-
liurg 252 varieties. These were fruited oil the department grounds at Washing
ton, but owing to the long summer heat they all proved summer apples, and the 
latest of them dropped from the tree by August 4th, and yet these same varieties 
sent to Wisconsin and fruited there, were improved in size and color, and kept 
till February or March.
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Then iu 187!) the Iowa Agricultural College imported 73 varieties from Dr 
Regel of St. Petersburg, and about 134 varieties from Mr. Sell roder ot the Agricul
tural Acadamy of Petrovskoe Rasumonovskoe near Moscow,also a number ol Hos

tile record of these varieties in Russia and in what
one

B it what wassian pears.
climates ? This we did not know and it seemed could not know unless some 
went. It is said that patience is a virtue. 1 tell you impatience is sometimes a 
virtue, and over-contentment, to remain content with things as they should not 

wide spread evil. The fruit regions of the colder parts of this continent 
11 looking anxiously to the Russian fruits. Here was work that had to be 

This resulted in the journy of Prof. Budd and myself, to
needed at St. Petersburg and

be is a 
were a; continent,

rn Europe, 
d orchards 
iu mm tided

done, and at once.
Russia. We did not get the information we

therefore hastened into the fruit growing regions of the upper 
Volga We roamed about in a tarantass, a basket on wheels without springs, 
drawn by 3 horses abreast, with a cowbell over the middle horse; and some- 
times lived on black bread and slept on a bundle of hay. We were in the coldest 
orchard region of the old world at the time that the fruit was ripe on the trees. 
The winter temperature at Kazan is 3» colder than Chicoutimi, which is the 
coldest part of the Province of Quebec where we are likely to try apple growing. 
In Minnesota they can test the hardiness of a tree more severely than L can at

Moscow and
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Abbotsford. A trial of a largo number in bleak open prairie exposure at the 
State Agricultural College resulted in a verdict of Hi varieties hardier than the 
Duchess of Oldenburg I have planted into orchard over 100 varieties of Rus
sian and German apples, and have the same variety from several s -urces in 
Russia planted sidc-hy side to prive their identity or otherwise. We find among 
them hardy trees and remarkably young bearers, fruit sometimes large and showy 
and sometimes of fine quality. Rut will we find late keepers among them. 
Remember that these apples were from the colder districts, of Russia, from latitude 
51" to latitude (10 , from regions where the summer heat is less than Montreal, 
regions mainly north of the limits of grape growing. No doubt I/lslet County 
below Quebec will find late keepers, and we here will find late keepers for home 
use, but that we shall find an apple of the character of the Baldwin, or the King 
I very much doubt. There were many drawbacks attending the importing of 
these fruits, many especially in the importation of 1870, were not true to name. 
They were propagated bv Russian names spelled in all sorts of queer 
ways or by translation often unmusical or wholly wrong. These names some
times written merely from hastily written labels had to be traced to authentic 
Russian sources, and English names, names such as our farmers could spell and 
pronounce added, lor use in this county. This was the most tedious piece of 
work 1 ever undertook. It has all appeared in the last report of the American 
Pomological Society, our authority in these matters, and in the last report of 
the United States Department of Agriculture. These lists may now be con* 
i do red fixed and unchangeable, as no change would be made except for some 
glaring mistake.
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One by one we overcome the difficulties that surround us.

I shall now say something of our future fruits. What part do we intend to 
take in their development '!

AN e have seen how our fruits have improved generation by generation since 
the wild forms were gathered by early man. We have seen how the pear im
proved by seed sowing under Van Mons and bis associates. The production of 
varieties from seed is better understood

now
Mr Pe 

apple. Tli 
good fruit 
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diameter, ’ 
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A wild fruit reproduces its exact self from seed. This is as true as that the 
fixed stars are fixed. What appears to be a fixed star may be a pair of double 
stars revolving around some point between them in a million of years. Yet this 
star seems to the unaided eye of man fixed and immovable. So these primitive 
forms vary so little that man looking on declares them unchangeable.

But plant them in rich soil in gardens, prune and cultivate, and sow their.
Some 
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seeds far a few generations ami you will fiiiJ variation. Some vary readily, 
others cling tenaciously to their old habits.

Til • lirons plum of Germany is grown mostly by sowing the seeds, whereas 
the finer prunes of France are grafted. Some varieties of the peach have shown 
strong tendency to reproduce themselvi s from seed, and so of the orange. Very 
fine orang.'s are grown on tiie Indian River, in Florida, from caretnllv selected 
seed.
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The seedlings of cultivated fruits have a certain tendency to take after their 
less improved parents; yet some few out of the many will be improvements.

But let an apple become crossed will a variety very unlike itsell, or 
another variety, and re crossed, and its offspring will vary widely.

The way to cross varieties is this : As the (lower is expanding, take away tue 
stamens, the male part of the blossom, and apply the pollen of the other variety 
you intend to use. Then cover with gauze to keep off the bees, and sow the seeds 
when they ripen. Or it may be don ; by merely dusting the blossoms of 
tain variety with the pollen from another. Or a branch may be graited into a 
tree of another variety so as to be fertilised by it.

Andrew Knight crossed the Chasselas and Black Cluster grapes in HI s. and 
produced the Siberian Harvey from the Golden Harvey and Siberian cr.il), in 
1811, and there have been a host, of good workers since then.

It is found that the hardiness and bearing of the tree and the size of the 
the fruit, take after the female parents; the quality and season of the fruit 
after the male. There is something over Ô1 pjr cent of truth in this, llie 
knowledge of this is of great value, if we make use of it.

Mr. G. B. Relier, of Rewaukee, Wis-, crossed Duchess of Oldenburg with 
Jonathan, so as to try to get the fine quality and long keeping of tii ■ male (Jona
than) with the size of limit and hardiness of tree of the female, the Oldenburg. 
The Pewaukee apple is a fair representation of the theory.

Mr Peffer crossed the yellow cherry crab of Siberia, with Fall Greening 
apple. The result was the crab which lie named Gibb, (it ever I produce a 
good fruit I should name it Relier I. This was the first cross from a primitive 
form, vet a primitive form under cultivation. From a fruit J ol an inch in 
diameter, we have one which is soin dimes over v'V inches. Such a variation 
in the first generation from a wild form is unusual ; but it show possibilities

Some years ago I went to the orchard ol Mr. Chas. Arnold, ol I nis, Out 
Mr. Arnold led me to an apple tree and asked me it l knew what it was. i said, 1 did
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but that it suggested Northern Spy and Wagoner and lie questioned me as 
cross be-

not,
to the points that suggested Wagoner. He then told me that it was a til ami fact 

theirs, th 
this worltween Northern Spy and Wagoner.

«
Mr. Arnold afterwards sent to our exhibition, at Abbotsford, 7 varieties, grown 

from the 7 seeds of me Northern Spy apple, fertilized by Wagoner and Spitzen- 
burg. Two were of Northern Spy type, one had the form! of Spitz.enburg, one 
was a tough elastic Russet.

1 said before that the French Colonists by seed sowing produced here 
ful race of apples. A race of apples of real value when this country was well 
sheltered by forests. They perhaps have given us the Fameuse, Pomme Crise and 
lionrassa. They have given us the St. Lawrence, Canada Baldwin, Decaiie 
Fameuse sucrée and others. This work has now ceased. Seedlings are no 
longer planted. They no longer pay.

Un the other hand we have among our best commercial apples, some which 
originated in distant lands. Duchess of Oldenburg, Red Astrachan, Ale.xandei 
and Wealthy. This work of introducing new varieties is being pushed with a 
good deal of energy by individual effort and by the Local Horticultural 
Societies.
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But we need both branches pushed ; both importation and seedling pro
duction.

To the Ladies, 1 must say a few words, for there is a work which needs their 
help. Who will cross our common wild plum with the liner plums ol 
European origin and thus give ns a fruit like the Jefferson or the Greengage, 
growing upon a tree as hardy as our native plum. Who will give some odd 
moment of time to the fertilization of our native riparia grape with the large 
fruited labruscas .and thus give us a race of grape vines which will fruit without 
winter protection. Who will cross the Red Cherry crab of Siberia, with the 
hardiest Russian apples and give us trees hardy enough for Manitoba. W ho will 
cross the hardy Russian pears with the Beurres of Belgium? Such work may 
be done by men and has been done by clumsy handed men yet it needs the deli
cate hand, the care and the patience of woman. What work can be more fascinat
ing, producing we know not what, perhaps untold blessings over large areas of 
our country, and 1 am almost sorry that I am not speaking to the poor instead of 
those well off', for there is another side to this question. Several of the 
grapes have been sold, I a.n told, for $4,000 each, ( perhaps some luck money 
may have been paid back, I cannot say l ; but Peter Gideon who produced the 
Wealthy apple receives from the government of the state of Minnesota $1,000 per 
annum for life, and there was no luck money to be returned out of that, but as 
a rule these men do not make money or rather they do make it in the sense of
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il me as 
•oss be- manufacturing it, but in the sense of merely getting it out of other pockets into 

theirs, they <lo not always make it. It is better work than is usually paid tor in 
this world.

It is often said that the Fameuse is dying out because it is an old variety, 
just as the Pomme Grise is doing. There is but a small percentage ol truth in 
this.

, grown 
Spitzen- 
irg, one

The Pomme Grise is not as hardy a tree nor as good bearer as the Golden 
Russet and our markets value a really good apple so a little that they will give 
about as much for a barrel of Russels as a barrel of Grise.
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The Ribston Pippin, produced from seed from Normandy about 1638, is yet a
to a fair extent in Ontario. Thefavorite apple in Nova Scotia, and is grown 

Gravenstcin originated about the middle of last century in Germain. and is 
widely grown in these milder parts of Canada. The Alexander is said to be a 
native of Southern Russia. It was received from Riga by the Horticultural 
Society of England, and fruited in England as early as 18Hi. tSee the reports of 
the Horticultural Society of England in the library of the Montreal Horticultural 

Baldwin fruited for the lirst time about the middle of last

3 which 
exandcr 
with a 

cultural
Society.) The
century The Rhode Island Greening was introduced about 176.'). The Roxhury 
Russet originated at Stoningtou. Connecticut, and appears to have been brought 
from there in Hit'1. tSee Mannings History of Massachusetts Horticultural Society.) 
So we have apples in their prime which originated over two and a half centuries
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There is a great charm in fruiting varieties from distant lands, especially 
of them will be widely useful, some day. Look atwhen you feel that

the descriptions of new fruit by those who have been the first to h uit them 
There is not much truth in what they say. I do not mean to say they lie, oh no ! 
but their enthusiasm prevents, their seeing correctly. Do not think I have no 
enthusiasm, there are times when I cannot see accurately, if able to see at all, 
but when 1 am judging an apple my thoughts and my emotions flow in two dif- 

In fact I suffer from impartiality, and my caution, my wish 
me to withhold true hopes.

some

ferent channels, 
to give no false hopes at times causes

unfortunate one for the apple grower. Here, in 
overstocked. Such things happen

The past year was 
Ontario, and in Liverpool the markets
now and then. In 1837 or 1838, Fameuse only brought *1 per barrel, on the 
wharf at Quebec. These little clouds are by no means welcome, yet they prevent 
our suffering from the monotony of prosperity. Cheap fruit however, is always 
followed by increased demand ; its cheapness widens future markets. A a how 
many there are in this Province who scarcely use apples.
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I see that the College do Montreal and the Ville-Marie Convent, have planted 
enormous orchards ; hut why have not all our nunneries, hoarding schools, 
lunatic asylums and orphan asylums got orchards; and the ailing and the 
young taught to tend and care for them. It is simply this, human beings are 
like horses witli blinkers on, they see only in one direction at one time, and the 
most truly earnest souls are the most blind to side issues, that is while looking to- 
humanity’s needs in one direction we overlook its needs in another.

We forget that “ houses were made for shelter in case of storms," rather 
than to he lived in. Humanity suffers less from exposure than from hung con
tinually caged. The hard-worked business man must have his playground as- 
•veil as his work-shop. The country is the place to grow dioys and girls.

1 usually have a number of French children working for me during tlie- 
apple harvest. Their work during fine weather for 3 or 4 weeks is eating and 
picking apples. IIow they improve! The girls are ever so much prettier when 
they leave than when they first come, apples produce a better complexion than 
pork.
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As ,1 people, our food lacks vegetable acid and the apple is our best and 
cheapest supply.

We live in day- of rapid communication between distant lands. 
Perishable fruit may be sent safely for thousands of miles. At the Colonial 
and Indian Exliibitic in London, in I88l‘, the fruits of British Columbia, Ontario, 
Quebec, New-Brnnswick and Nova-Scotia were placed side by side in the large hall 
of the Royal llori ulturalSociety. Such high color, variety and extent astonished 
the British publi . Their line quality impressed most favorably the fruit com
mittees of the Horticultural Society. These perishable fruits could not have 
been sent let lor cold storage. Our Montreal melons made a most favorable impres
sion. One old gentleman, a special melon fancier, jumped up and declared he had 
never tasted a melon in his life before. I suppose he meant to say that all those 
he had been growing and testing were pumpkins in comparison. Our Fameuse 
will some day lie sent to England in cold storage and will he appreciated as were 
those sent in I8S(>. In London I lasted apples grown in Australia and shipped 
through the tropics in cold storage. They were crisp, spicy and in fine condition* 
So were the pears. Some of these days the Mango, the Custard apple and the 
Sour Sop, the three most delicious tropical fruits I know of, will be for sale here.- 
Cold storage opens great possibilities.

The care of plant life lias been the enjoyment as well as the employment of 
millions in all ages. What we take rare of we become fond of ; for our cares 
are our joys; and in higher things, our chief care and joy become their comfort 
and enjoyment. It is not thos ■ who have the finest garden to promenade in, who feel
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this most; hut those who form an intimate acquaintance with plant life. Talk to 
your plants and try and get into their confidence and their secrets, and they will 
open their little hearts to you and show you in silent words their little troubles 

■ and thank you visibly for every kind act you do for them.

A child should love its rose hush or favorite plant next to its doll, as a some
thing undefinably nice, nice without knowing why. Such a feeling in a child 
will keep blossoming out into little happinesses all through life.

It is this feeling in the human heart, a feeling deep and wide spread from 
earlv ages, which has made horticulture a science, and made it beloved instead 
of a toilsome search after something to eat.

Early man sought fruit before he bunted for gold. For ages before man 
knew the use of metal.-, he cultivated his food plants. They became improved 
and widely distributed, ages before the dawn of history. This improvement 
went on generation after generation.
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Peace-loving horticultural peoples were continually conquered by barbarian 
hordes but the fruits were apt to survive, and these conquered races became tlu 
slaves and gardeners of their conquerors.

'=t and

We who live in temperate regions owe much to the Romans. Not that they 
horticultural people, but they wheeled humanity into line, found outlands, 
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what .a man was good for and made him work “ lor all lie was worth.

The Roman pro consul who had served his time in the East, built his villa in 
Italy and attempted to surround it with a Persian “paradaisos.” He brought 
with him the fruits of Asia Minor and Persia, and the Asiatics to cultivate them- 
These fruits found their way into Gaul and Britain and were the ancestors of 
the fruits we have here to-day.

Thus have our fruits been improved, under a kind providence, by the hand 
of man. Each generation lias done its work. Let us do ours.
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FORESTRY FOB CANADA.
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T!i;< forest does not only supply th - iuvaluableeominodities of fuel an 1 ’mninr 
it. exercises a great influence oil the climate, and on agriculture. If science has 
not vet admitted that the presence of forests increases the rainfall (by condensa
tion of vapour held in the atmosphere, owing to the lower temperature of the 
forest land, or hv other meansi, it is universally admitted that the forest regu
lates. throughout the year, the distribution of water in our streams, contributes 
to retain the moisture favourable to vegetation, retards evaporation and checks 
the effects of drying winds.

Unfortunately, it is only after the forest is gone, that its value is truly ap
preciated, as in the South of France, Spain, Italy, Greece, and many oilier 
countries, once fertile, now barren and unproductive. The two great extremes, 
long drought, and disastrous inundations, are due to the same cause, viz ; the 
wliolesaleilestruetion of the forests, especially on the mountains, the birthplace of 
the streams. The soil of many a fertile valley is now hidden under a thick bed 
of sand, gravel and boulders las wo often see in Switzerland) brought down by 
torrents from the mountain slopes, where the trees which once retained the 
ground with their roots, have been destroyed. The rain, instead of soaking 
gradually through the moss, vegetable mould and roots, and feeding, by degrees, 
the springs ami streams, as it did, while the forest lived, rushes down to the 
valleys below, as it falls, as from the sides of a roof, in irresistible torrents, carry
ing with it the ground that nothing now retains on the steep mountain side.

It is most interesting to follow the work of re-afforesting carried on, prill- 
ci [Killy in France, on the Landes for nearly a century, and on the barren moun
tain slopes, and to notice1 their beneficial results. The efforts of the Ligua du 
Reboisement de l’Algerie to repair the harm done in Algeria, by the burning 
of the forests on the slopes of the Atlas, deserve the warm sympathy of all those 
who can appreciate perseverance and devotion to the public good.

But the suiije't before us to day, is " Forestry for Canada.'’ It is dillicult to 
awaken any inti rest in the question among us We are apt to consider Forestry 
as a superfluity, here, as if our forests were inexhaustible. They would he so 
(saving accidents by fire with judicious management and sufficient protection1 
The aim af Forestry is not. as many believe, to preserve trees for ever, or until 
they decay and fall. Quite the reverse, it is to select and cut down every tree 
ripe for the axe, making room for the young growth, and thereby insulinj a con-
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not only spending onrtinned reproduction and :i steady revenue. As it is, we 
revenue, we are drawing largely every year, upon onr capital.

are

The pride ol' the Canadian forest, the white pine, is getting very scarce; the 
proportion of first-class wood is decreasing year by year, while the distance ironi 
which it is brought is increasing. How many mill owners, who would have 
scorned sawing spruce logs a few years ago, are only toi glad to get them now,

readily than pine, wo can fore-aiul though spruce reproduces itself much
the time when it will get very scarce, at the present rate ol cutting.

more
see

the first to sound tin alar n,The late J uins Little, of Montreal, who wis 
deserves to lie giatefully rem -inhered by Canada. When every one treated our

the first to call attention to itspine as if the supply were inexhaustible, he was 
rapid disappearance, llis warnings were tint, not only with indifference, lout 
with ridicule. X ow, the eyes of the most sceptical are opened, and they must

tlnin turn round now and atlirmadmit that he was right; but it is sad to 
that it is no use devising means lor the protection o!

see
forests, li -cause there 

There is still a great deal left worth
om

is nothing left in tLitem worth protecting, 
caring for and improving. It is late, hut not too late.

The great American forester, F. B. Hough, in his R .-port to Congress, draws 
attention to the fact that: “ although the system of management of the Canadian 
u forests is crude in its provisions, and destitute oi any policy tending to secure 
« tiic growth of new forests, it lias one redeeming feature, as the title to the land 
u il4pif remains vested in the Government, ana, after the expiration of the first 
“ temporary leases, under which the native timber is cut, it will be available lor 
u anv course of management that experience may suggest. Tli s last considéra- 
h li0n prepares the wav for a:,y system of For istry th it the wants and resources 
,i 0r th0 country mav, in future, demand, and, even without a system, tin natural 
« growth of a new forest, where tin old one has been cut away, especially where 
“ the spruce timber prevailed, is in many places, bringing forward a supply lor 
«, future use, although much less effectually linn unde;- proper car - wo il.l he

obtained "
Mr Hough was right to assum - fiat I ho forests of C inada belong to th ; Crown 

as the proportion in private h, ,1s is comparatively ins gniiie mt. The Government 
Molds them in trust for the people and is answerable for their goo l management-

It is a good sign to find in the Doninion Statute

vi,lom.. for the preservation of tore..! frees on the (rests and slopes of thellochy 
.. Mountains, and for the proper maintenance. Ihronfl, oat the year, ol the ref......

1

Hook, 17 Viet., rap. "25, sect 
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Secondly.—The Government ought not to force, every year, thousands o 
square miles of timber limits on the market in advance of the legitimate require
ments of the trade, and with the unavoidable result of glutting the European 
market. The Province is interested in the successful carrying on of the timber 
trade as it provides the whole of the raw material which keeps the trade going 
and ought to get returns for the value of that raw material, proportionate to the 
earnings of the trade. It will not come amiss here, to quote John Stuart Mill's 
opinion of the status of our timber trade, from his Principles of Political Economy ; 
“ The limber trade of Canada is one example of an employment of capital, partak

ing so much of the nature of a lottery, as to make it an accredited opinion 
that, taking the adventurers in the aggregate, there -is more money lost by the 

i: trade than gained by it, in other words, that the average rate of profits is less 
“ than nothing.” Even supposing the timber trade firmer now than when John 
Stuart Mill wrote, the Government is not justifiable in encouraging over produc
tion. as it does, and it would appear wiser, not only for the sake of the forest, 
but for that of the Exchequer, if the Government kept the limits not actually 
required for the reasonable wants of the trade, so that the Province might here
after benefit by the unavoidable rise in the price of those limits.

Fouhthi.y—Protection against fire which destroys more trees than the axe

Tumni.Y —Strict regulations as to the minima» size of logs allowed to be cut 
and encouragement to convert trees into saw logs, instead of suqare timber, which 
wastes one-third of the tree in the squaring.

In the absence of a regular system of Forestry there are practical means of 
protecting our public forests which I will now review as briefly as possible.

Finsr, and most important- —A care Til elassilieiilion of Public Lands, under 
two heads: Lands tit for agriculture, which alone ought to be opened to settle
ment—lands unfit for agriculture, which ought to be carefully closed against 
settlement and kept in forest. The best timber lands, especially the pineries, are 
generally totally unfit for agriculture, it is a cruelty to decoy settlers there. How 
many hard working men have wasted the best part of their lives in trying to 
get a living out of such poor soil, and are lied down to it, for want of means to 
move away with their families ; the only result of their work being the ruin of 
a line forest and their own ruin. The Quebec Legislature had enacted a wise 
law in 1883, the Timber Reserve Act, which, I regret to see. is on the point of 
being repealed. As to the relations between the settler and the lumberman, 
where there is good faith on both sides, those relations ought to be of the most 
friendly nature.

of water in the rivers and streams which have their sources in such moun
tains.”
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precautions in lighting fires m the woods and in clearing lands by fire, for settle
ment; this last subject is closely connected with the question ol" the classification 
of lands and the keeping of settlers from lands unfit for agriculture. Fires are 
more to be apprehended in pineries and among resinous trees, where the soil is 
very often unfit for agriculture, than among hardwood trees where the quality 
of the soil is much better as a rule. Our Provincial Legislature is now consider
ing a good measure calling on the lessees of timber limits to contribute one half 
of the costs of protecting their limits against (1res, the Province paying the other 
half. It is, I think, the law in Ontario.

Fifthly.—Export duty on saw logs, a most important question. Sir John 
Macdonald was asked, a few weeks ago, by an influential deputation of lumber
men to repeal the export duty on round logs. He reminded them that in IRrtfi 
that export duty had actually been increased at their own request, and told them 
that the Government would consider before all, the good of the country at large.

We are striving to increase the numbers of our people; we deplore the 
large emigration fiom Canada to the United States. Shall we encourage that 
emigration, by sending away the logs which feed our saw-mills, so that they 
may get sawn by cur neighbours? The sawyer will lollow the logs, and we 
shall drive away thousands of industrious men who will follow the raw material 
in which they find their work. True, we arc offered by the United Slates free 
entry for our sawn lumber (or rather there is a talk of its being offered) if we 
repeal our export duty on logs. On the other side, we are threatened with an 
addition to the present import duty on sawn lumber, equal to the amount of our 
export duty on logs, if we persist in retaining it.

Very likely that threat will not not be carried out ; but whatever happens, 
unless we give up forever all consideration for the welfare of our own country, 
we must retain our export duty cm logs, thereby protecting our forests and seen, 
ing work for our own people.
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C a cation or New Foiiests.

It is difficult to compress within the narrow limits of one lecture all llio 
branches of Forestry. After considering the preservation of existing forests, we 
cannot ignore the necessity for creating 
West and our old settlements, denuded of trees, in the East.

As for the North-West, what we want, first of all. is practical experience. 
Many theories have been propounded to explain the absence of trees on the 
prairies, and Mr, A. T. Drummond, of Montreal, a zealous worker in the cause 
of Forestrv, has written some very interesting essavs, on that subject.
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No use dwelling on the benefits to accrue from the planting of trees on the 
North-West prairies. Let the Government make a beginning, by starting experi
mental Forestry stations, nurseries and plantations of trees, under the care of 
the Mounted Police, at every one of their permanent headquaters. It will be an 
example to the settlers ; the young trees from seed, at a nominal cost in the 
nurseries, can be given to them. The work will not interfere with the duties of 
the Mounted Police, and it will interest and improve the men, in every way. 
Practical experience will soon indicate what trees to select, where and how to 
sow and plant.

I would recommend the Ash-lcavcil Maple, [Acer ncgitmlo) to start with. The 
rapidity of its growth, its resistance to the drought, the value of its sap for sugar, 
which has been scientifically demonstrated by Doctor R J. Harrington, in a 
series of experiments, the results of which have been communicated by him to 
the Royal Society of Canada, in a most interesting paper ; all these recommend 
its culture as a starting point. With that tree, plant cotton-wood, noplar,willow, 
every kind of fast-growing tree, however inferior in quality, so as to start wind 
screens, behind which slower growing but more valuable trees can be cultivated, 
and fields of grain sheltered from the baneful effects of the drying winds.

If, in the absence of ally serious attempts at forest tree culture in the North- 
West, we are still puzzled how to proceed there, here, in the East, we know bc- 
orehand that we are bound to succeed, with proper judgment and care. We 

know that every soil here, whatever its nature, can grow some kind or other of 
tree, and that, in many instances, the intrinsic value of the tree is quite out of 
proportion with the value of the soil: pines on sandy soil; sugar maples on 
rocky hill sides; ash, on cold, wet soil : tamarac and cedar in swamps; white 
birch on the worst soil and under most unfavourable climate, and, of course, 
oak, elm, butternut, black birch, &c, tkc., in good soil.

It appears logical to choose the most valuable of trees for a new plantation 
when the nature of the soil admits of it, though we often see valueless willows 
and poplars planted on the best soil and even in gardens. 1 have tried the black 
walnut, which sells for a dollar a cubic fool, in Quebec—nearly the price of 
mahogany. Trees raised from the nut have given 
growth, but, as my experiments do not extend over fourteen years, however satis
factory to myself, I cannot yet assert lliat the success is complete. Certainly it 
is very encouraging, and, I hope, will lead Olliers to try the experiment, which 
is not an expensive one.

It is impossible to enter into the details of tree planting now, but there are 
two points which ought not to he overlooked : in our climate, experience shows 
that is is better to plant trees in the Spring, especially if the soil is in the slightest
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degree wet or even retentive of humidity, and, secondly, it is useless to attempt 
tree culture mahout yood fetters, as cattle will destroy all the young trees. In 
fact, there are thousands of spots where the cultivation of the soil lias been given 
up, which, in .a few years, would be cover d with a growth of self sown trees, 
if the cattle were only kept out by fences.

The results of Forestry are so far removed, and, at the same time, of such 
national importance, as to make it incumbent on the Government to encourage 
it bv every means: experimental stations, especially in the North-West, in charge 
of the Mounted Police and the Indian Agents and teachers, nurseries of forest 
trees and gratuitous distribution of the same, rewards in land grants or exemp
tion from taxation, encouraging the observance of Arbor Day, a School of Forestry, 
or, until that point can be reached, sending some well qualified young men to 
study Forestry in the French and German schools, and last, but not least, educat
ing the people, beginning with the children.

Teach, in all the schools, the elements of tree culture, joining practice with 
theory, whenever possible. No better way to develop in the child the qualities 
necessary to his success as a man. lie will learn forethought, in choosing the 
proper season, the soil, the tree; care and patience, in digging up and transplant
ing that tree ; perseverance in watching over it, watering it, supporting it, prun
ing it, cultivating the ground round it; unselfishness, in feeling that he works 
not only for himself, but that others will enjoy the fruits of his labour.
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SUGAR PRODUCING PLANTS.

By WiLKiim Skaifk, B. A. Sc.

1 have to speak of the manufacture of sugar and the plants from which it is 
extracted. Of all the chemical industries properly so called, this is probably the 
oldest and it is now the greatest, both as regards the capital involved and the 
general importance to all classes of mankind. It is said that the march of civili
sation in a country is marked by an increase in the consumption of sugar and of 
soap, and this is certainly supported by present statistics. The world seems to 
have got on very well with little or no sugar until the 16th century of our era, 
when the introduction of tea and coffee into Europe increased the demand an 
hundred-fold and more, and refineries were established in Holland and England.

The origin of the sugar industry is naturally shrouded in the darkness of a 
time very far past. We consider the word sugar to be derived from the Persian 
slwldur which, with the Arabic name of the same pronunciation, comes from the
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Sanskit sarkari It is, however, impossible to tell from ancient writers whether 
the substance frequently alluded to as resembling honey and used in medicine 
was sugar or not. Most probably it was, but in the form of syrup and not at 
first in crystals.

Galen and Pliny, in the beginning of our era, spoke of a substance called 
sacchnmm found in Arabia Felix, and only used in medicine, and in the Bible we 
all know of the mention of sweet calamus and cinnamon in Solomon’s song, and 
of sweet cane in Isaiah and Jeremiah. Herodotus speaks of manufactured honey, 
and Nearchus, one of Alexander’s admirals, tells of a reed which gave honey 
without bees.
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Moses Chorenensis, however, is the first writer to mention the boiling of 
plants, in this case sugar canes, for the extraction of sugar, and the first Euro
pean home of the sugar industry was in Sicily where Frederick Barba rossa found 
many factories when he invaded Italy in 1121. From Sicily the culture of the 

gradually spread into Spain, and from thence was carried by the Spaniards
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cane
into the West India Islands and Brazil Here it found a congenial climate similar
to the Indian one, from whence it came, and soon it became a source of great 
wealth, there being no less than twenty-eight sugar factories in San Domingo in 
1518. It became apparent that the cane was meant to flourish in tropical coun
tries and the cultivation in Europe died out, so that for over 300 years sugar came 
to Europe over the sea from equatorial countries and was produced 
almost entirely from the sugar cane, which had come to be looked upon 
as the only practical source of sugar.

In the year 1747, however, a German chemist named Markgraf announced 
the discovery of f per cent, of sugar in certain sorts of roots which grew in 
northern Europe. This was looked upon as a botanical fact of small value to the 
world at large, until another Gei man named Acliard erected a little factory on 
his farm at Cunern near Breslau, and beg n actually In produce line white sugar 
from MarkgraFs roots. Furthermore, he made money at. the same time, which 
was vastly more important, and drew the attention of all thinking men to the 
fact that a new source of wealth had arisen in Europe. From that moment, 
in fact, a mighty rival to the veteran sugar cane appeared. It might have been 
long, however, before it could have coped successfully with foreign s gar, had 
not the first Napoleon, whose eye was as keen in peace as it was in war, lent his 
mighty help to the struggling industry in France, where Crespel Delisse and a 
few others, recognizing the value of Achard’s results, were striving to establish 
the new industry on a firm fo iling. The result was in accordance with the 
Emperor's favorite maxim l!i it God favours tile heaviest battalions, other things 
beine equal, and b vt sugar rose steadily in France. Germany followed the good 
example, and then Holland, Belgium, Austria and Russia took it up. To-day out
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of five million tons of snga1' consumed in the world per annum, move than half 
is made from the sugar heel. The rest is made from the sugar-cane principally, 
and some from the date palm, llie sugar-maple with which we are familiar, and 
the sorghum or bastard sugar-cane. The only plants which deserve any extended 
notice are the cane and the beet, for they alone are of commercial importance. 
The sorghum is capable doubtless of great things, although, up to now the costly 
and valuable experiments of the United States Government with it, have not 
resulted in much progress among the growers of the plant.

1 will speak first of the sugar-beet, as it now occupies first place as a sugar 
producing plant in the world, and bids fair to hold its own against all comers.

The sugar beet is a hardy biennal plant, indigenous to the south of Europe. 
We are all familiar with the shape of the ordinary mangel wurzel, and it resem
bles this more than any other, being white in the flesh and not red as many sup
pose. It is smaller than the mangel and much heavier in proportion. When 
from gooil seed and properly cultivated, it grows entirely beneath the ground, 
only the collar, from which the leaves spring, showing. Extensive experiments 
and cultivation have produced an immense number of varieties, but the origin of 
the rich sugar beef is the old root known to botanists as the Beta alba. Only the 
part which grows below the ground is valuable to the sugar maker, but the 
leaves and collars make first rate cattle food. Sugar beets are propagated lrom 
seed entirely, which is produced hv the plant in the second year of its growth. 
The seed is sown early in the spring, in long drills, anil now almost entirely by 
machinery. The drills are usually about eighteen inches apart and every year 
ellorts are made to sow them closer, for the farmer as well as the manufacturer 
likes small and heavy beets rather than large and porous ones.

In about a week’s time the small plants show themselves above the ground 
and all attention is paid to the thinning out. This is a delicate process which 
must be done by hand and on the proper performance of it everything depends 
The plants are taken out so as to leave only one by itself, every eight or nine 
inches in the row, and children are found to be best adapted for the work. In 
the beet districts there is a continual struggle between the school authorities and 
the farmers as to who shall have the children in the spring time, and the school 
inspector usually has a hard time, for he has to contend with the parents and the 
children themselves, as well. I have seen as many as fifty hoys and girls work
ing slowly across the fields in a long row, and in Bohemia often three times as 
many, all of whom ought by law to have been in school. And often have l 

sudden stampede from the fields, led by the oveisoer himself, at the sight of a 
gendarme in the distance. In fact in my apprenticeship days, 1 have several
times found it very advisable to depart from the fields with more rapidity than
dignity and to let the youngsters take care of themselves, which Bohemian chil-
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dren lire well qualified to do. After the beets are thinned out the fields are left 
alone for a few days to allow the young plants to gather strength, and then the 
weeding and hoeing begin. This is done now almost entirely with machines 
.drawn by horses, which keep turning up the ground and destroying the weeds 
between the rows, until the leaves of the beets get to be large and begin to cover 
the ground completely. Then they are left to themselves till the fall, when in 
the latter end of September they are taken out. At this time the leaves are yel
lowish and the roots firm and heavy, the growth being ended for the first year, 
while in the root is a store of sugar, which it has accumulated l'or further use, 
as bees do honey. But before it can get a chance to use the sugar in the second 
year’s growth, the manufacturer takes it out of the ground and carries it otf to 
the factory. The harvesting is done either by hand, loosening the roots with a 
narrow spade and then pulling them out, or by special plows for the purpose. 
The leaves and heads are cut off on the field and the roots transported to the 
factory for immediate use, or put into what are called silos. These are large 
piles of beets covered over with eight or ten inches of earth to keep out the 
frost. It is a simple and good way of keeping any roots, and now universally 
adopted instead of the costly buildings or cellars of tonner years. In these the 
beets may be kept safely until they begin to grow again, which time depends 
much on the weather and the country. In France it is difficult to keep them 
after New A ear’s day, while in Germany they may still be in good condition in 
February. In Russia and Canada they arc perfectly inactive as late as the end 
of April, owing to the continuous cold. Once the sprouting Degins, a series of 
chemical changes take place in the root, tne principal one being the transforma
tion of the crystallizablo sugar into another form which is useless to the 
facturer.
supposing that they are worked up while still frozen, for, inasmuch ;.s the freez
ing kills them, they rot as soon as they thaw, and the process of putrefaction par
tially destroys the sugar as well as makes the work in the factory well nigh 
impossible.

In the culture of the sugar beet, the two primary considerations are, first the 
seed and then the soil. On the kind of seed depends, entirely, the richness of 
the beet and, the soils being the same, the size of the beet. Small beets 
usually rich, large ones poor in sugar, and the great object of the manufacturer 
is to get as much sugar as possible per acre.AThc different kinds of beets 
crossed and re-crossed until finally the proper beet for the particular country is 
got at. It is remarkable, indeed, to note how the roots have increased in richness 
in the past twenty years. Then six to eight per cent was common in Germany, 
but now they will not have anything under 15 per cent with an ordinary crop, 
and plant seed beets which contain over 20 per cent. The man to whom the 
honour of this improvement is due is Vilmorin, of Paris. He took the old Sile
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sian beet and by long and careful cultivation produced a small beet containing a 
great deal of sugar, and also very pure. Every year the German, Austrian and 
Russian seed growers buy from him at whatever price he likes to ask, and keep 
improving their stock until now they export seed back to France, for all this 
time the Frenchman could not appreciate their countryman’s efforts, and conti
nued to grow the old cattle beet until the Germans got so far ahead that they 
exported sugar into France. In 1884 came a terrible crisis, and all turned 
their eyes to Germany to find that they were far behind, and all on account of 
bad seed.

The nature of the soil has a double effect on the beet. It affects the size of the 
crop and also its quality. Beets may be considered as consisting of five or six 
per cent, of what is called mark or insoluble fibrous mater, and 94 to 95 per cent 
of juice. In this juice the sugar is dissolved and also, uufortunatly, a number of 
other substances, which arc salts of lime and potash joined to organic acids, and 
various complicated gummy matters. The presence of these is the cause of 
molasses, and the less pure sugar results from the process of manufacture. It is, 
therefore, of great importance that there bo as little as- possible of tnem, and 
their presence is determined greatly by the nature of the soil and the manure 
which is used. It is practically true that the only substances a plant derives 
from the soil, are phosphoric acid, nitrogen, and potash, and therefore, manures 
are only of value inasmuch as they contain these substances. Of these, the 

wish most to avoid is potash, and it is a fact that this is a substance for which 
a beet has a most unreasonable fondness. It will absorb potash just asa child will 
eat candy, and grow large and coarse, yielding an impure salty juice of small 
value. Wherefore potash is used very sparingly, only in fact, where the absence 
of it in the original soil is so marked as to render an addition absolutely neces
sary for the life of the plant. Again nitrogen is an element to be avoided in 
excess, for its use results in large spongy beets, which will not keep and yield 
impure juices which are very difficult to handle. The chemically inclined readers 
of this paper will be interested in hearing that a strong odour of nitrogen peroxide 
is frequently observed in the factory where the beets are obtained from dark rich 
soils, or those on which a Chili saltpetre is used in excess. And when such beets 

decomposed by heating in the silos, they give out in the process of manulac- 
ture, inflammable gases which often cause violent explosions.

The remaining element of nutrition which the plant requires, phosphoric 
acid, is the greatest friend the sugar-maker has. It counteracts the alkalies in 
the juice, forming a harmless combination, and has also a ripening action which 
is most valuable in backward seasons. Therefore, when manuring, we add to 
the soil plenty of phosphoric acid and a little nitrogen, while potash is generally 
forbidden ; and in selecting a soil we avoid very rich ones, or alkaline ones, and
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select a light, warm one if possible. But really, the only way to tell whether a 
certain soil is fitted for the culture of the beet as a general rule, is to sow some 
seed and see what will come of it. Chemical and physical considerations are 
wonderfully helpful in agriculture and have revolutionized that science, but 
up to now no chemist can tell what a given soil is best adapted for by analysing 
it, unless of course there be certain very marked characteristics. As a rule, 
however, beets will stand more -ougli usage from the weather than any other 
crop. Their greatest enemy is water in the subsoil, which kills the young roots 
ns soon as they reach it. Deep and thorough cultivation with plow and grubber 
is absolutely necessary, and this fact, and the one that nothing repays care so 
well as a beet, have caused a revolution in the state of agriculture wherever 
beets are grown in any quantity. It is the only crop grown by man on whose 
quality everything depends, and the only one which is subject to severe scrutiny 
It is true that barley is also carefully examined by the malsters, but we do not 
hear of careful chemical analysis of barley or hundreds of thousands of dollars 
spent in the mere propagation of the seed. When a farmer grows a crop of beets 
and knows that the more sugar they contain the better for him, he takes care to 
find out the best way to manage his soil. And this care produces a great effect 
on all other crops. Instead of ploughing three or four incites deep, he goes down 
to fourteen inches, and he keeps his land clean, lie also begins to understand 
about manures. In this country, for instance, the farmer will buy anything that 
looks black and smells bad, or will take any artificial manure you may offer him 

trust. But the best grower calmly offers so much per pound for potash or 
nitrogen or phosphoric acid, and cares not a bit whether these elements are in 
guano, or Chili saltpetre, or sulphate of ammonia, or anything else Of course 
there are enlightened farmers in all countries, but in beet districts such accurate 
knowledge is universal.

Beets are most extensively cultivated now in the tract of land extending 
from Paris and Prague on the south, to the Baltic Sea on the north, and between 
the German Ocean on the west and the Russian boundary on the east. In Russia 
the beet fields extend from Kiew to Moscow principally. Several attempts have 
been made in Italy without success, and in Spain as well; the ignorance and 
backwardness of the farmers in these countries was the greatest difficulty. In 
California, beets are now grown extensively, but experts seem agreed that, of all 
countries Canada is the best adapted to this industry. Let us hope that this 
opinion will be justified in time to come.

So much lor the beet. Now let us turn to the sugar-cane, the other great 
of sugar to the world. It is still, I may say, looked upon by many as the 

only source, so little do we ofteivknow about the commonest things in life. The 
cane has now been cultivated for nearly a thousand years, but almost entirely 
in tropical countries, and, therefore, under the management of tropical pieoples
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Genius, we are told, lights the lamp in northern latitudes, and the way in which 
northern nations have succeeded in competing in the sugar markets of 
the world through the sugar beet with the sugar-cane, is certainly 
a most pointed instance of the truth of the old proverb. For it is only in the last 
few years that intelligent work is being done in cane sugar countries, and that 
under the stimulus of German and English engineers But even yet, the waste 
on a cane sugar estate is appalling to the scientific sugarmaker of Europe, and 
things are altogether in a backward and inefficient state. In consequence, we 
have not the same accurate knowledge concerning the cane as a plant that we 
have about the beet.
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The sugar-cane is a sort of enormous grass belonging to the genus Saccharum, 
and known as the Saccharum oH'icinarum. There are an immense number of 
kinds, but probably all are from a single species of which they are varieties, the 
differences being induced by cultivation in difierent soils and countries, and, 
indeed, consisting often in only a different name. The vast area over which the 
cane is grown has resulted, indeed, in a greater number of names. \\ e have, 
lor instance, the Bourbon cane, the Otaheite cane, the Batavian cane, the large 
red cane of Assam, the black and yellow Xepaul cane, the Chinese cane, the 
Seelangore cane, the last named being, perhaps, the finest kind known. The 
South Pacific islands, probably the original home of the cane, produce many 
varieties with unpronounceable names.

The principal differences are in the colors of the leaves and stalks, which 
range from black or purple to green or red. The yield per acre and the percent
age of sugar is also most variable, and.has hitherto been a matter more of acci
dent than anything else, owing to the backward state of the whole industry 
which I have mentioned above.
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In apnea ranee, the cane is a plant with a knotty stalk surmounted by a 
bunch of leaves, and from six to ten feet high. At each joint or knot, theie is a 
leaf and an inner joint. The number of joints in the stalk varies from forty to
eighty, and these joints are peculiar structures which it is difficult to describe
clearly without proper diagrams. They arc the parts in which the juice is pei-

The cane is propagated infee ted, and each encloses the germ of a new cane, 
the same way as potatoes, by means of these eyes orjomts, as up to now no sugar 
cane has been known to perfect its own seed. The cuttings are taken from the 
most healthy canes and usually from near the top. They are planted very 
fully in straight rows some two or three feet apart, and begin to sprout in about 
a fortnight. They are then carefully banked with earth from time to time as 
they grow, until there is a little hill all round the cane very much like the way 
our own Indian coon is treated. At the same the weeding and trashing is car-
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ried on, the latter operation being the removal of all dead leaves and suckers — 
a most important,point.

There is another method of propagation which ought to he mentioned, 
namely ratlooning This is merely allowing the new cane to sprout up from the 
old root or stool as it is called. It is remarkable that in some countries as in 
Bengal, good rattoons are never seen, while in Jamaica all canes are 
duced in this way. It entails a smaller yield but a surer crop. In harvesting, 
the canes are cut as close to the stool as possible, the leaves and tops discarded, 
the rat-eaten canes put aside, and the sound ones transported to the mill. This is 
done, usually, by horses or mules but often wire tramways stretch across the 
plantations, or navigable trenches are laid out on which flat boats are propelled 
and the cane conveyed on them.

The yield per acre of cane, varies a good deal in different countries.
23 tons in Louisiana is a good crop, while in Barbadoes 30 tons is

Canes contain all the way from six to twenty-four per cent, of sugar and 
may be said to be richer as a rule than sugar beets.

^ hat has been said concerning the effects of soil and manure on the sugar 
beet applies, in a general way, to the cane, 
little nitrogen and potash as possible is the general law to be guided by, although 
the number of empirical rules about the best manures for canes, is large and con
fusing. The kind of climate is a more important consideration with the cane 
than the beet. It is not a hardy plant and needs great heat and considerable 
moisture. Thus it is that canes grow best on tropical islands or on the coast. 
W arm inland countries, even where irrigation can be practiced, arc not nearly 
so well suited. As in the beet, the development of the sugar in the cane is 
greatly helped by warmth towards the end of its period of growth, and altogether 
it may be said that the cane wants just what the beet does, to manufacture its 
sugar, but wants the conditions intensified. The fight between the cane and the 
beet is now a bitter one. It will probably continue for all time, but the beet will 
get the upper hand gradually, indirectly, that is to say, otherwise than 
sugar producing plant. The refuse of a beet factory ranks among the finest 
cattle foods in the world, while that from the cane is good only as fuel. The cul
ture ot the beet raises the general state of agriculture to the highest pitch of per
fection, while that of the cane excludes other crops.

Let us now see what becomes of the ripe cane and beet after it arrives at the 
factory. I hese are very large buildings nowadays, filled with expensive machin
ery and not insignifleent little places as many people suppose. To be sure there 
are still a few which are not extensive, and the most primitive and curious one is 
probably that now working on the banks of the Ganges. It consists of the stump
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of a troc with a hole in it, in which is a conical crusher driven by an ox at the 
end of a long beam. Two or three canes are squeezed in it at a time and the 
resulting liquor boiled in an iron pot alongside.
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Then in China and Manilla the cane is grown in small patches and hv poor 
people, and the canes crushed anyhow and the liquor boiled down to a thick 

without any purification. Much of this sugar is refined in Montreal to day,mass
and it resembles earth in appearance. Sugar is also made, as we know, from 
the maple by simple concentration of the sap, which, however, is so pure that the 
product is very fine. That made from the date palm and called jaggery, is also 
merely juice boiled down in any kind of a pot, but in countries where a great 
deal of sugar is produced, as in Cuba or Java or Germany and France, things 
are carried on in a different way, factories work all the way from "200 to 2,000 
tons of raw material in twenty four hours, and are worth anywhere from 8200,-

A bo ut ■000 to $500,000 a piece.
i.

I will give a general description of a beet sugar factory, inasmuch as it is 
much the more perfect and extensive and will include nearly all that may he 
said about a cane sugar one.

On approaching the factory, the beets are seen in great heaps outside in pro
cess of delivery by the growers. From these heaps they arc carried by xaiious 
appliances to the first step in the process ol manufacture, that is the 
washing.
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Thc conveyance of these beets was long a puzzle to manufacturers uutila Gei- 
named Riedinger, a few years ago hit upon water sluices as the best

tossed into the
man
means, and now they are everywhere adopted. The beets 
sluice which carries them along to an elevator. This lifts them up a certain dis- 

and throws them into the first washer, which is a drum revolving in a tank

are

tance
of water They are next thrown into a second washer which consists of a water 
tank in which great arms revolve and throw the roots about, carrying them tor- 
ward at the same time and throwing them on to an elevator which lifts them up to 
the top of the building. If the washing has been properly done, the beets are 
now quite clean and ready to be cut up.

The form into which the roots are now reduced depends entirely on the method 
of extraction to be subsequently followed. In former times they were rasped up into 

almost impalpable pulp and afterwards the liquor was pressed out by hydrau
lic presses of great power, or by roller presses of various kinds and shapes. This 
was always a most unsatisfactory way, and has been entirely superseded by 
what is called diffusion. Wherefore, instead of being rasped, the roots are 
sliced up into long, narrow slices and run by suitable means into an apparatus 
called a diffusion battery. This consists ot a number of cylindrical iron vessels»
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holding each about one ton of cut beets and communicating with each other by- 
means of valves and piping. In it the slices are, so to speak, soaked out with hot 
water, passing from one to the oilier. It is not, however, a mere solution that 
takes place but a curious phenomenon known to chemists as osmosis.

This may be described as follows : If you have a vessel divided into two 
parts by a porous membrane such as parchment, and in one part water, while 
in the other there is a solution of crystallizable and the unciystallizablc salts 
together, the crystallizable ones will pass through the membrane into the 
water on the other side, while the others, or colloid ones, as they are called, 
will not. This is what takes place in the battery. The long, thin slices of 
beet are placed in water of a particular temperature, and the cell walls of the 
root act as the membrane, allowing the sugar, which is crystallizable, to pass 
through into ihc water while other matters remain behind. Unfortunately there 
are other crystallizable matters besides sugar, and these go through also, and 
the broken cells of course give up all their contents to the water. So the result
ing solution is still impure enough, but it is much purer than the liquor obtained 
in the old way and the process is more rapid. The process is a continuous one, the 
liquor being passed from one cell to another until it has passed through ten or eleven 
when it is drawn oil'. One end of the battery is continually discharging the 
liquor and the other the exhausted slices, which latter are pressed and sold for 
cattle food while the liquor is further treated. It is very thin, black in color, 
and quite opaque. It would be quite possible to boil it down now to a thick 
syrup and let it crystallize out, but the result would be black sugar, and very 
little of it, so it must be first clarified. This is done in what arc called defecation 
tanks, and by means of a peculiar application of lime and carbonic acid. As 
both these substances are used in large quantities, there is a lime kiln always 
attached to the factory, in which lime-stone or carbonate of lime is burnt and the 
resulting gas and quicklime collected.

The defecating pans are wrought iron tanks holding about 700 gallons each, 
and provided with steam coils for heating and perforated coils for the injection 
of the gas, which is sucked from the kiln by means of a large pump, and forced 
into them and up through the liquor.

The operation is as follows :—Tne lank is filled about three-quarters full of 
tne black liquor from the battery, which has previously been heated to boiling 
point, and a certain quantity of lime is added (usually about 2 per cent, on the 
weight of the beets ) in the form of lime milk. This causes an immediate partial 
clarification, and the whole is a gummy mixture, light in color. Then the 
if pumped through until, by a simple test, we know that it has precipitated 
very nearly all the lime that was put in. This precipitation 
pletes the clarification begun by the lime, as it seems to drag down small
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ponded particles and coloring matters with it, to the bottom of the tank Tiie 
action is not very well understood, but the result is a very bright, clear liquor 
of increased purity.
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We now have the defecator filled with a nearly boiling mixture of lime 
and sugar-liquor, and the question is to separate the one from the other. This is 
done in what are called filter-presses, which are machines so constructed that the 
mass is forced into spaces between coarse cloths held in iron frames, so that the 
liquor runs out clear through the cloths, and leaves a thick, nearly dry, cake 
behind. The cake is thrown outside, to be used as manure, and the liquor 
passes into the next stage, which is a simple repetition of the defecation, in which 
a little lime only is added and the gas passed through until there is buta trace of 
lime left. It is necessary to repeat the operation in this way to get a really good 
clarification. It is again filtered, and is now very thin still, but perfectly bright 
and clear, and is ready for concentration. This is done in two stages : first, it is 
thickened to a syrup, containing 50 per cent, of sugar, in what is known as a 
double or triple effect. This is a peculiar and ingenious apparatus constructed 
first by a Frenchman named Rillieiu, and consists of two or three cylinders 
about ten feet in height and six feet in diameter. They each contain a series of 
vertical or horizontal, steam pipes for boiling the liquor, and communicate with 
each other, so that the vapor from the boiling liquor in the first boils the liquor 
in the second, and that from the second boils the liquor in the third. In this 
way we greatly economise the heat.
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There is a further peculiarity about the machine, and that is, that to the 
third cylinder is attached an air pump, which sucks all the hot vapor from it as 
the sugar hoils, and draws it through a stream of cold water, thus producing a 

The object of this is to evaporate the water in the liquor at a low tern-vac u urn.
perature, for, by tin- well-known law of physics, the less the pressure on the 
surface of a liquid the les- heat it lakes to cause it to boil—that is, to evaporate. 
We do not do this to save fuel, for we have to use more than we gain in drivingns each, 

njection 
i forced

the pump, but we do it to save the sugar, for if sugar-liquor is boiled at the 
pressure of the atmosphere, it becomes partially destroyed by the heat and gets 
quite dark in color. The boiling of liquor in a vacuum is tire greatest advance 
made yet in sugar-making, and was known long before the principle of the 
multiple cvaporatoi. In fact, Hie vacuum pan, which is the next piece of ap
paratus we have to consider, was long the great centre of the sugar factory, and 
the most difficult and important process was the boiling of sugar. We do not 
look on the matter now with the same awe that our progenitors did, but consider
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The syrup on leaving the evaporator is now quite thick and is dark brown 
in color, It is customary now, in the best factories, to boil it up at once in the
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pan, but many still adhere to an older process, that of bleaching byvacuum
animal charcoal or by sulphurous acid gas. This will produce brighter sugar 
but we do not value this much as the refiner, to whom the raw product is sold, This 
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The pan is an iron or copper cylinder, furnished with a great number of steam 
coils and an air pump and condenser. It may be any size almost, but usually 
is about nine feet in diameter and ten feet high.

It is not an easy matter to boil sugar well if it be of a low grade, and long 
experience is valuable. In refineries, good boilers get high wages, for the yield 
depends much on them ; but they are commoner now than they used to be. The 
general operation is this. The pan is partially filled with liquor, and the steam 
turned on the lower coils so that the liquor is gradually boiled down till quite 
thick. Then the boiler opens the valve suddenly and takes in a small charge 
shutting again quickly. The result is usually that crystals begin to form in the 
pan, and after a little he fkes in another charge. Sometimes, however, there 
is great trouble in forming the grain as we say, and charge after charge is taken 
in, and the amount carefully varied until at last we do get some grain. Then 
the panman proceeds cautiously to nourish the grain which is at first very small, 
by carefully regulated charges. This done the operation proceeds more rapidly 
and all the panman has to do, usually, is to watch his vacuum guage and ther
mometer and keep taking regular charges till the pan is sufficiently full. Then 
it is concentrated a little more and the work is done. The liquor has now be
come a thick sticky mass of syrup and sugar crystals of the consistency of putty, 
and brown in color. Had the syrup been boiled in the open air, it would have 
been nearly black, but by reason of the vacuum, the temperature has been kept 
down to lull, and may be kept as low as 110, and it has merely got browned a 
little. The panman tests his pan by taking nut little samples, and examining 
them on a piece of glass, or by feeling them and as soon as he is satisfied, he 
shuts oil' the steam, lets in the air to destroy the vacuum and opens the pan 
below, dropping the contents into a long receiver, which is placed over the cen
trifugal machines.
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Centrifugals are vertical drums whose periphery is made of perforated brass 
plate or brass wire gauze. A portion ol tlie masse cuite, as it is termed, is let 
into them from 111 ‘receiver, and they are then set in rapid motion, making 1,500 
turns per minul ■. The masse cuite is thrown violently against the perforated 
plate and the syrup finds its way through the holes and into the outer casing 
from which it runs to the tanks below. In the centrifugal, the sugar is left in a 
nearly dry s‘ate. It is light yellow in color, of a well-defined grain and has a 
salty taste. It is quite easy now to make it white by throwing a little water on 
it, while the centrifugal is in motion, or sending a jet of steam through it, but as
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this melts so inm li of it, anil besides has only a partial whitening effect, it is 
now abandoned in most places, and yellow raw sugar is produced.

This is called the first product and amounts to from six to thirteen or more 
per cent, on the weight of the beets according to their quality.

The syrup which runs off, is still of considerable value as it contains fully 
two per cent, of sugar on the weight of the beets. It is utilized by boiling it up 
again and then letting it stand in a hot room until the sugar gradually settles 
out of itself. Then it is again put into the centrifugals and a second product is 
the result, which is darker and less pure than the first product.

The resulting syrup now will hardly crystallise any more, by reason of its 
impurity, and so special means are taken to get rid of the impurities, which have 
gradually increased in proportion as the sugar lias been extracted, until they now 
form a great percentage. It is found by practical experiment that if the sugar in 
a liquor does not represent more that till per cent, of the total solids dissolved in 
that liquor, some special purification is needed. When the liquor left the 
clarifiers it had 85 per cent, of the total solids, as sugar now there is only tiO per
cent. This has been a fruitful field of investigation for chemists for many years 
and all efforts have been made to combine the sugar with some substance and 
so separate it from its impurities.

This can bo done by forming what are called saccharatcs of lime, or barium, 
or strontium which are decomposed afterwards by means of carbonic acid or of 
heat.
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The factories erected for the strontium process are much larger and more 
complicated than the original sugar factories and would entail too long a des
cription. The lime processes are simple ones, but scarcely of general interest, so 
I will dismiss them at once.

There is another and peculiar process which is older than the others and 
still a good deal used, depending on the principle of osmosis which I mentioned 
before in connection with the diffusion. It is cheap but slow. Any one of these 
processss may be used to get at the last of the sugar in the molasses, but also the 
molasses may be distilled and the sugar turned into alcohol. This used to be the 
universal custom, but now it is found to pay better to extract the sugar.

This ends the manufacture of the raw beet sugar. It is put into bigs and sold 
to refiners. Very few factories turn out refined sugar, that is, combine the two 
processes, for, as a rule, it does not pay.

I will now briefly point out the differences between a cane an' a beet sugar 
factory. The processes are either very similar or identical. The liquor is, 
however, extracted almost universally by crushing under immense rollers in-
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stead of diffusing, which latter process is but of doubtful value where cane is 
concerned, The clarification is made by means of lime alone without carbonic 
acid, andin a crude way enough as a rule. The evaporation and concentration 
in the multiple effect and vacuum pan are the same, but these are only to be 

in the more advanced districts.seen

Centrifugals arc also used now in many places and, in fact, the cane sugar 
copying closely beet sugar methods. The products of a cane sugar 

divided into several classes like that from a beet sugar one, the chief
men are 
factory are
difference being that the molasses are either sold for direct consumption or dis
tilled, the saccharate processes not being applicable for the extraction of sugar.

Crude or raw sugar from a factory is now almost always sold to a refiner to 
be turned into white or yellow sugar. Refineries resemble raw sugar factories 
In a few points only. They are very large places containing storehouses and 
cooperages as well as the machinery. A fair sized refinery will work 200 tons 
of raw sugar in twenty-four hours and the general process, I will briefly des* 
•cribe. On arriving, the raw sugar is melted in a large cistern of hot water in 
which arms revolve. Sugar is put into the water until thecoutents of the cistern 

half water and half sugar. This liquor is then pumped up to the top of the 
building and heated boiling hot. Next it is filtered through cloth bags from 
which it runs very clear and limpid. After this it goes to the char tanks. These 

immense cylindrical iron vessels containing about 25 tons" of charred bones 
or animal charcoal as it is called.

arc

are

This substance has the peculiar property of declorising liquor. A dark 
brown syrup often being in contact with it for a short time will become as clear 
as water. After passing through these it is collected in cisterns, concentrated in 

pans and the masse cuite worked off in centrifugals. Owing to the ac-■vacuum
lion of the char, the sugar is w hite or light yellow- according to how much 
charcoal has been used in proportion to sugar melted. The syrups that run from 
the centrifugals are boiled up again and allowed to crystallise out, or are sold for 
consumption according to their strength. On the whole, the process is much 
simpler than that used in a raw sugar factory, but everything is on a much 
greater scale. A very important part of a refinery is the char house, this is a 
place where the char is reburnt after having been used in order to serve again, 
which it is made to do many times, until finally being exhausted it is sold for
artificial manure.

Concerning the chemistry of sugar, 1 can say but little as it is loo extensive 
and complicated a subject to be dealt with in a paper of this sort, however, 1 may 
say that the sugars belong to the great chemical division called the hydrocar-
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bons and are divided into two great groups, called the glucose group whose 
formula is C« Oir and the cane sugar group whose formula is C12 H>> On- Of 
the first named group, the principal member is common glucose, a widely dis
tributed substance in nature, which is usually artificially prepared by treating 
starch with sulphuric acid. It is often considered as a deleterious substance 
and used to adulterate sugar, but, although it is n$y natural enemy, as a sugar 
maker, 1 must admit that it is just as harmless and wholesome as the best of 
sugar, and its only fault is that it is not over one-third as sweet. It may be pro
duced in many curious ways, for instance in the human body by the irritation 
of the medulla oblongata, or from this very desk by means of sulphuric acid 
To this group belong also levnlose, inverted sugar, sorbin, iuosit, and many rarer 
kinds.
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The chief member of the second group is cane sugar or saccharose, which 
we have been discussing. It is called cane sugar, but occurs in many plants as 
the sugir beet, the maple, etc., as we have seen. To this group belong milk- 
sugar, maltose, and many others.

Strange as it may seem, no chemist has ever been able to make sugar from 
a foreign substance. The plants know how to do it. but we cannot. Nor has 
anybody ever been able to turn glucose into cane sugar, although the difference 
in their formula* is but a molecule of water. Could this be done easily, no more 
sugar-canes nor beets would be grown, but we would use up old rags, sawdust 
and all sorts of detritus. Every year somebody reports success in this quarter, 
but no results are forthcoming. The sugar world is used so such scares, but it 
got a bad one a little while ago when Prof. Remson, of Johns Hopkins’ Univer
sity made from one 6f the derivatives of coal-tar,toluene, a substance called 
benzoyl sulphonic amide, or as it is now termed, saccharine. This is one of the 
chemical curiosities of the present day. It is a white powder, slightly soluble 
in water, and 280 times as sweet as sugar, that is, one pound of saccharine wil, 
sweeten as much water as a barrel of sugar.

All sugar makers felt very uneasy when this came to light, but now it is 
konwn that it is harmful in its properties and valuable only as a medicine, those 
who own the five hundred million dollars invested in sugar in this world breathe 
again.
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Hanging h 
Lygodium 
Nepi nthei 
Palms, hi 

Plant-, vai 
ings. $3, 9-?.

Plants for 
W. Wilshire. 

Selaginelli

PRIZES AWARDED.

FALL EXHIBITION HELD 17tii., IStii. ani, 19th SEPTEMBER 18M).

Class A. 83 82.
1 ollcctlon of decorative and flowering plants : table of 11-:, Stove and 

Wilshire. $<i i
. Efl''a e fset—1, W. Wilshire,

gaiuener to lion. J. ,T. C. Abbott ; 2, S. Ward, gaidener to C. E. Levey ; 3, W. B. Davidson 
Cote St. Paul. $30, $25, $20. '

Collection of decorative and flowering plants; table of (in square feet—1, J. Stanford 
gardener to Sir (I. Stephen ; 2, W Spriging-, Mount Royal cemeterv ; 3, W. McMillan gar- 
dener to A. A. Ayer, $20, $16, $10. ’

Annuals, L 
Asters, 24 
Asteis, 12 
Dahlias, ri

Admntums, collection-!, W. Wilshire ; 2, W. Spriging*. $5, $3.
Adiantum-J, single plant-], S. Ward ; 2, .1. Stanford. $■>, $1.

Asparagus, climbing, singlep’ont—I, S. Ward: 2 W. 11. Sprigings.
Begoniis, fol age, (I distinct vaneties-I. W. Sprigings ; 2, S. Ward. $4, $:j.
Begonias, tuberous, (I distinct varieties, in bloom—1, !■’. L. Girdwood, Ste. Anncs ; 2 W 

Sprigings. $4, $3.

Begonias, 4 distinct varieties in bl;om —1, John 
Ward. $4, $3.

Calailiums, 12 fancy—1, ,T. Stanford. $4.
Caladiums, (I fancy—I, .1. Stanford ; 2, S. Warn. $2. $1.
Carnations, (1 jots, distinct varieties in bloom-1, Geo. Trussell, gardener to J. If. R 

Molson. $3.

Coleus, lu pots, distinct varieties—], J. Stanford ; 2, J. Bland.
('•otone, G dissimilar—1, ,T. Stanford. $3.
Dracaenas, f, dissimilar-!, J. Stanford ; 2, W. Wilshire. $4, $ 1.
Ferns, 12 distinct species-1. J. Bland ; 2, J. Stanford. $7, $5.
Kerns, t; distinct species—1, J. Stanford ; V, W. Hell. $3, $2.
Kerns, tree, best specimen—1, S. Ward. $3.

Fuchsias, 4 distinct varieties, In blooui-i,,f. Bland ; 2. G. Trussell. $3, $2 
Geraniums, Zona', !» distinct varieties, in bloom—1, .1. Bland ; 2, G. Trussell $4, $3. 
Geraniums, double, *J distinct varieties, in bloom—1, G. Trusiefl.
Geraniums, bronze and tricolor, (i distinct varieties, in bloom.—1, G. Trussell.
Gloxinia-, (I varieties, in bloom—1, W. 11. Davidson ; 2, J. Walsh. $2, $1.

83.
Dahl as, do 
Dahlias, pi 

Dahlias, si; 

Di inthus, i 

Gladioli, 2
Pansies, 1 

Trussell ; 2, T.

Pondes, 24 
Trussel ; 2, K. 

Petuna's,.« 
Pet unais, t 

Phlox, Dri 

Roses, Hyl 

Vertu nas. 
Zinnia-, co

Growing m 
to Jas. Burnett

Walsh, gardener to W. W. Ogilvie ; 2, S* » s

*4, 82. I

#4.

Vase or ep

i i

#

T--"

s
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Hanging basket of plant—1, W. Sprigings ; 2, W. ». Davidson. 

Lygodium scandens, best specimens—1, John Walsh.

Nep, nthes, collection—1. W. Wilshire. §4 

I’alms, In distinct varieties—1, W. Wilshire ; 2, J. Walsh.

Plant', vase of, not more than I(i inches in diameter 
mgs. $3, .?•?.

Plants for table decoration, G, .>rns and soft wooded plants excluded 
W. Wilshire. $4

Selaginella (Lycopodium) 4 pots, distinct varieties—I W.

84, «2.
S3.

$8, $5.
—W- Davidson, 2, W. Sprig-

—1, J. Walsh ; 2 

Spiigings, 2, J. Hockp}-.

Stove and greenhouse plants, best (i distinct species 3 in bloom-’, J stentor |. » w 
Wilshire. 8<! 84. ' 1 - w

l.-l 82.

t I T 1H.00 M.

Annuals, best collection—1, W. ». Davidson : 2, (1.Trussed.

Asters, 24 blooms, dissimilar -1, .1. ». (ioode, Cote St. Antoine ;

Asters, 12 blooms, dissimilar—1, K. L. Gird wool ; 2, J. » G -ole. .8.' gj.

Dahlias, double, 24 distinct varieties-!, 1). F. Bell, Quebec: 2 W. Bell, Quebec. $4

Dahl as. double, 12 distinct varieties 1, W. li 11 ; ■>, D. F. B >11.

Dahlias, pompom, 12 distinct varieties—1, W. Bell ; 2, D. F. Bell. $2,81.

Dahlias, single, 12 distinct varieties—I, D. F. Bell ; 2. W. Bell.

Diinthus, collection of 24 blooms—1, <i. Trussell; 2 Jno. Eddy.

Gladioli, 24 spikes, distinct variclies—1, ». Hamilton, Grenville. *|.

Pansies, 12, dissimilar, (quality) form substance, distinct marking and 
Trussell ; 2, T. W. Burden. $2, 1$.

1 an-ies, 24, dissimilar, (qualities) form substance, distinct marking and cslo __1 G,
Trussel ; 2, F. L. Girdwood. ÿ:i, $2.

Petuims, single, best display of 24 blooms-1, John Eddy; 2, F. L.GirJword.

Petunais, double, best collection—1, \V. Sprigings ; 2, F. I, Girdwood. $2, $1,

Ph'ox, Drummond: coiiection, 24 spiket—2, W. Sprigings. $].

Hoses, Hybrid perpetual, r, dissimilar, named, 2—It. Jack. $2.

Verbinas. collection—I, W. Sprigings ; 2, W. Bell. $2, $1.

Zinnias, collection—I, W. Sprigings; 2, I). F. Bell. $[. 7jets.

Growing model of a llower bed, not to exceed I.) feet in diameter 1, J. Bland, gardener 
to Jas. Burnett ; 2, J. Hockey, gardener to John Molson.

83 82.
2. G. Trussell. g;j, «2

$3.

82, 81.

82, 81.

83, 82.

color—I, G.

82,81.

1101 ((CUTS axil ITT JU.llWKRS.

Vase or epergne, with cut flowers—1, W. ». Davidson. $4.
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Bouquet, hand—1, John Kirkwood, gardener to R. B. Angus; 2, P. A. Somerville. Petunias, - 
Petunias, 
Phlox, Dri 
Stocks, <i 
Sunflower 
Verbenas, 
Zinnias, 1

$4 82.

Class B.
PLANTS.

Collection of décurative and flowering [liants, lü sq. ftet of table—1. T. Gardiner, St,
Paul’s church ; 2, T. IV • lltirdon. 8*>, 84.

Abutilon, in bloom—1, T. W. Bunion ; 2, T. Gardiner. 81, 75cts. 
. Begonia--, 2, in bloom—1, T. XV. Burdon ; 2, T. Gardiner. 82, 81.

Begonias, 1, in bloom—1, T. XV. Burdon : 2, T. Gardiner. 81, ûOcts.
Begonias, rex—1, T. Gardiner ; 2, T. XV. Burdon. 81, OOcts.
Carnations, 3 in pots, in bloom—1, T. XV. Burdon ; 2, T. Gardiner. 82, 81. 
Cockscombs, 3, in pots,—1, T. Gardiner ; 2, T. XV. Burdon. $1.50, 81.
Coleus, 2, in pots, (nots not over 8 in diameter)—!, T. Gardiner. 82. 
herns, (i, foreign distinct—1, T. Gardiner, 2, T, XV. Burdon. $2, 8>.

dissimilar (Coleus excluded)—!, T. Gardiner; 2, T. XV. Burdon

For the b 
ty, competing 
2, B. Brodie, I 

Apples, t 
growers, 0 s 
812, $8.

Foliage plants, 4,
83, 82.

Fuchsias, 3, in bloom, dissimilar—1, T. Gardiner; 2, 1'. XX’. Burdon. 83, 81.00. 
Fuchsias, 1, in bloom—1, T. XV. Burdon ; 2.T. Gardiner, 81, "Sets.
Geraniums, double. 2, in bloom, dissimilar-—1, T. Gardiner ; 2, V. XV. Burdon. 82, 81. 
Geraniums, single, 2, in bloom, dissimilar—1, T. XV. Burdon; 2, I'. Gardiner. 81, OOcts. 
Hanging basket, frame not to exceed 13 inches in diameter—1, T. XV. Burdon ; 2, P. A. 

Somerville. 82,81.

Apples, 1 
K. W. Shephe 

Apples, < 
Shepherd, jr. 

Apples, Î 
Alexandi 

81, 70ets.
Ben l)avl

81. to, :
Blue Pet 

$1, 70 cts.
Canada 1 

81.60,81,75 c 

Duchess, 
81.50,81, 75 c 

Fameuse

Heliotrope, in bloom—1, T. XX. Burdon ; 2, T. Gar liner. 81, <5cts. 
Hydrangea, in bloom—1, T. Gardiner; 2, P. A. Somerville. 82, 81.
Ivy—1, T. Gardiner ; 2, P. A. Somerville. 82, 81.
Petunias, double, 2 pots, in bloom—1. 1. XX - Burdon. 81.uO.
Planls, vase of—1, T. X\T. Burdon. 82.
Selagineiia (Lycopodium). 2— l.T. Gardiner; 2, P. A. Somciviiic. 81.53, $1. 
Tuberoses. 3 pot-1, in bloom—1, V. A. Somerville, 81 50,

eon.

err «LOOM IIOVQVET*.

Asters, collections —1, J. I!. Gocdo ; 2, D. F. Bell. 81.50, 81.
Bouquet, hand—1, P. A. Somerville ; 2, It. .lack. 82, 81.
Cut flowers, vase or epvrgne—1, T. XV. Burdon. 83.
Cut flowers, reflection of,— .1.11 Goode ; 2,11. Jack. 8-‘> 82 
Dahlias, (i, blooms dissimilar—1 XX". Bell; 2, It. F. Bell. 82, 81- 
Gladioli, (i, spikes—1, T. Irving, Jr.; 2, J. B. (ioode.5$2. 81.
Pansies, 12, blooms dissimilar—1. T. XV. Burdon ; 2, J. F. Smith. 82, 81. 
Pansie ,6, blooms di-siuvia:—1, J. F. Smith ; 2, T.XV. Burdon. $1. 50 cts.

Fameuse 
81, 70 cts.

Golden 1 
11.60. 81, 75 

Yeach (o 
|1.50, 81, 70
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Petunias, double, (S, blooms dissimilar—1, T. W. Burdon ; 2, D. K Bell. #1.S0, 

Petunias, single, U, bloom dissimilar— 1, XV. Beil ; 2, D. F. Bell, $1. 75 c s. 
Phlox, Drummondi, 12 bottles—1, J. B. Goode. 81. ,
Stocks, «i spikes, dissimilar—1, W. Bell ; d, 1). F. Bell. 82, $1.
Sunflowers, collection—1, J. N. Drummond. Id.
Verbenas, Id blooms, dissimilar— 1, J. B. Goo le ; d, T. XV. Burdon. £2, SI. 

Zinnias, Id blooms, dissimilar—1, XX'. Bell ; 2, I). F. Bell. s?l, 75 cts.

Somerville.

lardiner, St.

Class C.

kkvits.

For the best collection of apples, exhibited by and grown within the limits of the coun 
ty, competing. 5 specimens of each variety.—1, J. M. Fisk, president, Abbotsford,F. G. A. ; 
2, It. Brodie, Hochelaga county : R. Jack. Chateaoguay. $40, $30, $20.

Apples, best collection, open to the province of Queboc; must be exhibited by the 
growers, 5 specimens of each variety-1, It. XV. Shepherd, jr., Como; 2, G. E. Roach. 

$12, $8.

XV. Burdon

50. varieties, 3 summer, 3 fall, 3 early winter, 3 late winter, 5 of each— l.Apples, 12
R. W. Shepherd, jr.; 2, G. E. Roach; 3, J. M. Harrigan. Outremont. Sfi, $4, $3.

0 varieties, 5 of each named, for commercial purposes—1, J. Robsoa ; 2, R. XVl. $2,81.
. $1, 50cts. 
on ; 2, P. A.

Apples.
Shepherd, jr. ; 3, G. E. Roach. 84, $3, 82.

Apples, 0 heaviest, one of a kind—1, J. M. Harrigan ; 2, Jas. Morgan, Jr. $2, $1.50. 
Alexander, 5 specimens—1, J. M. Harrigan ; 2, XV. B. Davidson; 3, J. Robson. 81.50,

$1, 75cts.
Ben Davis, 5 specimens—] 

eon. $1.50, $1, 75 cts.
Blue Pearmain, 0 specimens-l, J. M. Fisk ; 2, Jas Morgan, jr. : 3, G. E. lloach. $1 50

$1 7«> cts,
Canada Baldwin, 5specimens, 1, R. XV. Shepherd, jr. ; 2, 0. Cro.stield; 3, G. E. Roach. 

$1.50, $1, 75cts.
Duchess, 5 specimens — 1, G. E.

$1.50,$1, 75 cts.
Fameuse, 5 specimens-l, J. M. Harrigan ; 2, P. Clarke ; 3, R. Jack. $1.30, $1, «"» cta- 

Fameuse Sucrée, five specimens—1, J. M. H-k; 2, R. Jack; 3, 0. < ro^sfield. .1.50 

$1 75 cts.
Golden ltusset, five specimens-l, R, XV. Shepherd, jr. ; 2, H. Jack; 3, 0. Crossfleldl 

$1,50. $1, 75 cts.
Peach (of Montreal), five specimens-!, J. M. Harrigan . 2, J. Robson; 3, G. 1 russell 

$1.00, $1, 70 cts.

G. E. Roach ; 2, 0. Ctossfield, Abbotsford ; 3, XV. B. David-

1.

lloach ; 2, R. XV. Shepherd, jr. ; 3, J. Morgan, jr.

_
__

*

.
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Pomm» Grise, five spec.mrns—1, G. E K jach ; 2, J. M Fisk 
'$1.50, s 11 75 et8.

w ,-rrr fiVe S1’ecim‘ns—’■ •' M- »""igm ; 2, ... Itohson ; H. W. Shepherd, jr. 

Seoifs Winter, five specimens—1, li. W. Shepherd. *1.60,

Strawbeny (of Montreal), five spocin.en.-l, .1. M. llarrigan ; 2, .1. A. Drummond ; 3, J. 
Morgan, jr. M. i. gi.-'ct.. ’ ’

Wealthy, live specimens-l,... Walsh ; 2, ,1. Hobson ; 3, .1. M. Fisk *1.50, *.100 7

“• "• S1,el'll«J,jr.; i, O. O. E.

New-Russinn-1, J. M. Fisk; 2, li. W. Shepherd, jr 

herd J,\b ° °feach- "»**«-'. J- M. Fisk ; 2 .1, Itohson ; 3, H. W. Sl.-p-

( tab apples,.’, varieties, 10 of each, named-1,.). M. Fisk ; 2, .1. Hobson. #2,*1. 

ftl a.?‘C8’ ‘ Variety’ 10 sPeo'mens—1, .1. M llarrigan, 2, .1 M. Fisk* 3, T. Irving, jr
V I •Oily «M, « '.CIS.

3, It. W. Shepherd, jr.

Grapes, 
bunches of e 

Grapes, 
ders. *3, * 

Grapes. 
Morgan, jr.

Grapes 

Grapes 
$1, Tacts.

Grapes 
Jack. *15 

Grapes

5c ts.

*1 50, *1.

Grapes 

Grapes 
J. Betrix. 

Grape»

Cranberries, 1 gallon, domestic—1, J. M. Fisk. *2.

« varieties, 5 of each, named-1, Jules lietnx, gardener to Andrew Allan; 2. 
John Eddy; 3, G. Trussed. *5, *3, 14, *2.

Pears, 3 varieties, five of each, named-1, J .ties lietrix ; 2, W Bell ; 3, G. T. ussell. *3 Grapes 
$<!, «4, *2.

Grape; 
*4, *3, $2.

*2, *1.
Pears, 1 variety, 5 tpecimens-1, John Eddy; 2, W. Hell, 3, .1 Bland. *2, «1.50, *1,
Plums, co lection, (i specimens of each—1, D. Dunn ; 2. W. B. Davidson. «1, *3.

Plums, 2 varieties, (i specimens of each—1, D. Dunn. «2.
Plu“*. P111* of I variety only, 10 specimons-1, J. Betrix ; 2, H. Harvie ; 3, J. Landers,
#1, oO cts. ’

Plums, wild, of P. Q., in specimens—1, D. Dunn. *1.50.
Plums, wild, of North western States, 10 specimens—1, J. M. Fisk ; 2, It. W. Shepherd 

jr. #1.50, #1. 4

BASKETS OK FRUIT.

1 or the bsst and the most, tastefully arranged basket of fruit for dessert, size of ba«ket 
not to be less than one foot and not ta exceed two feet in any part-1, J. Betrix ;
$5, *4.

lor the best and most tastefully arranged ba-ket of outdoor grown fruits, size of basket 
to be not less than one foot, and, not to exceed two feet in any part—1, G Trussed • •> R 
Jack. *3, *2. ’ ’

Peach.

Peach.

Grape:
»3.

Melon 

Melon 

Melon 
Harrigan 8

2, H. Jack.

Artich 
7Sets, 50ct

Beets, 
$1, 50 cts.

Beets,

OCTHOOR ORA AES.

Grapes, collection, named, 2 bunches of each-1, W. Mead Pattison, Clarenceville 
Que.—*10. ’

______
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eplierd, jr.

Grapes, 12 varieties, preference for goad ripening varieties, best collection, named, 2, 
bunches of each—1, W. Mead Pattison ; 2, H. lack. *:>, $4.

Grapes, 3 varieties, white 2 bunches of each—1, W. M. Pattison ; 2, R. Jack; 3, J. Lan 
ders. 83, $2, 81.

Grapes, 3 varieties, black, 2 bunches of each—1, W. M. Pattison : 2. K. Jack ; 3, James 
Morgan, jr. |3, $2, 81.

Grapes, 3 varieties, red, 2 bunches of each—1, W. M. Pattison ; 2, R. Jack. 83, 82.
Grapes, heaviest single bunch, white—1,11. Jack ; 2, .1. Landers : 3, W. M. Pattison. 81-00 

$1, 70c U.

Grapes, heaviest single bunch, black—1, Jas. Morgan, jr. ; 2, J. N. Drummond; 3, R 
Jack. 81 50, $1, 7.*>cts.

Grapes, heaviest single Lunch, red—1, J. Landers ; 2, \V. M. Pattison. 8L50, $1.

<1 HAVES liliUWN UNllElt lil.ASS.

lepherd, jr.

lond ; 3, J.

100 7 Jets.

; a, G. e.

, W. Slip-

81.

Grapes, best and heaviest bunch—1, W. Penney, gardener to T. lieckett, Quebec. $3, 
Grapes, collection 1 bunch of each—1, W. Penney ; 2, J. Stanford ; 3, J. Kirkwood; 4. 

J. Betrix. $10, $7, $•">, $3.

Grapes, 5 varieties, 1 bunch of each—1, J. Kirkwood ; 2, J. McGuire ; 3, J. Bland. 86.

Irving, jr

I

Allan; 2.
84, $2.

Grapes,4 vaiieties, 2 white and 2 black—1, J. Kirkwood; 2, J. Bland; 3, J. McGuire.
$6, 84, $2.

Grapes, 2 bunches Black Hamburg—1, J. Stanford; 2, W. McMillan; 3, J. Kirkwood. 
$4, $3, $2.

ssell. $3

81.30, 81.
83.

NECTARINES AND OTHER FRUITS.

Landers, Peaches, collection—1, J. Betrix. $3.
Peaches, best plate of—1, J. Betrix. $2.
Grapes, bearing vine, grown at least one year, in pot—1, J. Betrix ; 2, J. McGuire. $4,

Shepherd $3.
Melon, water—1, F. L. Girdwood ; 2, College Notre Dame. $2, $1.50.
Melon, musk—1, W. Ross ; 2, T. Hall ; 3, T. Irving, jr, ; 4, J. M. llarrigan. $4, $3, $2, $1. 
Melon, best new variety musk—1, College Notre Dame ; 2, W. B. Davidson; 3, J. M. 

Harrigan $3, $2, $1-

of basket 
, R.Jack.

>f basket 
.ell ; 2, It

vhuetabi.es.

Artichokes, Jerusalem, best plate—1, J. M. Harrigan ; 2, W. O’Hara ; 3, P. Clarke. $1, 
7Sets, 50cts.

Beets, turnip, blood, 6, for table—1, W. Ross ; 2, R. Jack ; 3, College Notre-Dame. $2, 
$1, 50cts.

Beets, long, blood, 6, for table—1, P. Clarke ; 2, T. Hall ; 3, W, McMillan. $2, $1,50 cts

mce ville,

I _____

v
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Borcecole (kal*-), 2 stalk?—1, College Notre-Dame ; 2, W. B. Davidson ; 3, W. McMillan. 
$1.50, 75 cts., 50 cts.

Brussels sprouts, 2-1, W. O'Hara ; 2, W. Boss ; 3, College Notre-Dame. «11.50; 75cts.,

Potatoc 
Pot and 

#3, *2,91. 
Salsify,60 cts.

Cabbage, winter, 3-1,1>. Clark? ; 2, W. Ross ; 3, W. McMillan. «1.50, 75 cts., 60 cts. 
Cabbage, red, 3—1, J. M. Harrigan : 2, W. Ross : 3, T. Irving, jr. «1.50, 75 cts., 50cts. 

Cabbage, savoy, 3-1, W. McMillan; 2, W. Ross; 3. J. M. Ilarrigan. f1.60, 75 cts.,

Cabbage, summer, 3—1, P. i larke ; 2, T. Hall: 3, College Notre-Dame. «1.50, 75cts.,

Carrots, early, (i, for table-1, College Notre Dame; 2, \V. Ross ; 3,T. Irving, jr. «2, «I,

Tomato- 
wood ; 3, J.

Tomato 
«1.50, «I, 5( 

Tomato 
Turnips 

Turnips

50 cts.

60 cts.

50 cts. 76cts.
Carrots, late. 0, for table—1, 1). F. Bell ; 2, W. McMillan ; 3, T. Irving, jr. «2, «1, 50 cts.

Cauliflower, 3—1, .1. M. Ilarrigan ; 2, W. B. Davidson ; 3, T. Irving, jr. «3, «2, «1.

Cauliflower, best head—1, J. M. Ilarrigan ; 2, W. B. Davidson ; 3, T. Irving, jr. «1.60 
«1, 75 cts.

Celery, white, 0 heads—1, College Notre-Dame ; 2, T. Hall ; 3, P. Clarke. «2.50, «2, «1. 

Celery, red, (i heads—1, College Notre-Dame ; 2, .1. Bland : 3, J. Landers. «2.50, «2,«1. 

Corn, sweet, collection, 6 ears of each, named—1, G. Trussell. «3.
Corn, sweet, 12 ears, named—1, G. Trussell ; 2, F. L. Girdwood : 3, College Notre Dame, 

«1.50, «1, 75 cts.

Cucumbers, collection, 2 of each—1, College Notre-Dame. «2.

Egg plants, collection, assorted—1, G, Trussell ; 2, W. O’Hara. «2, «I.
Egg plants, 3, purple-1, G. Trussell ; 2, F. A. Somerville. «1, 50cts.
Egg plants, 3, white—1, W. O'Hara : 2, G. Trussell. «I, 50cts.

Leeks, bunch of 1 dozen—1, College Notre-Dame ; 2, W. McMillan ; 3, W. Ross. «1, 
76 cts., 60 cts.

Onions, collection, (i of each-1, T. Hall ; 2, G. Trussell ; 3, College Notre-Dame. «4,

Squash- 
«1, 50cts.

Squash 
«2, «1, 50 ct

Squashi
«2, «1.

Squashi 

Vegetal 
Davidson,

Apples 
«3, «2, «1. 

Grapes 
Grapes 
Pears, 
Plums. 

Tjmati

«3. «2.

Onions, white, 0—1, College Notre Dame ; 2, T. Hall : 3. W. Ross. «1.50,7.»cts., 50 cts 
Onions, red, 0—1, W. Ross ; 2, T. Hall ; 3, T. Irving, jr. «1.50, 75 cts., 50 cts.
Onions, yellow, 0—1, T. Hall ; 2, W. Ross ; 3, G. Trussell, «I 50, 75 cts., 50 cts. 
Parsnips, 0. for table—1, W. McMillan ; 2, J. Nesbitt : 3, College Notre-Dame. «2,«1,

60 cts.

Peppers, collection—1, G. Trussell ; 2, T. Irving, jr. ; 3, College Notre-Dame. «2, «1.
50 cts.

Potatoes, collection, not less than 0 of each, named—1, G. Trussell. «5.

Potatoes, 4 varieties, named—1, T. Hall ; 2, J. Nesbitt ; 3, G. Trussell. «2, «1, 50 cts. 

Potatoes, red, 1 peck—1. T. Hall ; 2, G. Trussell ; 3, J. Morgan, jr. «1, 75 cts., 50cts,
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Potatoes, white, 1 peck—1,G, Trussell ; 2,J. Nesbitt; 3, T. Hall. <1, 7Bctg., ROote.
Pot and sweet herbs, collection, nameil—1, W. B. Davidson; 2, X'. Ross; .5, P. Clarke. 

*3, $2, *1.
Salsify, 12 roots—1,(1. Trussell. 2, College Notre-Dame ; 3‘ J. Black. *1, 75 cts., 50cts. 
Tomatoes, 3 varieties, li specimens of each, named —1, W. 1$. Davidson; 2, P. D- Gird- 

wood ; 3, J. Robson. S3, 82, 81,
Tomatoes, red, li specimens of each, named—1, J. Kirkwood ; 2, T. Hall ; .1- Robson.

81.50, 81, 50 cts.
Tomatoes, yellow, li specimens of each, named—1, T. Hall. 81.
Turnips, white, li, for table—1, College Notre-Dame; 2, T. [rving, jr. $2, 81.
Turnips, yellow, li, for table-1, .1. Nesbitt ; 2, College Notre-Dame: 3, T. Hall. 82, 81

Squashes, table, Vegetable Marrows—I, T. HaU ; 2, J. >t. Harrigan ; 3, P. Clarke. 82»

81, 50cts.
Squashes, table, Hubbard-1, XV. B. Davidson ; 2, College Natre Dame ; 3, G. Trussell.

82, 81, 50 cts.
Squashes, table, other variety—I, W. Rrss : 2, College Notre-Dams ; 3, (1. Trussell. $3.

Squashes, mammoth, best specimens—1, College Notre-Dame. 81-

Vegetables, best collection displayed 
Davidson; 2,College Notre-Dame. *\ 8-">-

Millan.

75 cts.,

cts.
50 cts.
i <i cts.,

75 cts.,

82, 81 »

75cts.
50 cts.
1.

81.50

82, 81. 
82,81.

82,81.

taVe of not less than 4 » feet area-1, W. B-on
Dame,

Class D.
F1U ITS AMI V KO ETABLES*

Apples, 3 varieties, desert, 5 of each-1,J, C. Baker; 2, R. Bertie ; 3, Dr. J. A. Bazin. 

$3, 82, 81.
Grapes, 3 varieties, out door. 2 bunches each—1, P. A. >omerve e. 8-i 
Grapes, 2 bunches of any kind—I, P. A. Somerville. 82.
Pears, plate of 0 specimens-I.B. llarvie ; 2, J. C. Ansley. 82,81.
Plums, plate of (i specimens I variety—1, R- Harvie. 82.
Tomatoes, plate of (i specimens named—1, R. Harvie. 81.

8, 8i,

e. #4,

50 cts

82,81,

82,81.

50 cts.
i

lets,
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REPORTS OF LOCAL SOCIETIES.

All
I'Ml lT CROWERS ASSOCIATION OK ABBOTSFORD. fruit, w 

stock o 
first pri•1. M. FISK, President.

This Association distributed last May to its members 33 varieties of Russian 
and North German pear, plum and cherry, as follows. 75 pear, 211 plum and 
VIH» cherry making a total of 525 trees.

A. M. FISK, See.-Treas.

Tin
(especia 
surprise 
being uThis distribution is to ,l 8to.it extent Hie outcome of the society’s importation 

from Moscow in 1881, from which scions were cut and sent to Ames, Iowa to be 
root grafted, and re-shipped to Abbotsford where they were placed in nursery 
and cared for until of sufficient size to plant into orchard.

Tin
7 of pin

Tlit
RougenThe society also shipped hast spring to tiie Central Experimental Farm, at 

Ultawa, ,iO ot these pear, phi in and cherry trees and have still in hand 
these varieties for its members, to be distributed

Hie apple crop was Uglier with us than it has been for several yea-s. result
ing from two causes. First from its being the “off year,” and secondly, from 

ip depredations of the caterpillar, several orchards being completely defoliated

more of Ne'
next spring. This w£ 

affected 
marked

Oui 
ment w; 
and all i 
the incc

I hree varieties of these pests were ipiite numerous. The Tent Caterpillar 
Measuring Worm and Bud Moth or Leaf Roller. ’

lese latter are the most difficult to contend with, as they commence before
the tree is fairly in leaf eating into the buds, and as soon as the leaf is suffi
ciently large rolling themselves up in such a manner as to be almost impossible 
reach them even with poison, which is the only remedy to be applied.

Ibis is done by means of a force pump" using London Purple, 
to 100 gallons of water, and should> applied early.

Thu

one pound

Spraying twice in the early part of the season will destroy most of the in
sects that feed on the leaf, also the Codliug Moth which feeds on the apple.

1 his operation is not so expensive as one would imagine, 
cost for outfit. I about $20) it will not exceed five

After the first 
cents per tree of ordinary size 

. ,or "ie 8Pason Two men with a team will spray 800 trees in a day.

A
1
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riier.i wove four pumps in use in this place last season with good results, for 
where used fair crops were obtained.

I he annual exhibition was held at Abbotsford on the 26th September, and 
like many ol our sister societies we were unfortunate in our choice of day, for 
the weather was most unfavorable. So wet, that few from a distance had the 
courage to turn out, and many were prevented from bringing their exhibits.

Although the elements were against us, and this was the “off year" for 
fruit, while many ot our members had already contributed largely from their 
stock ol fruit in exhibiting at Sherbrooke, Granby and Montreal, taking many 
first prizes.

1 he exhibits though not as numerous as at some of our former exhibitions, 
(especially ingrapesi the display of fruits and dowers was well selected and a 
surprise to many who saw than. Flic apples and pairs for color anl size 
being unusually fine.

There were on exhibition 371 plates of apples, 82 of grapes, là of pears, and 
7 ol plums.

lliese were grown at Abbotsford, excepting a few plates of apples from 
Rougemont.

Never since our first exhibition has outside competition linen so limited 
This was owing largely to the unfavorable state of the weather, which also 
atfected the exhibits in vegetables, though those shown being choice, indicated a 
marked improvement in the selection of varieties.

Our annual meeting was held on the 28th of October. The financial state
ment was satisfactory, showing that prizes had been paid amounting to 8126.25 
and all other expenses for the year met, leaving a balance in hand of SI35.60 for 
the incoming year.

The result of ballot for officers for 1830, was as follows:

CHAS. GIBB, President.
J. M. FISK, Vice-President.
A. M. FISK, Sec.-Treasurer.

Diiiectoiis :
A. BROSSKAU.
W. J. GIBB.
J. DONAHUE.
W. R. HONEY.

■Treas.
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COUNTY OF LTSLET HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. Tin
i'.fir c.i

The Society held its annual exhibition on the ".'Stli September at SI. Jean Port
Joli. Ye;

TinThe membership of the society decreased in 1888, we ascribe the cause to 
the delay in paying the exhibition prizes, the government grant being handed 
to the Secretary-Treasurer over six months after the exhibition. This fall we 
had the satisfaction to receive the grant in time. Honorable Colonel Rhodes our 
distinguished Commissioner kof Agriculture has put a stop to the old state of 
things: we now anticipate an increase in the membership

We have to record tin* death of two of the most prominent members of 
the Society, whose efforts lor its foundation and success were much appreciated, 
these members wore Rev. J. Lagueux, of St. Jean Port Joli and J. B. Dupuis, ex- 
M. P. P., of village des Aulnaies, both had been Presidents of the Soci.dv.

I'mit growing, this year, was a failure in the eastern part of the Province 
and it was with great difficulty that specimens of apples and plums could be 
gathered in our orchards for the exhibition. As usual the display of Duchess of 
Oldenburg was the largest and finest. Red Astrachan were the second best 
Maiden’s Blush and Wealthy were fine. Fameuse and St. Lawrence were not as 
large and fine as usual. The show of Crab apples was large; among the new 
varieties exhibited for Ihe first time was the Whitney a very large and beautiful 
crab apple.

Apples had to be imported from Ontario lor consumption and many car loads 
were distributed in the parishes on Ihe Intercolonial Railroad. We remarked 
that these apples, mostly Baldwin and King's, were very wormy.

The crop of Blue Orleans, Damson, Heine Claude (yellow native) plums was 
a total failure, most members had only just the quantity required for exhibition. 
The foreign varieties were more plentiful, such as Lombard, Bradshaw, Washing
ton, Duane Purple, Felleiiberg, Imperial Gage. The show of these fine varieties 
was splendid, Ihe plums were as large and as highly colored as Ihe best speci
mens grown in the Niagara District.

Parties who had a few dozen baskets for sale realized 81.50 per gallon, de
livered at Quebec, in October.

Grape culture is in its infancy here, the most successful growers residing at 
L’Isiet, had on exhibition plates of very large bunches of blue grapes well 
ripened.

lube live 
lections

Am 
of bram
of tile p
farmers

Tin
brancht

To
cut the 
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Tin 
Colonel 
new am 
lias auti 
dollars 
choice c 
and suit

Oui 
Quebec) 
learn I'n 
of our 
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lion. S 
copies.

\ ill

The display of bee hives, honey, jellies, grape and currant wines, was as 
large as usual.
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Tlio flower show was one of the best 
' •ere exhibited for the first time.

Vegetables were plentiful and well grown.

The collections of insects injurious to trees, fruits and plants 
labelled and many good directions for their destruction 
lections.

we ever had, rare and beautiful plants
Port

5 to 
ided

IÜwere well 
accompanied the col-

we
our 

1 of
Among the prizes offered were lour liberal ones for the largest collections 

ofLranchesol cherry and plums infected with black Knot, to be burned in presence 
oi the public on the exhibition grounds, in order to draw the attention of the 
la liners to the great danger which> of 

ted,
. ex-

1 heir plum and cherry orchardsmenaces

1 he two largest collections brought were one of IÎÎ0 and another of COO 
branches, there were five other collections of 200 to 300 branches.

lo entitle a member to compete for a prize, it is not necessarv for him to 
cut the branches in his own orchard, he can collect as manv as he can in neigh 
bor’s orchards, and tin- Society expect by this permission to instruct more nmole 
ol the necessity of destroying the black knot before it spreads.

ince 
1 be 
is of 
best 
it as 
new 
iful

The collector of liiO branches took them out of « orchards. The lion. 
Colonel It bodes being aware that our Horticultural Society annually distributed 
new and hardy varieties of fruit trees from here to the Labrador coast for trial 
has authorized the President of the Society to distribute, this fall, one hundred 
dollars worth of hardy trees, to farmers and others of Magdalen Island- V 
choice collection was made of our hardiest trees, a good report of their growth 
and suitableness to the climate is anticipated from the Islands.

aids
■Red

Our Society being the most North Eastern of the :
Quebec) you cannot expect rose colored reports from it. you have nothin" to 
learn from it, but you know that we aredoing ourhest to combat the disadvanf 
ol our position, soil, climate, big snow drifts, etc. Our Society needs more 
help than the others, and we look to the Provincial Society for help and informa
tion. Send as many copies of the next report as possible—please send French 
copies.

Province (70 miles below
vas
ion.
ing-
■ties
eci-

ago

Believe me Mr. Secretary,
Your obedient servant, 

The President,

de-

; at
veil County of I/islet Horticultural Society.

Village des Auluaies, P. Q., December 20 1880.
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FIU'IT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION, OF THE COUNTY OF SHEFFOKD.

I have pleasure in submitting the annual report of the Fruit Growers Asso- 
nation of the County of Shellbrd for the year ISS'i. The annual exhibition of 
the Association was held on the 11 Hi and 12th of September last, and notwith
standing the unfavorable season for the maturing and ripening of fruits, the 
show was in many n sp els one of unusual interest.

The exhibits of apples and other fruits though not so numerous as in former 
years were of superior finality, while the display of pot-plants and flowers 
passed anything before placed on exhibition. In the Vegetable Department there 
was a fair exhibit and more exhibitors than usual, a fact which shows the in
terest in Horticulture is increasing and spreading among our farming com
munity. Below I give a summary of the various exhibits. In fruit there 
18(1 entries and :i!l* plates on exhibition. Plants 128 entries and 211.) specimens 
exhibited. Vegetables 25(1 entries and over THU exhibit 
the amount of 822!).‘>(i.

I he thanks of the Association are duo and hereby respectfully tendered to the 
Depar'ment of Agriculture for a supplementary grant of $75 over tlm usual 
annual grant. 1 his sum has been largely augmented bv the generosity of 
citizens, showing that they take an active interest in th « 
of our Association and by their assistance and support have put our society on a 
sound financial basis

sur-
The 1 

conceded 
zation of
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Final 
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Kflbi 
of fruits, 
tendance 
them at {

Prizes were paid to

our
success and progress

I have the honor to remain,

A ours respectfully,

.1. A. TOMKINS

S .‘cretary-Treasurer.

MI SSI SOI 01 HOimcVLTUHAU AND FRUIT GROWERS ASSOCIATION

In making our annual report it will porhapi nit h; o:i o.‘ pla ;.j to reuurk 
that it is many years since we had a more complete failure of fruits of all kinds 
than this. Berries and small fruits

A no 
of this A

It is
of this A 
per cent

. The 
vegetabl 
said by : 
have be<

and small—not a plum, or clierrv, and, 
in orchards usually yielding two and (lire • hundred bushels, scarce twenty were 
gathered. Happily this scarcity does not seem to have prevailed over the Whole 
province, and market prices are little if any higher than usual.

scum*

Our annual exhibition held Wth and 20th September in the midst of a 
“ season was as usual a success, an t if inclement weather be taken into 
account more so than some previous, file, plates of apples, lilt of grapes, 20 of pears, 
and id of crab ajipl-s, tog-Umr with lie • hi bits of honey, extracted, and in-

uii
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comb, maiilo sugar and syrup, and a large display of plants and flowers covered 
the tables in the upper room of the spacious Town Hall. Several plates of the 
New Russian varieties were shown and though large and rather taking in ap
pearance, the same cannot be said as to their flavour. As yet only two of the 
twenty sorts distributed by the society can lay claim to any good qualities, 
apart from hardiness. Tbe Yellow Transparent, a very early, and the Long 
field, an early winter, both early and prolific bearers. From the delicate color of 
the fruit neither are adapted to shipping and the Longfield inclined to he under
sized.

HD.

sso- 
1 of
ith-
the

ner
utr-
,ere The lower room of the Hall was devot *d to vegetables and it was generally 

conceded that a better display had never been brought together since the organi
zation of the association, now completing its eleventh year.

Financially the society has a small balance to its credit. Our list of mem
bers averages from fifty to sixty-live. An admission fee of fifteen cents is charged 
to new members—this together with the Government grant making sufficient to 
pay all prizes and expenses.

in-
iiii-

erc
en s
to

lie
Efforts were made during the last winter to hold meetings for the discussion 

of fruits, and indeed meetings were appointed, hut from inclement weather, at
tendance at Farmers Institutes etc., not enough attended to make a report of 
them at present.

ml
>ur
■ss
i a

llox. THUS. WOOD, President. 
DAVID WKSTOYER. s. r.-Treasurer.

‘drome coi nty fiu rr growers association.X
Another year having elapsed since the last annual meeting of the members 

of this Association we beg to submit the following report for the past year.

It is with much pleasure that we are able to report the continued prosperity 
of this Association and to state that our membership has increased about fifty 
per cent within the past vear.

, The exhibit of fruit was not quite as large as last year, but tiie show of 
vegetables was far ill excess ol any previous exhibit in this County, and was 
said by some who had attende 1 Sherbrooke and other horticultural shows to 
have been the best in the Eastern Townships.
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The exhibit of apples was five hundred and two plates. Also a fine show of 
out-door grapes, cut flowers and floral designs were very large and attractive.

The amount paid cut in prizes for fruit was fifty-three dollars.

850 50 
12 00 

4 50 
•20 75 
00 00

The hearty thanks of this Association are hereby tendered to the Council of 
Agriculture for their grant which lias enabled the free distribution ol four hun
dred New Russian apple trees to members, which we trust will greatly encour
age and improve fruit growing in this section.

We have been able to increase our prize list which has resulted in a 
much larger exhibit, and we expect to increase our 
per cent in the coming year.

In conclusion we trust that the council will continue the grant of one hun
dred dollars, that we may he aide to keep up the good work and the interest 
which has been awakened among our fruit growing community.

For vegetables..............
li flowers....................
“ bread........................

Special prizes................
Fruit trees for members

membership one hundred

Respectfully,

11. ERNEST WILLIAMS, President.

,1. II. BRASSARD. Sec.-Treasurer.
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illOW of 
live. ADDITIONS TO Till] LIBRARY.

The following donations and exchanges have been received.
D. II. Knowlton, Secretary, Farmington, Me. : -Transactions of the 

Maine State Pomological Society for 1887.

0. Van Honten, Secretary, Lenox Iowa:—Transactions of the Iowa Horlivul 
tnral Society for 1887.

Z. A. Hilbert-, Secretary. Angnsla, Me. A 'rir.nltnre of Maine 1887.

R. Manning, Secretary, Roslon, Mass. :—Transactions] of the Massachusetts 
Horticultural Society 1887.moil of 

ar hun- 
encour*

S. D. Hillman, Secretary, Mii:nea|iolis, Minn.:—Reports Minnesota State 
Horticultural Society, 1888, 18811.

AV. It. Sessions, Secretary, Boston, Mass. Agriculture of Massachusetts
1887.ted in a 

undred H. F. Fornow, Gliiel ol Forestry Division, Washington:—Annual Report of 
the Division ol Forestry lor 188,. Report of the Forest (londitions of the Rocky 
Mountains.

H. M. Lelong, Secretary, San Francisco, Cal. :—A Treatise on Citrus Culture 
in Calilornia 1888, Reports ol the Tenth and Fleveiilh Fruit .(I rowers Conventions 
of the State of California 1888, 1880 :—Biennial report of the State Board of 
Horticulture 1887—1888.

le hun- 
interest

II. D. Battle, Director, Raleigh, \. C. :—'Tenth Annual Report of the North 
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station for i887.

Dr. A. U. C. Selwyn, Director, Ottawa :-Catalogue of Canadian Plants, Par 
IV, Endogens, by John Maroon Naturalist to the Geological ami Natural History 
Survey of Canada, Ottawa.

G. II. Paul, Director, Milwaukee, Wis. :—Fifth Annual Report of the Agri. 
cultural Experiment Station of the University of Wisconsin 1888.

Alvan Bairns, Secretary, Amherst, Mass. :—Fifth Annual report of the 
Massachusetts Experiment Station.

P. C. Reynolds, Secretary, Rochester, N. V. Reports of the Western New 
York Horticultural Society for 1888, |88!l.

S. C. Stevenson, Montreal:—The Railway difficulty in relation to Fruit 
London 1888:—Practical Fruit Growers Association, Loudon 1888, (pamphlets)

W. H. Robinson, Huntingdon, P. <,). :—Journal of American Agricultural 
Association, Vol., 1, parts I, 3 and 4 Agricultural Review Vol., 11, No. 1, 
January, 1882 :—Supplement. May, November, 1882, February, March, 1883.

G. W. Campbell, Secretary, Delaware, Ohio :—Twenty lirst Annual Report 
Ohio State Horticultural Society 1887—88.
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W. II. Morrison, Siiiierinlenileiit, Madison. Wis : —Wisconsin Farmers Ins
titutes Itnllelin, No. ;', ISSS.

I- Woolverlon, Seeretary, Grimsby, Oui.: Reports of I lie Ontario Fruit 
Growers Association for 188.*), ISSS.

Henry Wade, Secretary, Toronto, Out. -Reports of the Council of the Agri
culture and Arts Association of Ontario for ISSU, ISS7, ISSS.

,1. S. Woodward, Secretary, Niagara, N. V.:—Transactions of the New York 
Stale Agricultural Society ISS.I to ISSU.

C. W. Garfield. Grand Rapids, Mich.:—Report ol the Michigan Forestry 
Commission ISSS,

lv Williams, Secretary, Montclair, \ ,T. : — Report of the New ,lerse\ Stale 
Horticultural Society ISss.

M. G. Smith, Treasurer, Gamhridge, Mass. :—Report of the American I'onto
logical Society 1887.

G. R. II. Starr, Secretary, Wolfville, N. S. :—Reports of the Nova Scotia Fruit 
Growers Association ISSU to ISS7, inclusive.

K. A. liaruard, Secretary, Council of Agriculture Quebec :— Report of the 
Commissioner of Agriculture and of 1’iihlic Works for ISS7.

N. .I. Hachelder, Secretary, Concord, N. II.:—Agriculture of New Hampshire 
188.7(1, ISS7.

George Lawson, Secretary, Halifax, N. S.Report of the Secretary for 
Agriculture Nova Scotia ISSS.

K. F. Smith. Secretary, Sacramenio, Cal. :—Transactions of the California 
State Agricultural Society ISS1, ISSÔ. ISSU, ISS7.

The Smillisonian Institution, Washington : — Report of the Michigan State 
Hoard of Agriculture ISSS.

F. V Menzies, Secretary, Fdinhurgli, Scotland : —Transactions of the 
Highland and Agricultural Societies of Scotland, Fifth series, Vol. I.

Adolph Lme, Secretary, Columbus, Ohio:—Ohio Forestry Report ISS7.

•I. M. Rusk. Secretary, Washington :—Reports Dept., of Agriculture, U S. 
I8SS :—Bulletin No. I. The Fuglish Sparrow.

H. S lloxie, Secretary, Kvansville, Wis. :—Transactions of the Wisconsin 
State Horticultural Society for ISSS.

ISSU.
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AN NI 'AI. MFFTING.

The annual meeting was held in the Fraser Institute Hall Montreal on Friday 
the sixth day of December, ISSU at 8 p. ui. Prof. D. P.Penhallow, the President, 
occupied the chair.
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1. S. Wai'il, gardener Id Mr. C. K. Levey.
2. -I. K tld y, Mrs. Bedpath.lin

pened lo our membersA larger number of Conserva lories Ilian usual 
last winter. Those who kindly granted us this privilege were Sir George Stephen, 
Mr. Andrew Allan, Mr. 11. Montagu Allan, Mr. Mackay, Kildonan Hall, Hon. .1. J.

Mv. John Molson, Mr. James Burnett, Mrs. Bed path,

were o

C. Abbott, Mr. It. B. Angus,
Mr W. McGihbon, Mr. C. li. Levey and Mr. W. H. Davidson.

ollcelions of plants in mid-winter is 
our members and the

The opportunity of visiting these line 
looked forward to with a great amount of pleasure by 
Association is greatly indebted to those who have so kindly conceded to it this

r

privilege.
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There were present Mess.. K. .1. Maxwell. A. Joyi e, J. McGregor, J. It- Goode, 
It. W. Shepherd, jr., It. .lack, W. It. Davidson, G. Trussed, .1. Ainslie, John 
Doyle. Itev., It. llamillon, F. Hmberson, I. XX Bunion, XX Bell, -1. Kirkwood, S. 
S. Bain, J as. Johnson and othere.

The minutes of the last annual meeting were read and conllrmed.
The Secretarv read Hie following report lor the year ending JOth \o\emhei

18811.

sKciiK'i'viiv's iineoirr.

The following report of the operations of the Society for the past year is 
respectfully submitted.

The fourth Annual Convention of fruit growers was held in Ibis City on the 
2nd and 3rd. February. These meetings were well attended and a large and ex 
cellent exhibit of fruit was an interesting tenture nl the meeting.

Alexanders and SI. Lawrence in aConspicuous among the apples were 
perfect state of-preservation although they had only been kept in an ordinary 
cellar. Their fresh state was attributed to the peculiarity of the season which

sonn*

was not favourable to early maturity ol I mil.
A lull account of the proceedings of this meeting lias been prepaid! loi 

publication and will appear in our next report.
The Annual prizes for Conservatories were awarded on the nth of March as

follows.
class A.

1. XV. I. XX"ilsliir., gardener to Hon. ,1. J. C. Xbbolt.
2. .1. Stanford, do Sir George Stephendo
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Tlio Annual exhibition was held on the I7th, 18th and lilth, September. In 
apples the exhibits were not so numerous as last year, this not being the hearing 
year in most orchards. There was a large display of out-door and hot-house 
grapes some exhibits ol the latter being particularly line.

I he display of plants was fully up to the average, but there was a marked 
tailing off in cut bloom, the heavy rains preceding the exhibition having des
troyed most ol the bloom and rendered it impossible to procure specimens for 
exhibition.

The weather was wot and stormy during the three days of the exhibition 
and in consequence the attendance and receipts small.

llieie has been a slight decrease ol iiombci'ship during the year as you wil^ 
see by the financial statement which is as follows.

1'iiiaucial statement ol the Montreal Horticultural Society and Emit Growers 
Association of the Province of Quebec for the year ending :10th, Nov., 1880.

IIECEIPTS.

Sundry pc 
Dominion 
Balance d

At tin 
by the Pr 
we receivt 
lions lntvi 
expenses \ 
the prizes 
still renia

Statei
Growers

Cash on hand 1st December 1888...............................
Dividends Bank Stock................... ..........................................
Proceeds Sale of 2 shares Bank of Montreal Stock..............
Exhibitions............................................................................
Special prizes........................................................
Subscriptions for 1888 received after close of year.............
Members subscriptions, à >0 at 82.......... .........................

21 at 81......................................

40 63 
ill 00 

012 00 
182 03

La Presse. 
La Patrie. 
The Star.. 
The Gazet 
A. Me A rtf 
1). Bentlex 
Herald Pr 
dolin Don; 
D Butlier 
A. Joyce.. 
Morton PI 
J. Grace.. 
W. W. Di

i 00
2 00

lllill
a u

Life. 2 at 820 ill 1101 (III 
130 IdW . \\ . Dunlop, Sec. Trees

2131 71
kxphnimti in:.

Rent...............................................
Library account binding, etc
Advertising and printing.......
Insurance.....................................
Postage stamps...........................
Commission oil collections ...
Prizes...........................................
Winter fruit meeting...............
Plant, plates.................................
Sundry accounts..... ...................
W. W. Dunlop loan returned,

I Ol I Oil 
32 58 
63 08 
8 0(1 

3(1 00 
88 0(1 

11138 75 
85 60 
15 (III 

. 366 15 
500 0(1

Amount tl
U V
Dmui

The l 
to pay all 
82ÔU.VJ oi



Sundry petty expenses..........................
Dominion Convention.........................
Balance deposited in Merchants Bank

23 00 
33 00 
27 05

2431 71

At the close of the last financial year tliore was a balance of $500 due to us 
by the Provincial Government. This amount has not yet been paid nor have 
we received our grant of $ 1000 for the current year, although repeated applica 
lions have been made for both amounts. In order to provide for the current 
expenses we have disposed of our Bank Stock, and with the proceeds have paid 
the prizes awarded at September exhibition. Liabilities amounting to $880.70 
still remain to be provided for as by following statement.

Montreal, November, 30th 1880.

Statement of amounts due by the Montreal Horticultural Society and Fruit 
Growers Association of the Province of (Quebec.

S 0 00 
0 00 

31 57
4 63 
3 64 

13 50 
0 00

La Presse...............................
La Patrie............. ................ .
The Star..................................
The Gazette Printing Co......
A. McArthur and Co.............
1). Bentley and Co................
Herald Printing Co...............
John Donga 11 and Son..........
D Rutherford and Co...........
A. Joyce.................................
Morton Phillips and Bulmer
J. Grace................................. .
W. W. Dunlop, Sec.-l'reas...

78 00
21 00 
40 00 
15 80 
6 50 

630 10

880 70

Amount due by Provincial Government....................................
“ paid by Montreal Horticultural Society on account 
Dominion Convention to be refused......................................

$1500

1533 60$33 60

$652 81

The receipt of the amount due by the Provincial Government will enable us 
to pay all outstanding accounts and leave a surplus of $65281, and a deficit of 
$-250.19 on the transactions of the year.
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In explanation of lliisjlellcit 1 may slate that our income from exhibition 
receipts is not a fixed one being more or less governed by the weather and other 
causes, thus, our receipts this year were$282.62 less than last year—a sum greater 
than our deficit.

1 regret to have to anime nee that our annual report, for 1888 has not yet 
been published owing to the Government not having issued 
publication. It is expected that it will he issued in January

During, the year our, Association,/in connection with the. Fruit Growers 
Associations of the other Provinces, has made an application to the Dominion 
Goxci iiment lor a grant in aid ol a Convention of fruit growers of the Dominion*

Ibis application has been favourably considered and an appropriation of 
$2060 has been granted.

! lie oigaiiizatiou ol this meeting has devolved upon this Society and‘is now 
in progress.

The meeting will he held in the City of Ottawa on the 18th, llltli, 20Uu 
February next.

the order for its
next.

1 he accounts ol the Society have been duly audited and found correct by 
Messrs., «I. M. M. Dull, and George Cooke.

W. W. DUNLOP, See.Treas.
Moved by Mr. J. 1! Goode seconded by 11. W. Shepherd, jr. That the Secre

tary's report and financial statement he adopted. Carried.

The following report by the library cm......tee was then read and on motion
by Mr. J. II. Goode seconded by Mr. It. \V. Shepherd, jr, adopted.

hei'oiit ok Linnaiiv cmnnrm:.

The library committee beg to report as follows.

The additions to the library during the year have been 47 volumes all of 
which wer<* received in exchange for our reports.

The library now contains about 1050 bound volumes and 127 unbound, a total 
of 1177 volumes.

No books have been purchased during the year. The sum of 823.88 has 
been expended ior binding and 87.'.Ml for horticultural papers, total 831.78.

file 1 resident addressed the meeting with reference to the progress made in 
connection with the Dominion Convention id' Fruit Growers to be held at Ottawa 
in heliruai\ next, and explained the steps taken by the Directors with regard to 
the amounts due by the Provincial Government.

m
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Moved by Rev., R. Hamilton, seconded by Mr. Hobert Jack. That the cov 
respondence relating to those grants be read. Carried.

The correspondence was then read by the Secrolmj.
Mr. Tlios. W. Bunion suggested that the City meinhers ol the Provincial 

Parliament be waited upon and requested to use their inllucnco in the matter.
year the grant to the Associa-Mr. James McGregor asked if in any previ 

lion had not been paid during the year.
The Secretary replied that the grant lor 1*7!) had not. been paid until Kebru-

lliis

ary of the following year.
Messrs. J. B. Goode and W. B. Davidson were appointed Scrutineers and the

ballotting for Directors proceeded with.
The Scrutineers reported the following Directors elected. Prof., D. P. Pen- 

hallow, Charles Gibb, K. J. Maxwell, A. Joyce, B. Broilie, U. \V. Shepherd, jr.,
number of votes bail beenWilliam Kvans, W. .1. Wilshire and that the sunu 

recorded for Messrs.. John Doyle and Hubert Jack.
second ballot being taken Mr. Hobert Jack was declared elected.Upon a

The meeting then adjourned.
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INDEX.

Pauks.
Apm.ks.

Adams Pearmain....
Alexander.................
Arabka.....................
Antonovka...............
Baldwin....................
Basil the Great......
Barloff.......................
Ben Davis.................
Bethel.....................
Belle do Boskooi,
Borsdorf.................
Brockville Beauty. 
Canada Baldwin...
Cardinal..................
Charlottenthaler ..
Christmast.............
Count Orloff...........
Cross........................
Dominion Winter.
Dyer............
Early Joe...
Edith.........
Fameuse...
Fameuse Noire.......
Fameuse Sucrée......
Golden Russet........
Golden White.......
Grand Duke Constantine 
Grand Sultan...
Grimée Golden. 
Hawthornden

.1(14
27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 35, 8ti 
................................84, 85

.87
21,22, 23, 29, 39, 85

,8U
87

,30, 32, 101, 102 
..........23, 20, 27 %

30
22
93I 32, 33, 91, 93, 100, 101

I,88

.27, 28, 86
.86
.88
,87
,93
97
,97
.93

20, 22, 23,24, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 84, 80, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 90, 97, 100, 102
,#«•• eeee ee a ease•a••

,89
,30,32,97, 101 
............... 83,87

86
.27, 28, 88

102
,„..,103, 104
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Hermine............................
Hibernal............................
Iowa Russet.....................
Kellogg Russet...............
Kittle Seedling..............
Livelaud............................
Kongtield...............  ......
Maidens Jilush...........  ...
Magog Red Streak..........
Maine Russet....................
Moscow............................
Mottled Allis....................
McIntosh Rod.................
McMahon's White...........
Nicolayer .........................
Nonpareil..........................
Northern Spy...................
Northfield Beauty ........
Oldenburg.........................
Ost rovoskay a....................
Reach (of Montréal )......
Betters Golden No.4. ..
l’owaukee.........................
Peter the Great...............
Pomme Grise..................
Prolific Sweeting...........
Raspberry.........................

Red Allis............................
Red Astradian.................
Red,Transparent.............
liepka ................................
Rhode Island Greening..
Roxburv Russet...............
Royal Table......................
Sandy Glass......................
Scott’s Winter.................
Serinka................................
Shaker Pippin.................
Shiawasse Beauty.............
Steklianka..........................
Switzer.................................
Sweet Fameuse.................
St-Hilaire............................
St-haw ronce.......................
Te tol a ky.............................
Titovka................................

.!>:!

84
25

......101
21
M

30, 84, 8(1
104
29
.83
87

................... 84, 87
20, 23, 2(1, 93, 9(1

............ 24
...............88

,30
.98

25, 29
............. -1, 23, 21, 25, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 84, 80, 97, 100

• .............. 84, 86
......29, 30, 32, 34

101
..............103

87
............................................. .............................. 97
..................................................................... .. 83
..................................................................... 84, 87
.........................................................
........... 20, 28, 30, 31, 33, 34, 33, 82, 86, 91
................................. . ................................ 28, 88

86
.............................
........... . ■ ••••••••• ••.... 22
......................................86
......................................87
26, 29, 30, 33, 100, 101

.88
.26, 27

24
84
33
.89

......................................................... 23, 89, 43

.30, 31,32, 33, 34, 35, 84, 93,97, 100, 107

...................................................23, 28, 31,97

................................................................ 84, 87

ïolmni f
Transcen
V tier’s 1
Vargul...
Victoria.
Wallhrid
Wealthy
White .1
White I!
Winter
Yellow
Yellow

Adirouc
Agawam
Allen's
Ami pin.
Barry..
Belinda
llrightc
Burnet
Champ
Concor
lie lawn
Duché,-
Early
Elilora
Empiv 
Essex. 
Eumel 
Herbe 
Jessici 
Jewel 
hadv. 
Lin dli 
Martli 
Moore 
Niaga 
Norw 
Purit 
Salen 
Wild 
Wort
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Agawam..............
Allen’s Hybrid....
Ami ni»...............
Barry....................
Itelinda................
Brighton..............
Burnet.................
Champion............
Concord..............
Delaware..............
Duchess..............
Early Victor......
Eldorado..... .......
Empire State....
Essex..................
Eumelan..............
Herbert...... .......
.Jessica...............
Jewel..................
Lady...................
Bindley...............
Martha..............
Moore’s Early...
Niagara..............
Norwood..........
Purity................
Salem................
Wilder............
Worden............

(it;
64

64, OH
06

,61, 64, 67
66

.........66» 66,67, 68

...............61, 06, 68

........ (id, 64, 05, 08
................04, 66, 67

.65
66
.06
04

.66
,64,66, 68
........... 66
.......65, 66

66
,01, 64

66
66

.65, 66
66

66
67

.64, 66 

.64, 66

PEARS,

Bessemianka
76

190

.20, 30
Tolmsn Sweet............... .............
Transcendent.............................
V tier’s Red..................................
Vargul...........................................
Victoria.........................................
Wallbridge...................................
Wealthy.......... *...........................
White Astraoban......................
White Borovinka....................
Winter St. Lawrence..............
Yellow Anis................................
Yellow Transparent.................

101
30
.84

.................................................63
.............................................. 30

.............. 24, 25, 28, 26, 30, 32, 33, 88, 86, 100
....................................... 28, 88

.86
..............26, 27, 32, 33, 67, 100

87
28, 26, 30, 32, 33, 34, 82. 86, 88, J00........... 27,

((RAPES.
67

Adirondack.......
.61

t
I

I

.63
....84
....25
...101
....21

M
'4, 86 
...104 
....26 
....83 
... 87 
4, 87 
13, 66 
... 24 
...88

30
.68

5, 26 
', 100 
(4, 86 
12,34 
...101 
...103 
...87

67
13, 83
14, 87 
....87 
6, 61 
8, 88 
...86 
...68

22
...86 
...87 
, 101 
...88 
6, 27 
...24 
...84 
...33
...86
6, 43
, 107
H.97
4, 87
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Clapps' Favorite 
Flemish Beauty. 
Mount Vernon...
Onondaga...........
Oswego Beurre...

PLUMS.

Blue Arnbka......
l)e Soto..............
Dwarf'Mountain..
Leopard............ .
Lombard..............
Miner.................
Mooer’s Arctic... 
White Arabka.....

75
74, 75, 7(1

.74
75
75 I
7<i

7(1, 77
77
77

7(1, 77
.77

7(1, 78
7(1

STRAWRKRR1KS.

Bidwell..........
Champion......
Crescent.........
Cumberland...
Ulendale.........
Jersey Queen.
Kentucky......
Kirkwood.......
Manchester.....
Miner............. .
Sharpless.......
Windsor Chief. 
Wilson.............

57
58

57, 53 
54, 57

58
54,57

.58
...... 51, 59
54, 57, 68
.......54,57
...... 54, 57

58
57, 58
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